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Migraph Scanner Extras
Derryck Croker takes a look at some of the accessories available for
Migraph hand scanners: a scanning tray thathelps avoid thejagginess
and distortion caused by free-hand off-line scans, and a useful merging
facility to knit two side-by-side scans together; plus a quick and easy
program for collecting digitised output from the scanner and delivering
it to disk.

3D Calc Plus
If you need a friendly statistical analyst toproduce eye-catching
graphs andcharts to liven up your reports or yourschool/college
projects, then this new ST spreadsheet program may bejustthe thing.
Not content with being a boring old spreadsheetwith thousands of
cells and maths functions galore, it also incorporates a variety of

presentationDesk mra UindoH Block Stat Graph Text Hacro Options

PIE CHART
graphics features
such as bar and line

graphs, pie charts
and multiple range
graphs, in 3D if
you want, all with
definable shading
and line styles.
Reviewed by Peter
Crush.

A Gnu Approach...

Printed in the U.K.

.. .to Graphing
Justin Read offers advice on getting started

with the freeware plotting program
GnuPlot, moving up from the basic

commands to more complex equations,
giving a step-by-step guide to building a

text file, and providing some solutions to a
few problems you might encounter.

Post Office: Non-deliverablecopies should be returnedto TheST Club, 7 MustersRoad, WestBrideford,NottinghamNG2 7PP.



Analogic Computers (UK.) Ltd.
Unit 6 Ashway Centre, Mon-Fri. 9am to 6.30pm Sat 9am to 5pm
Elm Crescent Tel: 081 -546-9575
Kingston-Upon-Thames, Surrey KT2 6HH Fax/Tel. 081 -541 -4671

i* compuTERS * moniTORS «fc
REPHIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES

520/1040 ST/STM/STF/STFM/STE £59.95

Monochrome, Colour Monitors Excluding crt, lqp.t. £59.95

^VWe pick up computers for repairs and memory upgrades for Next Day
^ delivery to us by Courier Service for only £6.00 +VAT.

]
Including
delivery back
bycourier
servtea

MEMORY UPGRADES
Marpet Developments OFFicial Xtra-Ram Deluxe Installers

520 STF/STFM to 1 Meg £ 59.95
520 ST/STM/STF/STFM to 2.5Meg £ 79.95
520 ST/STM/STF/STFM to 4 Meg £129.95

520 STE to 1 Meg
520 STE to 2 Meg
520 STE to 4 Meg

£ 17.95

£ 59.95
£114.95

PROTAR PROFILE SERIES II HARD DRIVES
Quanturn/maxtar mechanism with Cache

Compatible with all ST/STF/STFM/STE MegaST/Mega STE/Falcon
Profile 50DC & 85DC £POA
Profile 120DC £249.95

Profile 170DC

Profile 240DC

£289.95

£349.95

—POAfor Higher Range of Profile Series II and SCSI Bare Drive—
Gold Award Winner Protar ProfileSeries II Hard Drives have features such as: *Auto-Booting *Auto-Parking '

ReadAVrite Access *Password Pr'rvileges *Selectable Boot Partition * DMA Thru Port *Quiet Fan * Device
Number Switch *Hard DiskManagement Software package * Full Utilities package and De-buggingSoftware

*45 Watt PSUand all necessary wiring in place to mount another Bare Hard Drive in elegant housing.

SCSI BHRE QURNTUM HRRD DRIUES
With Cache

50Mb & 85Mb
120 (Maxtor) Mb

£CALL
£179.95

170 Mb

240 Mb

£199.95
£329.95

STFM, STE, FALCON 030 COMPUTERS
We shall "try -to beat any genuine

advertised Falcon prices p.OA
STE/STFM 2.06 TOS SWITCHERS

with Hardware Switch

The only Solder/ess DIYKits available

STE TOS 2.06 ROMs

STE TOS Switcher

MONITORS

£39.95

£39.95

mtmtm £129.95
High Resolution Monochrome Monitor excluding delivery

Power Supplies
STFM/STE Power Supplies (Service Exchange)£25,95
New STFM/STE Power supplies £49.95

STE TOS Switcher + 2.06 ROMs

STFM TOS Switcher + 2.06 ROMs

£59.95

£59.95

Accessories and Emulators
STE'STFMScan Lead £14.95 Mouse Mat £ 4.95

STE.'SIFMLead to CM8833 £1495 10 BlankBranded Disks £ 995
Philips CM8833 DustCover £6.95 10 BlankUnbranded Disks C 5.95
Twin Joystick Mouse extLead £ 5.95 Forgot MeClock £ 2195
290 Dpi mouse £14.95 PCSpeed £ 59.95
Dust Cover £ 4.95 AT Speed8 £134.95

Disk Drives

1 Meg 3.5" Internal Drive £39.95
High Density 3,5" Internal Drive £49.95
High Density 3.5" Internal Drive + Module £69.95

PRINTERS - HP310/510/550 Colour - POR

' All prices include VAT and NEXT DAYDELIVERY subject to availability
' Rxed charge for repair does not include Disk Drive Replacement & Keyboard

' All prices subject to change without notice *We reserve the right to refuse any ST Repair
' Please allow 5 working days for cheque clearance.
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The articles in ST Applications are written by
users for users. Everyone reading this
magazine will have something to contribute;
even if you do not feel able to do a full-length
review or article there is the Forum section
for short hints, tips and questions. If you are
interested in writing for ST Applications -
regularly or irregularly - please write for a
copy of our terms and conditions. We always
do our best to reward quality work with
appropriate remuneration.
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More From All Formats

The organisers of the All Formats Fairs
have recently announced their schedule of
events for the remainder of 1994. Their

running total now exceeds 160 events and
they are the only organiser of this type of
event to hold fairs in England, Scotland,
Northern Ireland and Wales. What's more
there's usually a fair somewhere in the UK
every single weekend. To date, the fairs held
at the National Motorcycle Museum in Bir
mingham have become the best known and
best attended. Here's the lineup:

October 2nd NAC (Royal Show
ground), Stoneleigh

October 9th Tolworth Recreational
Centre, A3 Surbiton

October 16th Ulster Hall, Bedford
Street, Belfast

October 23rd Woodside Hall, St
George's X, Glasgow

October 29th Haydock Park
Racecourse, J23 M6

October 30th National Motorcycle
Museum, Birmingham, J6 M42

November 5th Brentwood Centre, off
A12 J28 M25

November 6th Brunei Centre, Temple
Meads, Bristol

November 13th University Union, Park
Place, Cardiff

November 19th Haydock Park
Racecourse, J23 M6

November 20th NAC (Royal Showground)
Stoneleigh

November 26th Northumbria Centre,
Washington, District 12

November 27th Woodside Hall, St
George's X, Glasgow

December 3rd Haydock Park
Racecourse, J23 M6

December 4th National Motorcycle
Museum, Birmingham, J6 M42

December 11th Ulster Hall, Bedford
Street, Belfast

December 17th Northumbria Centre,
Washington, District 12

December 18th Woodside Hall, St
George's X, Glasgow

All fairs run from 10am to 4pm and admis
sion costs £4 for adults and £2 for children

up to 2pm. After 2pm the admission charge
is £2 for everyone.

Jaguar News

The Jaguar continues to dominate the news
with the revolutionary 64-bit games console
now accounting for 70% of Atari's total
sales revenue. However, it is good to see that
computers are still accounting for about one
third of their takings, generating a big
enough turnover to prevent them from
leaving the home computer market com
pletely, at least in the short term.

Probably the best news for UK gaming
enthusiasts is that the Jaguar is now readily
available. Rumbelows sent out stock to all
370 of their stores over a month ago and are
currently retailing the console at £249.99
(£20 above RRP). In an attempt to pull in the
customers, they are offering Jeff Minter's
Tempest 2000 at half price if purchased
along with a Jaguar. In addition, customers
are being given the opportunity to 'test
drive' the latest Jaguar games free of charge
in their Games Arena departments. Mean
while SDL have received their second ship
ment and reduced the price to £229 after a
temporary increase to £249 was necessita

ted by the cost of air freight on the first
consignment. Two other distributors, ZCL
and Taurus Distribution, have also received
stocks recently.

The line up of games for the Jaguar is
steadily increasing. Currently Crescent
Galaxy, Evolution - Dino Dudes, Tempest
2000, Brutal Sports Football and Wolfstein
3D are readily available from most stockists.
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Other titles due before Christmas include

Doom, Club Drive, Iron Soldier, Alien vs
Predator, World Class Cricket, Ultimate
Brain Games, Casino Royale, Wild Cup
Soccer, Powerslide and Virtuoso.

As expected, Atari have announced that
it is stepping up production of the Jaguar
with the addition of a second manufacturing
plant in addition to IBM's facility in North
Carolina. The first units are already rolling
off the production lines at Comptronex's
Colorado Springs factory. The additional
capacity should allow Atari to meet its ori
ginal sales forecasts for 1994 and has been
brought on line in order to meet the usual
peak demand in the run up to Christmas.

The latest add-on to be announced for
the Jaguar is a voice/data modem by Phylon
Communications which allows two players
to compete against each other over the
phone lines. Doom, Iron Soldier and Club
Drive will be the first titles to support the
new hardware. No release date or price was
given. Also on the horizon is a networking
system which will allow up to 32 players to
compete against each other. It will be
released in The States towards the end of

the year but no details of specifications or
price were available as we went to press.
Currently the only add-ons available for the
Jaguar (in the UK) are an RF/TV switchbox,
composite video monitor cable, scart cable
and AC power adaptor.



News

Read_Me 1st

If your subscription to this magazine

has expired with this issue, you will

find a renewal form included in this

mailing.
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Advertising

There is a limited amount of space for commercial
advertising in each issue of ST Applications. Con
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57 for details.
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Overseas Distribution

We no longer use Worldwide Magazines. Overseas
readers and retailers should contact us for details
of new distribution arrangements.

Disk Mags

These are bi-monthly compilations of the best PD
software to come to our attention in the preceding
couple of months - not magazines on disk. The
next Disk Mag, DMG.43, will be dispatched with
issue 46 of S7"Applications.

Amiga Latest

It is now several months since Com

modore International went into voluntary
liquidation. Meanwhile Commodore's
European subsidiaries have been closing
down at an alarming rate owing to the
firm's uncertain future. The entire Euro

pean operation now consists of the UK,
Germany, Italy and Denmark. Two bids
were received by the liquidators towards
the end of last month. Samsung, the elec
tronics giants, are interested in buying the
rights to Amiga technology and Com
modore's research and development faci
lities but are not understood to have any
interest in the existing product line. The
management of Commodore UK are
vying for all rights to Amiga technology

and obviously intend to continue produc
tion and future development of existing
lines. No other parties are expected to
lodge bids and a final decision is expected
shortly after we go to press. If the UK
management buyout succeeds, they are
likely to concentrate their activities in the
UK, appointing overseas distributors
rather than opening up their own sub
sidiaries or taking over existing ones. The
latest news from Commodore UK is that

they are finally out of stock of Amigas. If
their bid is accepted, they expect to have
more machines in the shops in time for
Christmas. If Samsung emerge as victors,
it is likely that the Amiga willdisappear for
good.

Axe Falls On User!

In a surprise announcement, it has been
confirmed that Atari ST User is to dis
appear from the news stands. A few
weeks ago, Clive Parker of rival magazine
ST Format said on CIX that Atari ST

Review was about to be closed down.

Shortly afterwards, ST Review's Editor
Vic Lennard went on-line to put the
record straight. It transpired that Clive had
got his wires crossed and that it was in fact
Atari ST User which was on the way out.

Although the ST market is in decline, it
was not expected that any of the three
glossies would pull out at this point. The
fact that the two Europress titles sell over
36,000 copies per month between them
compared to 45,000 copies a month for
ST Format makes it difficult to see what

advantage can be gained by dropping
either title. Certainly a significant number
of ST User readers will switch to ST

Review, but there is most likely a large

number who already buy both the
Europress publications, so it is fair to say
that although ST Review's circulation will
increase, it is unlikely to match the pre
vious combined total for the two.

It is also an unusual decision to axe the

title with the higher sales! However, ST
Review is widely acknowledged as being
the stronger title of the two in terms of
editorial, so we must assume that this had
something to do with the decision. I say
assume, because despite several attempts,
I was unable to get through to Europress
Enterprise's Managing Director for his
comments. After more than eight years
and 106 issues, Atari ST User, the longest
running ST magazine, will be published
for the last time on 3rd October. Regard
less of your opinion of ST User, you must
agree that it's a sad day when any ST
magazine closes down.

JCA Go 3D With Stereo CAD

JCA Europe have announced the im
mediate availability of Srereo CAD, an
object orientated stereogram creator.
Stereo CAD allows you to create your
own 3D pictures in black and white or
colour. It allows you to create 3D 'sliced'
objects such as spheres, pyramids, tubes,
stars and prisms. Pictures may be impor
ted and exported as Degas PI1 screens
and stereograms may be positioned in
front or behind the page. Imported pic

tures may be used as backdrops to the
stereograms or for direct conversion to
stereograms. Scalable, rotatable text can
be added to drawings, and shapes can be
scaled and rotated as required within your
scene. Stereo CAD runs on any Atari sys
tem with a colour TV or monitor. The

package costs £29.95 and is available
from JCA Europe Ltd, 30a School Road,
Tilehurst, Reading, Berks. RG3 5AN; Tel:
01734 452416; Fax: 01734 451239.
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TRUE MULTITASKING - THE SMS2 OPERATING SYSTEM

Dawneof a
New Era

sms2 is a powerful

object-oriented, operating system

with built-in gui, hotkey system
and networking. sms2 transforms

even modest st's into real-time

systems with

Workstation capabilities

But what (Iocs this all mean to the user? It means that

you canuse your computer Intheway thatYOU want lo
use it rather than intheway thatitforces you touse it.
Suppose that you want touse your ST asa fax machine.
Ifa fax callcomes in,you arcstill able tocarryon using
your word-processor and/or database and/or
spreadsheet program. The fax issimply received inthe
background.

Fortheprogrammer, thisprovides endless
possibilities. You can berunning your
program under development atdie'same
time asediting thesource code at the
same time asre-compiling a later version.
SMS2 is a wonderful environment to

work in.

SMS2 comes ona plug-in cartridge for
dieROM port ofalltheSTrange and
supports thehigh-res mono mode. There
isnocomplex setting upor installation.
You just plug itin,switch onand9
seconds lateryou have an SMS2 system

which isready tonetwork without anyexpensive
hardware add-on's. The system comes in PEROM form
onthecartridge soifyou want tochange thestartup
configuration at allthenit issimple todoso.This also
means dialanyenhancements toSMS2 canbeprovided
ondiscwithout theneedtoreturntheSMS2 cartridge.

It mustbepointed outthatSMS2 does notrun GEM or
TOS programs. Itisa distinct andseparate operating
system which provides a powerful and yet flexible form
ofcomputing. There arealready a number of
commercial programs anda good range ofPi)software
which isavailablenow and is SMS2compatible.

FastCopy PRO

For one month only you can save £5 on this brilliant
disk utility. See advert belowfor details.

Joystick and Mouse
~»" extension cables

Just £2.25 /pair

All three offers expire on 21 stOctober 1994
Look out for the next set of Subscriber Specials in issue 47

F U R S T

SMS2 is ready now for only £135.00by
cheque or eurocheque from:

Fursl l.ld,DeliaMouse, Garfield Road,
Bishops Wallham, Southampton

S03 1AT, England.

Telephone: +(0)489 894674
Facsimile: +(0)489 895765

Subscriber Benefits include:

* Exclusive opportunities to make huge savings on software,
accessories and hardware

* PD and Shareware disks at 20% discount, from just £1 per disk
* 12 copies of ST Applications, the best Atari magazine

anywhere
* Guaranteed delivery to your door every month
* PLUS, you save £6.00 on the cover price of ST Applications

ST Applications: more to read than any other ST magazine!

FastCopy PRO
version 1.2

JF®mtimiT(Bm M(£ilwdl(Bs
- Copy disks: only formats when required, only reads those
parts of a disk that contain data, full verification, intelligent
handling of read/write errors.

- Formats disks with up to 86 tracks and 11sectors per track.

- Formats MS DOS compatible disks.

- Can save default settings.

- Pre-configure up to 5 default sets of parameters.

- Convert a disk into a file for archiving and comms.

- Fast hard disk backup with data-compression.

- Fully fledged disk editor built-in.

- Virus Detector, Killer and Immunisation.

- Support for High Density 3.5" and 5.25" drives.

- Works on all ST, STE, Stacy, TT, and Falcon computers.

Supplied with a comprehensive 76-page manual, FastCopy
PRO' is the ultimate disk tool for all Atari owners.

Select Option!
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FastCopy PRO v1.2: £14.95

Upgrades from earlier versions
cost E7.50, please return your

master disk (Only major enhan
cements are the addition of full

support for the TT and Falcon.)

FaST Club
7 Musters Road

Nottingham
NG2 7PP

Tel: 0115-945-5250



News

\Tews

In Irief

Floppyshop Get Easy Stitch

Floppyshop have recently taken
over the distribution of Chris

Skellern's Easy Stitch Package
from Emerald City. Easy Stitch
(reviewed in issue 43) is a cross
stitch generator program desig
ned as an aid to those wishing to
create their own embroidery

designs. The latest version has
seen a number of minor bug fixes
and small improvements over the
version reviewed in issue 43. In

addition, the product has been
repackaged and now retails at
£19.95. Contact Floppyshop, PO
Box 273, Aberdeen AB9 8SJ;
Orderline Tel:/Fax: 01224
312756, Technical Support Tel:/
Fax: 01224 586208.

Summer CES To Go!

The Summer CES in Chicago is
widely acknowledged as being the
major launchpad for new pro

ducts in the leisure computing in
dustry. However, this year's event
was the last of its type. Whilst the
January event in Las Vegas is set
to remain, the May event has been
replaced by the CES Interactive, a
new event by the organisers of
the Chicago CES, which is to be
staged in Philadelphia. A rival
event Electronic Entertainment

Expo (E3), which is backed by
certain elements of the US com

puter press, is scheduled for the
same dates (11th to 13th May)
next year in Los Angeles. Both
events are claiming widespread
support from within the industry
but it is highly unlikely that there
is scope for them both to succeed.

Euro User Group For
MIDI Enthusiasts
European MIDI User is a new user
group for all types of MIDI musi
cians from the home musician (in

cluding computer and multi

media users) to gigging and pro
fessional musicians. Membership
entitles users to technical support
via their bi-monthly newsletter as
well as support via telephone, fax
and CompuServe. For a free copy
of their launch magazine and
membership application details,
contact European MIDI User, 46
Hampton Close, Heme Bay, Kent
CT6 8BZ; Tel: 01227 742790;
Fax: 01227 742791; CompuServe:
100136,3365.

ST Format

Future Publishing have announ

ced that ST Format is still a core

magazine with a future within the
group. The latest ABC figures for
ST Format show the magazine's
readership dropping to 38,671,
down from 43,469, but this is still

seen as a healthy figure and is lar
ger than the combined readership
of ST User and ST Review before

the latest changes at Europress.

Europress and MGV

Europress Publications, pub
lishers of ST Review and ST User,

recently announced a tie-in with
the ITV computer show Movies
Games and Videos. They are to
produce a monthly magazine of
the same name with the first issue

due out at the end of this month.

The TV show attracts around

three million viewers and the

magazine will cost £1.99 and have
an initial print run of 60,000
copies.

NameNet And PhoneDay

Roger Derry's name and
address management program,
NameNet, has been updated to
take into account the new tele
phone area codes introduced
on 1st August. For those of
you who are not already aware
of what PhoneDay entails,
here's a brief rundown. All area

codes in the UK will change
from 16th April 1995. This is
being done in order to accom
modate the increase in demand
for new telephone numbers. In
most cases it just means
adding a 1 after the 0 in the
dialing code, although the
codes for Bristol (0117 9),
Leeds (0113 2), Leicester (0116
2), Nottingham (0115 9) and
Sheffield (0114 2) bear no
resemblance to the old num

bers. Non geographical codes
such as 0800,0345 and various
mobile phone numbers will
remain unchanged. Both old
and new area codes are in ope
ration at present in order to
ease in the change, but the old
codes will be discontinued

from 16th April 1995, so it is
essential that you update all
stored telephone numbers on
computer and in the memories
of your telephones and fax
machines.

The latest release of
NameNet is supplied with a
data file which allows old num

bers to be converted automati

cally either 'on the fly' or per
manently at the user's discre

tion. In addition, the introduc
tion of caller identity services
later this year is also catered
for by NameNet. This is a ser
vice which allows the receiver
of a call to tell which number

the call has originated from,
before they pick up the recei
ver. Users whose telephone
number is ex-directory may
wish to suppress this informa
tion and NameNet 3 allows you

to add the suppression code
when dialingout. This may be
done on an individual or global
basis.

Registered users of both
the Shareware and Profes

sional versions can obtain the
upgrade to v3 by returning
their master disk to Roger
Derry, 38 Leopold Road, Bris
tol BS6 5BS. Registered users
of the Shareware version

should also enclose £5 for the
upgrade. Users of the Profes
sional version should enclose

an SAE or £1 in stamps.
The Shareware version of

NameNet is still available from
Roger Derry for £15 and the
Professional version costs

£39.95 from System Solutions.
A usable demo is available for

£2 from Roger Derry or free as
the 'engine' of the Falcon
FacTT File (membership appli
cation form from FFF, 11
Pound Meadow, The Green,
Whitchurch, Hampshire RG28
7LG).

VR - The Next Technological Leap?

Over the past few weeks, it has emerged that
three companies are developing 'low cost'
virtual reality headsets. For those of you who
are not familiar with virtual reality, it is the
means by which you become totally integra
ted into a game world as if you were really
there and participate in a 3D world from a
first person rather than third person perspec
tive. Virtual reality is already in use on several
arcade machines but bringing it into the home
has been impossible until now, owing to the
highcosts of the technologyrequired.

Atari announced earlier this year that they
were intending bringingout a VR headset for
the Jaguar but were evaluating various
designs with respect to the safety factor
(some people have been known to suffer
from disorientation and nausea after playing
VR games and the long term effects remain
unknown) but have yet to make an official
announcement on their decision.

Forte Technologies in The States are to
launch VFX1, a VR headset costing around
£650. The unit made its debut at the ECTS
(European Computer Trade Show) at the
London Business Design Centre earlier this
month and will initially be aimed at the PC
market. It is possible that it may be adapted
for use with the Jaguar at a later date. Rather
than requiring games to be writtenpurposely
for the headset, it merely requires that exist
ingsoftware be converted. Ocean,Electronics
Arts and ID Software (the team behind
Doom) are all said to be converting software
for use with the unit.

The second VR headset comes in at a

more respectable £499 from US based Vic-
torMaxx who already produce a low cost unit
for the Sega and Nintendo consoles. The PC
compatible version is set for release this
month with the Jaguar version expected in
the UK by Christmas. The headset weighs

just one pound and boasts a 62 degree field
of vision with a 120,000 pixels per screen
display and 3D stereoscopic images. Once
again,the system will not require that games
be written specifically for it, but will instead
require modifications to existing software
titles. Publishers who have already announ
ced their support for the new unit, named
CyberMaxx, include Electronic Arts, Minds-
cape, Domark and Vertek.

The final offering is from a UK based
firm and threatens to make a major impact
on the market with its £299 (+VAT) price
tag.Once againit is PC based but requiresa
VGA to PAL conversion card which is

availableas an optional extra. As the Jaguar
is PAL based anyway, there is no reason to
suppose that the unit will not be directly
compatible, assuming of course that the
relevant software support is forthcoming.
Manufacturers, London based Magic Media,
have been developing the product for 15
months and are expecting it to be available
throughat leastone highstreet chainbefore
Christmas. MicroProse and Psygnosis are
said to be supporting the unit with custom
written software although no further details
were available as we went to press.

Whatever happens to the above three
products, there are certain to be more VR
headsets released within the coming months
and it is very likely that both PC and Jaguar
versions of each unit will be made available.
As well as the tremendous possibilities
afforded by CD-ROM based games utilising
this technology, it also has a practical appli
cation in the fields of education, training and
science. There is probably nothing stopping
VR headsets being used on the ST, TT and
Falcon, apart from lack of software support,
and with the market in its present decline,
such support seems unlikely.
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That's Address 2 is due for imminent release from
Compo. This is the first version of the custom written
name and address database to be made available in the

UK as version 1 was never translated into English.
That's Address 2 understands the correct postcode
format for several different countries including the UK,
the USA, Franceand Germany and will prompt you if
you enter data in an invalid format. The program
allows for six lines of name and address as well as
separate fieldsfor country, county and postcode.

A one hundred linenotepad allowsyou to enter any
additional information required. In addition, tag fields
allow users to be grouped together according to pre
defined criteria. Thismeans that youcouldcreatea tag
field based on the type of computer owned and search
for all customers who own a TT for example. In addi
tion, multi-tags allow for the eventuality of a database
entry matching more than one tag. Numerous filters
allowyou to perform specific searches on your data.

A floppy disk based system can expect to hold
about 300 records but there is no limit when used on a
hard drive. Compo are currently using That's Address
2 with databases containing over 10,000 records, so
capacity does not present a problem. That's Address

System Solutions Get Medusa

The highlyspecified TT clone, Medusa T40, is now
availablein the UK from System Solutions. The sys
tem is based around a 64Mhz68040 processor with a
32-bit widesystem bus runningat 32Mhzand has has
been compared to a top-of-the-range MacQuadra.It
runs all cleanly programmed resolution independent
application programs without any problems, despite
the fact that most programming languages do not yet
support the '040 processor. Here's a few test results
performed with Medusa. For reference purposes, the
TT system used was a TT030 with 4 MegST RAM, 16
Meg TT Fast RAM, 520Mb SCSI hard drive and the
Crazy Dots II graphic card. The Medusa T40 was a
'basic' system with8 Megof TT Fast RAM.

Application Comparisons

Medusa T40 Atari TT

Calamus SL

Load program 4s lis

Load and display test document 8s 28s

Print test document at 600dpi
on HP Laserjet 4 30s 1:28s

Import an 8.5Mb TIFF image 31s 2:39s

D-Base Phoenix 3.0

Reorganise D-Base with

32,424 entries 2:56s 11:25s

DynaCADD
Calculate hidden lines of

St Paul's Cathedral 2:50s 13:10s

Medusa T40 is available now at a cost of

£2995 plus VAT.

2's mail merge facility allows filtered records to be mail
merged with Write On or That's Write for personal
addressing of letters to customers who match your
specified criteria. If you use That's Address 2 as an
accessory from within either of these programs, you
can instruct it to export a record which will result in it
sending the relevant name and address directly to your
word processor. That's Address 2 costs £39 and
requires a minimumof 1 Megmemory, although 2 Meg
and a hard drive is necessary for large databases. The
programshould be available by the time you read this.
Compo are about to release That's Write 3. This
latest version now supports SpeedoGDOS outline
fonts but does not require SpeedoGDOS to be loaded
in order to make use of them. This is particularly
important to users whoare short of memoryas they do
not have to worry about the substantial memory over
head requiredto install SpeedoGDOS. In fact you don't
even need to own SpeedoGDOS in order to make use
of this feature as 14 SpeedoGDOS fonts are included
withthe package. Thesecanbe printed at anysizeup to
a maximum of 144 point (two inches high)! Those of
you upgrading from an earlier version of That's Write
willbe glad to know that the old That's Write fonts can
stillbe usedin the updatedprogram.

The new improved user interface supports many of
the features of Multi-TOS and Falcon TOS whilst
retaining compatibility with older operating systems.
That's Write 3 has improved its ASCII import and
export facility with support for Windows and Mac
ASCII files. In addition, imagesare cached in order to

DeskTopper and FreeKeys

These are the names given to two of the component
parts of a cheaper alternative to a tower system.
Simply unscrew the casing screws on your Atari and
lift the keyboard free. The keyboard is housed in a
stand aloneunit called FreeKeys and everythingelse
fits neatly inside the DeskTopper, giving you a two
piececase similar to that used on the TT. DeskTopper
is particularly spacious with 4.5cm of space above the
motherboard to house memory expansion boards,
processor upgrades and other add-ons. Above this, a
separate compartment houses your existing hard
drive(s) and/or other storage devices. There is also
space for a fan and additional power supply should
these be required. DeskTopper and FreeKeys require
no soldering and come complete with external drive
ports for 3.5" and 525" drives.

An optional extra called PowerUp (not to be con
fused with the Falcon processor upgrade!) allows you
to move the reset and on/off switch to the front and
incorporates an IEC mains socket and plug which
allow your monitor to be plugged directly into Desk
Topper. A number of other small parts designed to
assist with the installation of hard drives is also inclu
ded in the kit. Please note that you will require a basic
knowledgeof electronicsinorder to fit PowerUp.

DeskTopper costs £69.95, FreeKeys is £39.95 and
PowerUp £14.95. A number of other optional extras
designed for users with particular needs (mount 3.5"
floppy drive at front, hard drive power supply, 3.5"
IDE drive adaptor etc) are also available.

Can Your ST PAK A Punch?

PAK 68/3 from System Solutions is a hardware
accelerator for the ST which allows it to out-perform a
TT! The product has evolved from a DIY project in a
German computer magazine and is now in its third
commercial incarnation. The board is based around a

33Mhz 68030 processor with a built in 32k cache and
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speedup the loading of documentscontaining pictures.
The mail merge, block marking and paragraph layout
have all been improved as well as the search and
replace option.

There have been majorenhancements to the spell
checkerand hyphenation. Hyphenation is now perfor
med using the hyphenation points marked in the dic
tionary and spell checking now shows words in con
text with a considerable speed-up in the location of
alternatives. Numerous other improvements have been
made including improved remove functions for font,
pagelayoutand paragraph layout. In addition, up to 36
fonts can be loadedsubject to memory.

That's Write3 requires 1 megabyteof memoryas a
minimum but this will restrict you in the use of fonts
within your documents. Two megabytes and two
floppy drives gives you a more flexible system and
four megabytes and a hard drive will give optimum
performance. That's Write3 costs £129 but registered
users of That's Write 2 can upgrade for £35. Users of
That's Write vl.5 and Write On can also upgrade for
£64.99 and £89.98 respectively. Also worth a mention
are two low cost SpeedoGDOS font packs. The Office
pack features 100 SpeedoGDOS fonts ideallysuited to
word processing and the Gold pack has 100 headline
and fancy fonts. The font packs cost £49 each. Contact

Compo Sofiware Ltd, Unit 3, GreenFarm, Abbots
Ripton, Huntingdon PE17 2PF; Tel: 014873 582; Fax:
01480 890787.

runs more than seven times faster than a standard

8Mhz Mega ST with blitter. Most PAK can run faster
than 33Mhz, some at 40Mhz, others at 50Mhz. In order
to achieve this further increased performance, the
computer must be suitably modified.

The 32Mhz '030 processor is fitted as standard as
is the 32k cache. A 68882 maths coprocessor is avail
able as an optional extra as is a specially patched
version of TOS 3.06. TOS 2.06 is the earliest operating
system supported although the patched version of
TOS 3.06 is recommended as it supports 32-bit
addressing, memory protection under multi-tasking
operation systems, and virtual memory. Comparing a
33Mhz PAK with TOS 3.06 and a 68882 FPU to a

Mega ST with blitter and FPU, the PAK returned an
overall performance of 775% against the Mega and
878% if using NVDI, when tested using Ofir Gal's
GEMBENCH.

All 32-bit clean application programs will run on
PAK and in fact most software specific to the Falcon
(excluding that which addresses the DSP of course)
and the TT will also run on PAK. The only 'catch' is
that PAK 68/3 cannot be fitted inside a conventional
ST casing and requires a Mega ST, a tower casing or
DeskTopperand FreeKeys.Apart from that, the price
is surprisingly competitive owing in part to the fact
that second hand CPUs and FPUs are used in the

production of PAK. The basic configuration consisting
of a 33Mhz PAK (TOS 2.06 required but not supplied)
is £299. A version of PAK which includes the modified

TOS 3.06 ROMs costs £359. The final option is to add
a 68882 FPU to the last option and that costs £399.
Individual component parts of the system including
the switching device for compatibility with existing
software, are also available. For further details on
DeskTopper, FreeKeys, PowerUp, Medusa or PAK 68/
3 contact

System Solutions, 17-19 Blackwater Street, East Dul-
wich, London SE22 8RS; Tel: 0181 693 1919; Fax:
0181693 6936.



News

Bristol and London

Show Reports

DAVID HOWELL betook himself to the two

Atari shows held in Bristol and London at

the end of July....

The weekend of the 30th and

31st of July could be descri
bed as heaven for the average

Atari user: two Atari shows, one in

Bristol and one in London. It had

been a while since the last show I

had attended (in Birmingham) and
so I was looking forward to these
two with great anticipation.

On arrival I got the impression
that the halls were quite small.
The stands were layed out as
usual down the side walls with a

centre stand running the full
length of the hall. Even with a few
people in they were a bit
cramped.

CGS Computerbild

First up was CGS ComputerBild,
one of the co-organisers of these
shows—they had an impressive
display of DA's Vector as with the
last show I attended. Ray and Ali
son Cross were busy with Ray
giving demonstrations of DA's
Layout and DA's Picture.

On their stand the best offer

that I could find was what they
called the Falcon Video System.
This comprised: DA Vector Pro,
DA's Picture, Matrix ScreenEye
and a ScreenEye Module. All this
could be yours for £529. The star
of their stand —if not the

show—was DA's Vector which

could be had on the day for £99!

Titan Designs

Moving on, one of the other main
organisers over the last few shows
have been Titan Designs. David
Encil was in attendance along

with Niel Stewart from Black

Scorpion Software. David was
putting the Expose digitiser
through its paces. He also had on
display the just completed gra
phics software for ExposS in the
shape of Apex Media. Together
they make a formidable video
editing package for the Falcon.
The expected price of Expose
plus Apex Media Lite will be £299,
with the Pro version of Apex
coming in at around £149.95.

Atari ST Review and User

Europress were very much in
evidence at both shows taking

one half of the centre stand.

They had the latest issue of Atari
ST Review and advanced copies
of ST User. Vic Lennard was on

the stand which also offered the

merchandise that they sell
through their pages. Vic told me
that he was impressed with both
shows, giving them a firm thumbs
up. The numbers were not great
— about 250-300 at Bristol and

about 400 in London — but he

still thought the shows indicated
the great support that the Atari
machine has in this country.

Compo

One of the largest stands was
manned by Compo. Neal O'nions
was very busy giving advice to a
steady stream of customers. The
shows were used by Compo to
launch a number of new

packages. The most notable was
the arrival of SpeedoGDOS 5.
This new version of the font

scaling programme will now sup
port standard PostScript Type 1
fonts as well as the TrueType
format.

I talked with Theo Breuers,

head man at Compo in Germany,
who showed me Speedo 5 work
ing on his machine. I was very
impressed with the package.
Speedo 5 was going for £59.95.
This included some PostScript
fonts to get your collection star
ted. Up-grades were available
for just £29.95.

Also on the stand were the

new versions of MusiCom and

their excellent word processor
That's Write 3. Compo had also
brought a few of their technicians
with them. If you wanted a
memory upgrade or a new disk
drive this was certainly the place
to come. You could drop your
machine off and pick it up on
your way out of the show. An
excellent service.

Calamus User

The only independent Calamus
user magazine had a stand. Steve
Llewellyn—the magazine's editor
and originator of the user
group—was on hand. He had his
wide range of fonts and clip art up
for grabs as well as the latest issue
of Calamus User hot off the press.
He was giving any help or advice
to Calamus users who needed it.
Calamus SL was running in full
colour throughout the show on
Steve's TT.

JCA Europe

Staying with Calamus for a
moment, JCA Europe (the UK
distributor) was at the London
show. All versions of Calamus

could be seen running. Alastair
Craig was offering any help that
visitors needed. I asked him if

there were any details of the
forthcoming Windows 4 (or Chi
cago) version of Calamus SL for
the PC's. He told me that DMC in

Germany had finished the con
version. They were simply waiting
for Microsoft to release Chicago
itself. The bad news is that Chi

cago looks set to drag into the
early part of'95.

Goodmans and Merlin

On the PD front Goodmans and

Merlin had stands at the shows.

They had their usual array of PD
software. All of their catalogues
were being pored over by visitors
looking for a bargain. If you were
looking for a budget package to
do titling for your home videos,
then Video Supreme might well
have been what you were looking
for. At £19.95 it certainly
wouldn't break the bank.

Gasteiner

Adjacent to the Merlin stand in
London Gasteiner had their usual

array of hardware. Just the place
to go if you wanted a hard drive
or an alternative to your mouse.

System Solutions

The show stopper had to be the
appearance of the Medusa. This
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super ST with a 64Mhz 040 chip
on board was installed in a huge

tower case. The price? A wallet
draining £2,999 for the base
machine! System also had their
usual hardware for sale. Also on

display for the first time was the
Desktopper case. This alterna
tive—read cheaper—version of
the Tower system transforms
your ST into the semblance of a
desktop PC for about £100.

The one on their stand had its

bottom off so that you could see
an installed PAK 68/3 board. If
you feel that your ST is lacking
then this could be the answer.

With a 030 chip running at
33Mhz, this will give your ageing
ST the boost it needs to cope with
todays software. The full version
which includes TOS 3.6 would set

you back £399.

Furst

As operating systems go we all
know and love TOS? These days

however it would seem we are in

the grip of multi-tasking mania.
This weekend marked Furst's first

appearance at the shows. They
were putting their alternative
operating system through its
paces for onlookers. At £135
SMS2 will no doubt find a niche in

the Atari market.

Best Electronics

Lastly, becoming a regular exhibi
tor, Brad Koda of Best Elec
tronics had his usual variety of
Atari bits and pieces. Some of the
most unlikely parts were available
such as a window for a first gene
ration Lynx for £10. Brad never
ceases to amaze with his stand.

But how does he decide what to

bring?
The shows may not have been

packed with visitors, but the
weekend was a great success and
everyone that attended had a
good time and I went away asking
when the next one would be. If

you don't usually attend Atari
shows then now is the time to

change and make a date for the
next one. You won't be dis

appointed.
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U/hen all that raw numerical information seems too

muchto take in, you need a friendly statistical

analyst to produce graphs and charts for you. Peter

Crush checks out 3D Calc Plus, a new ST program

that does all those Peter Snow-type things without

waving its arms about to give the answers.

As any teacher, advertis

ing guru or magazine
editor will tell you, con
ventionally displayed

facts and figures in columns and
tables can seem just a boring jum
ble of numbers. But show the

same information as a chart or

illustration and suddenly every
thing becomes clearer. The trick
nowadays is eye-catching pre
sentation, and if you want people
to read your stuff it just has to
look good. The many reports,
essays and papers we are all in
creasingly asked to produce
nowadays can be quite dramati
cally improved if the text and
numbers are broken up and pep
pered with graphics, so how about
using those three-dimensional

graphs? These can convey infor
mation clearly and attractively,
and it would be good if you could
produce them easily on your ST,
wouldn't it? Well now you can,
using the latest version of 3D Calc
Plus from FaST Club.

There are lots of PD utilities

around that can produce spread
sheets and diagrams, and quite a
few upmarket programs such as
DA's Vector enable stunning 3D-
type illustrations and charts to be
made. Mid-priced commercial
products of this nature for the ST
are a little thin on the ground, but
this gap in the market is now
neatly plugged by this latest ver
sion of a low-cost graphing utility.
You may remember seeing this
program in a previous incarnation

Desk File window Block Stat Graph Tent Macro Options

Select

HELP

3D-Calc nenu bar
3D-Calc: the 3-dinensional spreadsheet
Append file - Merge file
ASCII text option
Automating SD-Calc
Averages and percentiles
Bar, line and pic graph
Block nenu
Calculations: nanual - automatic
Cell addresses
Cell font options
Clear block

Clear cell
Clear data
Clear text

3D Calc Plus has a practical Help feature. At any time you can click on the "?"
at the top of the menu bar and a GEM window appears complete with an

alphabetical list of topics.

Presentation Graphics

Review by Peter Crush

Desk File Window Block Stat Graph TeKt Macro Options ?
laiiiii::::;:: INFO

3D-CRLC *

THE 3-DIMEHSIDKAL
SPREADSHEET
Version 3,ZB

6 COPYRIGHT 159B-53

FRANK SCHOONJAHS
Broekstraat 52
B-503B Mariakerke
Belgiun

when it was plain 3D Calc (without
the "Plus") I think it appeared in
HiSoft's catalogue at one time.
The program is written by Frank
Schoonjans of Belgium who is
obviously a bit of a boffin when it
comes to statistics. However, he's
certainly made the program easy
to use, and even a maths failure

like me can use 3D Calc Plus. The

program enables you to input
numerical or financial figures,

perform mathematical operations
or statistical analysis if required,
then immediately display the
results in the form of a graph or
chart of your choice from those

styles available. You can then
print the chart or save it to disk
for future reference, or even im

port the resulting pic into an art
program for touching up and
further embellishment! So how

does it work?

Graphic detail

The Manual 3D Calc Plus comes

on a double-sided disk and runs in

medium or high resolution on any
ST with a minimum 1MB of RAM.

Also provided with the program is
an A4 plastic comb-bound
manual which runs to 80 pages.
It's a rather well-written book,

Window Block Stat Graph Text Macro Options 7

Averages and percentiles
HELP

After selection of Averages initpercentiles in the Stat
nenu, the Define variable dialog forn appears on the
screen, Enter the following cell addresses:

Nane the address of i cell containing a nane or
description of the variable;

Data the location of the data in the spreadsheet, i.e.
the first and last cell addresses,

In the til/erases andpercentiles window, the following
statistics are calculated and dlsplaged:
/timber of cases; the nunber of cases N is the nunber of
cells in the specified data range with a nuneric contents
Range; the lowest and highest value of all observations,
nrittmettc /tea/r. the arlthnetlc nean Is the sun of all

Say you want to know about Averages and percentiles - just click on that
topic and a whole load of info appears. You can scroll through the text in the

usual manner.
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Presentation Graphics
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This is how your data looks in its spreadsheet form, quite neat and tidy but not
very eye-catching.So, pulling down the "Graph" menu, let's see what we could

do with it.
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Here's the result, and if you resize the window the contents are resized in
proportion too, handy if you want to view a number of different versions of

graph at once.

and its comprehensive indexing
speeds up the process of master
ing the features you want to
operate. The layout of the hand
book more or less follows the

layout of the program's menus,
which is the logical way to do it.
The style is very straightforward:
it tells you succinctly and clearly
how to carry out each operation,
and with plenty of screenshots in
the text you can see exactly what
to do. You can install 3D Calc

Plus on to a hard drive if you have
one, but it also works quite satis
factorily from your ST's floppy
drive. The software is fully GEM
based, and you can control ope
rations via icons, dropdown
menus, function keys, or a com
bination of all of these. When you
run the program you will see a
desktop (which looks like the ST's
standard Desktop) which has three
little Spreadsheet icons on it. You
can actually handle three dif
ferent spreadsheets in memory at
the same time, should you possess
the requisite multi-tasking type of
mind, but most users will no doubt

content themselves with one at a

time. Before you can produce a
graph or chart you have to enter
(or load data from disk) into the
spreadsheet. Double-clicking on a
spreadsheet opens it and enables
data and text to be input or edited.
Up to three windows can be open
for each spreadsheet, and as these
are all GEM windows, you can set
their size and position on screen
just how you want them, and
scroll the sheet to display the bit
of it you're interested in. This is
pretty useful with a large sheet, as
you can type data in at one end of
it and watch the calculated results

emerge in a second or third win
dow situated at another part of the
spreadsheet.

Mapping out your chart
Before you can get any graphical
results out, you have to put your
details in. Your figures are entered
into the spreadsheet — just type
them into the matrix of "cells" or

little boxes provided. There's
plenty of room: there are up to
256 columns by 2,048 rows avail-
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Hmm, I wonder what a Multiple Range graph looks like? First set your
requirements in this dialog - it's very straightforward, and if you have any

doubts, just use the defaults.

This is the same information presented as a bar graph instead. There are
assorted styles available for each kind of chart, all very easily set from the

dialogs.

Importing Data

There is more than one way of getting your data into 3D Calc
Plus—you're certainly not limited to typing it in manually. In the
File menu there is the opportunity to import data in a variety of
fashions:

1) "Read File" enables you to load a previously saved 3D Calc
Plus file into your spreadsheet—just use the standard Atari or
alternative file selector. 3D Calc files are upwardly compatible,
so you can utilise those created with earlier versions of the
program. It's also possible to Append and Merge files, thus
loading data into a spreadsheet that's already open in a number
of different ways.

2) "Read Lotusl23 File" lets you import data in the WKS
format, as used by the MS-DOS programs Lotusl23 and
Symphony. There are a few restrictions here though, as not all
the Lotusl23 functions are implemented in 3D Calc Plus, and
whereas Lotus supports 8,182 rows, 3D Calc "only" has 2,048!
For general practical purposes though, these drawbacks
shouldn't present any real problems.

3) "Import ASCII File" is another useful method to get your data
in. This feature uses the familiar delimited ASCII file format, and

in such files discrete units of data are separated with commas,
text is placed between single or double quotation marks, and
every line ends with a carriage return (ASCII code 13). Many
database and WP programs can produce data in this format, and
the manual advises on how to utilize this feature.

ST Applications - Issue 46 - Page 10
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Presentation Graphics

Among the many options available for you to play with is
a way of adjusting the appearance of the lines and fill

patterns used in the charts created on screen.

The File menu shows all the ways of reading your facts into
the spreadsheet, and underneath is a pie chart representing

the very same set of facts used in the other charts.

gram is ideal for mono hi-res
graphs, which is what it was really
designed for, and you'll love the
easy way it delivers smart-look
ing charts. If you're searching for
a professional spreadsheet and/or
graphing program, you definitely
can't go wrong with this one, and
as the advert says, it's more than
just a spreadsheet.

Points for:

/ Well documented

S Good user interface

/ Enough features for most purposes

Points against:
X Doesn't exploit colour

X Limited printing facilities

X Screen resolution graphic output

X Spells October as OKT!

able, giving you 524,288 cells in
all. As with all spreadsheets, you
can define formulae and connec

tions between the figures inserted.
For instance, if you have, say,
twelve monthly expenditure
figures you can set up any other
cell to do an automatic addition

and display a yearly total. Much
more complicated types of calcu
lation can be done of course, and
there are about a hundred dif

ferent formulae which you can
use. With all your data safely
entered you now decide which
method is used to display it. You
can have a bar graph, a line graph,
a pie chart or multiple range
graph, and some of these can be
given a three dimensional look.
Not only are the graphs you can
produce "3D", the actual spread
sheet is too! In addition to the

sheet you can see, there are

another twelve sheets "under

neath" it. Any cell in each succes
sive layer can be linked with any
other cell, enabling some very
complex calculations to be set up
in the 6,815,744 total cells avail

able. That should be enough for
most mortals!

There are other options too,
such as what shading or line styles
you want your chart to have. A
dialog box enables you to very
simply select all these various
options by just clicking with your
mouse pointer. Once they have
been set, the graph is drawn
almost instantly in a GEM window
on screen. Now you can save your
spreadsheet and graph data to
disk, and thus recall it later for a

judicious bit of adjustment or fid
dling! You can also export your
graph into an art program for
further enhancement — just save
it as a Degas or IMG file then load
it into your drawing software. In
this way you can add text, gra
phics or other embellishments to
your charts and resize them to
suit. Of course you don't have to

use the graphing capabilities of 3D

Calc Plus, and there's nothing to
stop you merely using the pro
gram as a straight spreadsheet.

3D Calc Plus in use

So how does it measure up? The
program is actually great fun and
dead easy to use, although judging
from its specification you would
be forgiven for thinking it was a
rather difficult and academic

piece of work. This isn't the case
though, and you really can't go
wrong when carrying out any of
its functions. Who might want to
use it? Well, not just financial or
scientific types; I would suggest
most students could find a good
use for 3D Calc Plus. It brings the
most boring of facts to life, mak
ing them look quite interesting and
important! Bung a few charts in
your next essay or project and
you could be heading for a Grade
A. If you are into maths, stats or
financial number-crunching, the
program should be really useful,
and as the Manual includes details

of the programming language
used, you can make the program
do some very clever things if
that's your bent. The software
works well on all levels, is most

intuitive to operate, and it didn't
ever hang up on me. In fact the
more you experiment with it, the
more you like it, and I could even
get over my old fear and loathing
of maths, it all seems rather
understandable and easy now!

Conclusion

3D Calc Plus certainly has a lot
going for it, it's more than power
ful enough for the average user,
yet is very easy to use. The
manual is very good, clearly set
ting out all the program's many
features in a straightforward
manner, and the on-line Help
feature is excellent. The software

itself is attractive looking and
pleasing to operate, it works fast,
and is very stable with no

apparent bugs or problems. It's a

standard GEM application, and
works fine with Desk Accessories

and alternative file selectors, etc.

The modest cost of 3D Calc Plus

makes the package quite a bargain
— apart from some PD stuff there
is really nothing else so cheaply
priced. Looking for something to
moan about, it's a shame the pro
gram doesn't make more use of
colour. It will run on a Falcon but

only in ST resolutions, although
you can export graphs into Art
software and add colour that way.
Realistically, most folk don't own
a Falcon and are mainly wanting
to produce black and white output
on their trusty STs. So the pro

Product: 3D Calc Plus

Version: v320

Price: £24.95

Upgrade Return master
disk plus £14.95

Manifest: one d/s disk plus
80-page A4

manual

Supplier: FaST Club

Telephone: 0602 455250

Smooth Numerical and Logical Operator

Crikey you chaps, look at all those fantastic formulae! The mathematicalness

is terrific! Long division was enough of a puzzle for me at school, but even
my clever old Maths master has been surprised by the capabilities built into
3D Calc Plus. Actually there are far too many to list, but to give an idea of
the power at your disposal here are just some of the functions available.

Arithmetic operators: The usual Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication,

Division, Negation and Exponentiation are there for the simpler sums.

Relational operators: Equity, Inequality, Less than, Greater than, Less than
or equal to and Greater than or equal to are all treated with relative equality
(more or less!).

Mathematical functions: From A for ABS(x) to T for TAN(x) which starts
as an Absolute value then goes off at a Tangent, there are umpteen

mathematical features, such as Arcs of cosines and Factorial functions and

Logs and Random numbers—it's enough to make your head spin.

Financial functions: Want to work out your Compounding periods, or
Double-declining depreciation? It's not double-dutch with 3D Calc Plus, in
fact it's all you need to sort out all your mortgage and interest payment
problems, and calculate when to buy a Falcon.

Statistical functions: This is why most people take those soft, Arts
courses, but someone has to know all this statistical stuff. If you really need

to calculate things like the Arithmetic mean of range, Correlation, Standard

deviation and Paired Wilcoxon tests, you will understand why these and
others such functions are provided.

Plus: enough other features and functions to keep you functioning for hours;

there are Logical operators, Constants, Variables, String functions, Date and
Time functions. Hexadecimal and Special functions, and Database and

Database Statistical functions.

If you want to check out the full line-up of mathematical, financial and
statistical features, etc., see the editor's advert in this magazine.
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Interview

Personal Profile

The technical side of the Atari range to most of us is a
mystery. We are very lucky therefore to have a man like
Paul Rossiter who knows the Atari range from the inside
out. From a simple memory upgrade to major surgery,
Paul is your man. With his background knowledge and
expertise he has carved out a niche in the Atari market
that few can match. He talked to David Howell...

In the Beginning

I talked to Paul at his home which

serves as his base of operations in
Hucknall, which is just outside of
Nottingham. I began by asking
Paul if he could give me a potted
history of what he was doing prior
to his involvement with Atari, and

how his business had developed
over the last few years.

"I started after University work
ing in electronics. I have been doing
that for now for over 20 years for
numerous companies, on telephone
exchanges, computers, automatic
test equipment. The last job was for
about 12 years. I think the euphem
ism is that I left to pursue personal
interests.

"When you are in a reasonably
paid job there is no way that you
are going to give that up for
nothing. Fortunately for rue when I
brought an ST I quickly got invol
ved with up-grades. I think I bought
my first ST with mono monitor in
probably 1986 or '87 from good old
Silica Shop. At the time it was the
obvious computer to get. PC's were
sick at that time and an ST was

almost affordable.

"You buy one that's half a meg
and as you are in the electronics in
dustry you do occasionally get
access to a few memory chips. So I
up-graded mine, and I thought
'Magic'. I teamed up with a col
league Rob Thompson, who is now
technical designer for Titan
Designs; we put in some cash, and
bought enough memory to do about
six half-meg upgrades.

"We put an eighth-page advert
in ST User which cost over £100 at

the time, and that was it. We

thought, "Well, if it all goes belly up
we've just lost a couple of hundred
quid." After that Rob moved to In-
moss to work on the Transputer and
I carried the business on. I then

diversified into repairs and selling
the odd system. As a hobby, that
was fairly lucrative.

"I opened a few trade accounts

Paul Rossiter in his office/workshop: yet another ST undergoing some work.

and started to do a bit of dealing. I
was operating when Protar were in
the UK. I started to sell their moni

tors and disk drives, which were
excellent. I also got involved with
Neal at Compo, and Ray at CGS. I
always try to do a good job for a
reasonable price. As a result I
hardly need to advertise."

I asked Paul when it was he

realised that the business could

turn into a full time job for him if
he ever needed it, and how it has
developed from there.

"I had seen the threat of impend

ing redundancy for the last four
years. The amazing thing was that
it took so long. As the market
declined, as with everything you
have to branch out so I have turned

to PC's as well, but certainly not to
replace ST's. As everybody knows,
PC's are generally dreadful things.
The amazing thing about Windows
is not how well it works, but that it
works at all!

"When I sell PC's to people, and
they are usually fairly computer
literate, you can almost guarantee
that within the first few days they
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will screw something up so badly
they can't boot it up. That has hap
pened a lot. To be fair, an ordinary
ST with a floppy drive is pretty
solid. There isn't a lot that you can
do to it. But as soon as you put a
hard drive on it, you wouldn't
believe the number of people who
lock themselves out of their hard

drives. Then I have to try and
explain about back doors and hot
key combinations."

Peripheral Design
I asked Paul what he thought of



the peripherals that we all have
attached to our systems. Most are
aimed at the home user. I asked if

this made the peripherals we can
all get for the Atari range more
robust and give the user little
chance of seriously damaging their
machines.

"I think that might happen but
not through design. If you have a
typical PC and you buy a scanner
for example, the scanner head is
exactly the same as the head for an
ST, absolutely identical, right down
to the plug on the end. But it's the
interface that's different. On an ST

it plugs into the cartridge port. As
long as you can manage to put it in
the right way up you are fairly safe.
In a PC it has to plug inside, which
usuallymeans taking the lidoff. This
obviously is where you can have
problems."

The PC also has a great deal of
choice when it come to buying
peripherals. I took graphics cards
as an example. When PC maga
zines do their usual round up of the
available cards, there are usually
over a dozen to choose from. On

the Atari platform we have per
haps three graphics cards to
choose from which are all about

the same price. I asked Paul if this
lack of choice was a handicap or
offered any advantages.

"As there are fewer cards it

should mean that more software is

compatible. It doesn't but it should
do. The main problem to fit a gra
phics card to an ST is really that it
can only be fitted easily to a Mega
ST, Mega STe or a TT, which does
rather limit your population some
what. OK, I have fitted Reflex cards
for example to STFM's, quite a few
of them, and it's not exactly a trivial
matter. Even if everybody who had
a Mega bought an expansion card
they would only be selling a few
thousand."

I also asked if the learning
curve for Paul himself to get into
the ST from a technical stand point
was very steep, or did he pick it up
quite quickly?

"I think it all depends on what
sort of infrastructure you've got. I
have worked in electronics down to

component level for donkeys'
years, on all different machines, on
alldifferent operating systems. So in
a way it's not too bad. There are lots
of wrinkles that you learn as you go
along. If on the other hand you are
someone out of school who has

done a few evening classes, it's
going to be hard work."

Atari Tech

I asked Paul to go back a few
years to the time when he first got
his ST. I asked him what he

initially thought of the ST's
engineering when he took it to bits
for the first time.

"The actual engineering in the
old ST's was very good. The PCBs
were nice boards, and when you
looked inside and took away the
memory you realised that there
wasn't exactly that much in it,
because they had managed to
integrate it so heavily.

"If you compare say the ST to
the BBC at the time, the Beeb board
was around 50% bigger but it was
absolutely covered with hundreds
of TTL chips. On the ST (and the
Amiga as well) they had condensed
down all those chips to basicallyjust
four: the Glue, the MMU, the Shifter
and the DMA chip. These days
there are a number of ways of
doing this condensing of chips with
PALs and programmable gate
arrays. In those you would have
built the whole thing on bread
board with old fashioned chips, then
you would have worked out how
you could put that lot into one small
chip that replicated those functions.

"Isuppose one of the best things
that they did was to put in the extra
address lineso you could go to four
megabytes even on a bare ST. And
of course the Mega using 1 megabit
DRAM's back in '85 was quite for
ward thinking really."

I then made the point that Atari
have the annoying habit of giving
the consumer a new computer that
always seems to fall short of the
mark in some way. With the Fal
con we had the new chip in the
shape of the 030 processor but
Atari saw fit to have a clock speed
of only 16 MHz.

"They always seem to spoil it. It
was the same with the TT. Every
body said that this TT is going to be
fantastic. The story goes that the
Germans saw it and said, "That's a
joke, take it away." All that they
could do at that time was to double

the speed of the CPU. But unfor
tunately they left everything else
the same. There was no decent

secondary cache on it, and so it was
nowhere near what it should have

been. But it was a very nice
machine. The TT I had was excel

lent.

"When you actually worked out
all of the features that were built

into it: the SCSI port, the four serial
ports, the mouse was built in, all the
hard drive support, everything was
there. And if you had their big 19-
inch monitor it was marvellous. You

couldn't beat it for monochrome

DTP."

I then said that I had always
thought that the Mega STe was an
excellent machine. For those users

who needed an up-grade this was

ideal. The TT's were still far too

expensive. The Mega STe had a
great deal goingfor it. I asked Paul
if the machine was as good from a
technical point of view as it was
from a user's point of view.

"The Mega STe was actually a
very nice machine. When it came
out you had to think that an STe
was something like three hundred
quid. And to buy a 16MHz acce
lerator cost you £200. To buy a
high density floppy cost another
£100, and a decent keyboard was
another £100. So for only a couple
of hundred more you got the whole
lot in a super case. Nice keyboard.
You could fit a hard drive inside if

you didn't have one. If they had re
designed the memory manager
they could have got it up to 16 megs
fairly easily. Also if they had up
graded the video a bit that would
have helped."

One thing that I wanted to ask
was a point about the graphics
cards that we have. Or, more to
the point, the graphics cards that
we do not have. We have avail

able at the present time very few
colour graphics cards. The ones we
do have are extremely expensive.
I asked Paul if there was some

thing inherent in the STs design
that made producing graphic
cards for it difficult and expen
sive; or was it just a case of the
Atari market being so small we do
not benefit from the 'economies of

scale' that our PC and Mac breth

ren do?

"I don't know how they justify
the expense because certainly the
earlier ones used an ordinary VGA
chip set. Now a few years ago you
could buy these for about $10 for
the set. So allyou have on the card
is a controller set, you have some
video memory, either DRAM or
VRAM if you want it faster. And
then you have a thing that reads it
out and puts it on the screen. And
then you have a bit of interface cir
cuitry of the BUS and a graphics
controller chip.

"Well, when you actually cost it
all out in fairly small quantities you
are probably lookingat £50 or £60
a board. Add on another £20 for the

PCB, they should be around the
£120 mark.

"When you think that once
again on the old PC you can get a
Trident True Colour card for less

than £50 and it's got a megabyte of
memory—ok its only DRAM—and
it's not very fast. If you try and run
it at 24-bit under Windows, you
would be appalled. Someone once
said that it's like a little man inside

the monitor painting the image on
the screen. A screen re-draw can

take 10 seconds. But it's 24-bit col
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our if you need it. They do sell a lot
of them but even if they quadrupled
the price it would still be less than
£200."

Customer Profile
I wondered if Paul had found that

he was doing more of the same
kind of work for Atari users, and if
this had given him an insight into
the kinds of work that Atari

machines are being put to. As pro
grammes become larger and more
complex for instance, has he found
that the memory up-grades that
he is now doing are for large
amounts of RAM?

"Well, interestingly enough,
large memory up-grades are only a
fraction of what they used to be.
Because—and this is my theory
about this—the people that want
them have now had it done. I still do

quitea few memory up-grades, but
quite a few are still half a meg to 1
meg in an FM. If you have 4 megs
on your machine and want more
you will have to go to a Mega and
get a Xtra RAM up-grade board
which will cost a lotof money."

I asked if Paul could see any
common denominators with the

customers that he has delt with.

"I think it has changed a lot. At
one time it was a lot of school kids

who had got them for games
machines that would break for
whatever reason. Or there would

always be a rush of 1 meg up
grades just after Christmas as they
had all had Street Fighter. But they
are now dying out as games
machines. So the people who are
left are the serious ones."

Atari

I asked Paul about Atari's support
generally for its users and the
third party developers. We all
have our pet hates when it comes
to Atari itself, and the lack of sup
port over the years has not helped
matters, although many users feel
that Atari has done a lot right and
shouldn't be given such a hard
ride. I asked Paul if he had any
thoughts in this area.

"The things that can be very
annoying about Atari are their atti
tude on things such as schematic
diagrams. They will not release
them. Even if they do ithas got to be
a non-disclosure agreement, which
is ridiculous. When you buy an
Amiga for example you get the cir
cuit diagram inevery box.

"What do Atari think they are
trying to prove, by not allowingyou
the technical descriptions and the
schematics? If you were in a posi
tion to be able to take apart their
specific chips, and re-create them,
you wouldn't need their schematic
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diagrams. I mean nobody is going to
do that. What's the problem? You
can get the full schematics and the
full service manual for the A1200

Amiga for £10, next day delivery.
With Atari I think it issomething like
a £3,000 minimum order from Hol
land.

"Look at the fiasco with the STe

and the faulty DMAchip, Atari per
sistently saying that it was only a
batch of a thousand machines,
when everybody knows that it was
all the machines for the first two

years. It was only that a thousand
people had hard drives.

"I think the thing that really
knocked Atari UK on the head was

when their technical support guy
left. I think he went walk about in

Australiaor something, a guy called
Allen. He was excellent. You could

always phone him up and he was
really helpful.

"A lot of the companies have
someone who starts off with a good
idea, buildsup a good company and
nothing else seems to come out of it.
The ST was great, compared to all
the other computers that they had
done before. But nothing else has
come out of them."

I then moved on and asked Paul

if he had in his head the ideal

machine. If someone were to ask

him what that machine would

have what would his response be?
"It is easy enough to say what

you would have in your ideal
machine, but it's harder to say
whether in a commercial world you
would actually do it. You could do it.
Everyone could give a wish list of
what they would want. The TT, for
instance, I think was a marvellous
machine. With a few other bits on

it, it would have been unbeatable...
If, for example, it had had more
easily expandable graphics for col
our, well, they could have built that
onto the board. It could even have

been a daughter board.
"The graphics cards were OK

but the prices were too high. I mean
if you haven't seen the high res
mono graphics on a TT you haven't
lived, have you? They went to all
the trouble of building it in, why
couldn't they have just done a bit
more on the colour side. But other

wise the TT was virtually perfect.
Serial ports, LAN port—that never
got any software written for
it—SCSI port. 1 mean, people can
plug in MACSCSI peripherals. Mar
vellous. If there was a bit more raw

processing power and better colour
graphics, the TT would be great."

Build Your Own

One of the questions that I wanted
to ask Paul was about any ambi
tions he might have had to design

and produce his own peripherals. I
know that he had produced the
booster box that was available

from him for all those DeskJet
users who found they were having
problems with their printing. I
asked if there were any other pro
jects he had looked at.

"Atone time Iwas tempted to put
out some hard drives. The colleague
of mine that I started the memory
up-grades with was a real wizard
with that sort of thing. At one time
between us we actually built and got
working a solid state camera/digiti-
serfortheST.

"This actually worked on a
DRAM memory chip with the top
off. You could actually buy these
with a quartz window on top. Ifyou
can imagine it, a DRAM is like a big
array, a matrix of sensors, and the
time taken for the electrons to leak

away is proportional or inversely
proportional to the amount of light
that is shining on it. So if you focus a
lens on to the top of this chip, you
could then read and write to this

DRAM, and build up a picture on
the screen.

"This was five years ago. CCD's
were far too complicated and
expensive. This 64K DRAM was
only about £5, and there were only
three or four chips to drive it off the
cartridge port. But it never quitegot
finished and the exposure times
were too long. We were talking
about five seconds. But it did

actually work in prototype form. If

been a great deal of press about
this new machine, and Atari seem
to have picked up just about
every award they could this year.
I asked if Paul felt is was a good
move by Atari to go back to their
roots.

"When they semi-released it,
there was nothing else to touch it in
the market place. 3DO looks like a
disaster, Philips CD-i looks like a
total disaster. The big boys really
didn't have anything to compete.
But once again where are they?
Are they going to get enough out
and a userbase established before

they get killed?
"This is the same with Atari's

Lynx. At the time everybody said
that that was the best colour hand

held games machine around. But
what happened to that?"

Atari vs PC

As Paul has a two-tier business, I
wanted to know if he had found

over the last year or so that more
and more Atari users were moving
over to the PC. I also asked what

reasons his customers were giving
for making such a move. In a lot of
cases they have had their Ataris
for quite a few years. What made
them move?

"My PC exposure is very limited
at present. Most people are refer
rals. Most are ST converts who

have told other people. They have
either come to a point where they
have decided that they need more

When you actually worked out all of the features that
were built into theTT—the SCSI port, thefour serial

ports, the mouse built in, all the hard drive
support—everything was there. And if you had their big
19-inch monitor it was marvellous. You couldn't beat it

for monochrome DTP.

it had been a little better that could

have been marketed.

"There was another project that
I did for my Open University
degree. This was a digital storage
oscilloscope run from an ST,
through the cartridge port again
because it's so versatile. I also wrote

all the software. The market though
would have been so small there

wasn't a lotof point indeveloping it.
"Even with a simple thing, espe

cially for just one or two people to
do, there is so much work involved.
Also in my case when you have also
got work coming in, and writing
articles and things, there is no time
left."

The Jaguar
I asked Paul if he had any thoughts
on Atari's new baby. There has

power, they need more pixels or a
bigger spreadsheet, something that
the ST can't handle, or its broken,
something like that.

"It's not really a defection in that
sense. For some reason they have
come up against a brick wall, and
they have decided that they will
spend the money and move. Bryan
Cox at BC Design and Print is a
classic example. The printer that he
uses has PageMaker on their PC's. It
made sense therefore that he should

get PageMaker and a PC when he
had gone as far as he could with his
Atari TT."

I then said that there are in

stances however when the Atari

platform can hold its own, if you
know what you want to do, and
have an open enough mind to look
at the other machines outside of
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the PC's and Mac's that dominate
the market.

"One of the best examples of
artwork produced on a Falcon was
for a fantasy games place up in
Scotland.Iactuallysupplied the Fal
con it was done on. The company is
called Nightfall Games. The guy
that co-owns the company used to
live around here. He set up with two
or three friends in Edinburgh. The
company is one of these Dungeons
and Dragons role play type games,
but on paper noton a computer.

"At the time I thought that it was
going to be a disaster. They had all
the ideas and all the enthusiasm, but
I still thought it was going to be a
disaster. Well, I had to eat my
words because they are doing in
credibly well. Something like num
ber one best seller in Virgin. I got
my copy of the book and it was all
produced on a Falcon.

"You are talking about a big
book. Glossy cover, the rest in
black and white, loads of scanned
artwork, which I believe was set out
in Didot (now DA's Layout). The
whole lot was taken down to CY

Services down the road to do the

films and apparently he was there a
week! Things were not straightfor
ward. So they got all the films done,
they had a print run of 5,000 copies
or whatever, they all sold out, so
they had another print run. It was
stated in the book that it was done

on an Atari."

Falcon

With the Falcon Atari had the

chance to answer some of their cri

tics with this new machine. It

remains to be seen if there will be

any new Falcons in the range as
Atari move, totally it seems, over
to promoting the Jaguar games
console. As my last question I
asked Paul his thoughts on Atari's
latest offering.

"Atari have this habit of shooting
themselves in the foot, and every
body keeps waiting for the next
version. I have lost count of the

number of people who have said to
me that they are not going to buy
the Falcon as they are waiting for
the 040 version in a decent case.

And now it's too late."

There are still a large number
of Atari machine out there in the

UK and their users will always
need help and advice with techni
cal problems and up-grades of all
types. We are very lucky in that
we have people like Paul who will
spend the time with users when
they need it. Would a PC or Mac
user find the same technical sup
port from the company they
bought their machine from?



For the same price as an enlargement we can transfer your
photographs to disk so that you can use them in art, DTP
and wordprocessing software on your Atari computer.

How it works
You send us 35mm slides or negatives (we cannot
handle prints or other formats) and these will be
transferred to Photo CD. We then extract from the
Photo CD file a series of JPEG files that can be
used from a floppy disk.

What you get
As standard we supply 85% JPEG files generated
from the 512x768, 256x384, and 128x192 Photo
CD images. The largest of these files will expand
into a true colour TIFF or IMG file of around
1MByte. Imagecopy 3 is ideal for manipulating
these files and using the 'print to IMG file' option in
Imagecopy 3 will produce particularly good results,
even with packages that have limited printing
facilities.

Other Options
We can also supply higher quality JPEG files,
blocks (close ups) cut from the 2048x3072 or
1024x1536 Photo CD images, conversions from
JPEG to other file formats, and copies of complete
(over 3MByte) Photo CD files. There are no fixed
prices for these services yet, phone for details.

Order Form

We can copy files from any CD ROM that is not PC
or Macintosh specific. The charge for this is £1.50
per DDfloppy diskused, or £2 per HD floppy.

If you have no way of calculating the number of
floppies required then either send us the CD ROM
and ask for a quote, or send an open cheque with
the words "Not to exceed £xx" in the space where
you wouldusually put the amount in words.

Processing from your own CD
Deduct 60p per photo if you are sending either a
CD ROM that your pictures have already been
transferred to or any other Photo CD ROM.

Launch Offer
For every four photo's you have processed

get one done free.
Offer expires October 31st.

Negative
or Ref No. Brief description of photograph

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Prices
To supply on 3.51 DSDD disk(s) 85%
JPEG files of the three smaller sizes of

Photo CD images from one 35mm photo
(slide or negative): £1.95.

Minimum order: 3 photos.

Post and Packing: add £1.25 on all
orders. (This is payable in addition to the
P&P charge on any other goods ordered
at the same time.)

Delivery: Turnaround at Photo CD labs is
not fast, please allow up to 28-days for
delivery of your images. Phone first if
you are working to a deadline, we can
arrange for faster processing if needed.

FaST Club
7 Musters Road

Nottingham
NG2 7PP



Scanning

ftflgniph Scmms? Hxtxm

Say"Migraph", and I suppose most Atarians will think of scanners. That company
has a long-standingandwell-earnedreputation for both its hand-held scanner and
combined scanner driver andartprogram TouchUp.
Sincethose early days, Migraph havereleased a few
accessories designed to aid the owner's lot. Derryck
Croker has been using these and shares his
experiences with us....

Scanning Tray

It's very frustrating at the best of
times to get good quality scans
without those irritating jagged
lines and distortions caused by the
scanner veering off-line. The
usual result is a scan that could

resemble attempts to walk the
straight and narrow after a good
night out on the tiles!

Right on cue the tray makes its
debut (stage right) as a simple yet
rigid construction of moulded
plastic, with a shallow recess
covered by a lift-up sheet of clear
film. The original to be scanned is
placed under, butted up to the
edges of the recess to keep things
square.

The scan head fits snugly into a
plastic cradle, which in turn fits
over one of the runners. A choice

of exits for the data lead means

that a variety of makes can be
accommodated, including the ubi
quitous Mitsubishi MT105.

So, run the scanner down the
tray on one of the guides for a
perfect scan, save, lift and replace
the scanner on the other runner if

it's a wider original, and rescan.
The result, once the second scan

has been saved, is a pair of scans
that can then be joined and resa-
ved as a whole. Naturally enough,
the smoother the movement, the
more accurate the scan.

• Makes large scans easier
• Maximum scan area of

203x300mm

y 8mm overlap for easy joining
of paired scans

/ Plastic film helps smooth out
that step at the edge of thicker
originals

• A virtual necessity for OCR
users

/ Fits most scanners

although:

X A photocopier would be handy
for scanning from books and
magazines

MERGEIT

Mergelt's single-minded purpose
in life is to load two side-by-side
scans such as those taken using
the scanning tray, and then to
allow them to be joined and resa-
ved as a whole.

y Easy to use
/ OverScan friendly
/ Runs as accessory or program
/ May be bundled with scanning

tray

• May be bundled with scanner

but:

Large high resolution scans are
both disk space and memory
hogs
Paint programs may offer
another route to the same end,
depending on block handling
capability
Caused a reboot cycle when
attempting to run as an acces
sory as outlined in the manual
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Figure 1

Setting Scan'n'Save up for scanning. Although the dialogue box is
similar to that found in TouchUp, there is no automatic setting to the
scanner resolution. The icons will also be very familiar, offering both

'Save full page' and 'From a clip box'.

UIt's very frustrating at the bes
those irritating jagged lines a

i off-line. The usual result is a
straight and narrow after a go

Right on cue the tray makes i
construction of moulded plas
sheet of clear film. The origii

Figure 2

The resulting scan can be saved as IFF, 32 grey-level TIFF,and the
more common IMG. The latter is accompanied by a small GEM file

which will allow the scan to be loaded into OutPrint, arguably not the
best use of a few bytes of disk space!
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for a lot of experimentation beforehand—at
least the ability to run the scanner driver as
an accessory will help speed this up.

Power users should look to flat-bed
scanners.

Availability

The subjects of this review were obtained
separately from Gasteiner over a period of
time, but they are all now available as a
bundle from Compo at the favourable price
of £54.99.

Casteiner: 081 345 6000

Compo: 04873 582

Scanning
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SCAN'N'SAVE

No fancy editing tools in this program, just
a quick'n'easy means of collecting digitised
output from the scanner and delivering it to
disk. Resembling ScanLite that I reviewed
back in issue 29 of ST Applications, this
program scores in that it runs quite happily
under OverScan.

/ Runs as program or Chameleon-
friendly accessory

/ Variety of export formats

but:

X No hooks to scan into other windows.

ScanLite can scan directly into both
later versions of MegaPaint (via an
external module) and Silhouette (an
auto-tracing vector package)

X No obvious advantage for TouchUp
owners

Conclusion

For the occasional OCR requirement, the
combination of the tray and Mergelt will
prove to be very useful for those wider
scans, but OCR's stricter needs may mean
that difficulty will be found in matching the
strips at top and bottom. The problem is
that the scans become "stretched" as a

result of varying scanning speeds, worse as
the resolution is increased. So, be prepared

nrrijg.lt III.I Cop^f Iqh I (, 1991 Wlqrapli, . —!,--T'

A Figure 3
Preparing to merge the two halves of the scan in

Mergelt. I've exaggerated the display to better
differentiate the two.

O Figure 4

Now I've used the cursor keys in conjunction with
the Shift key to achieve the best possible match.
Note that the screen shows only a narrow strip to
speed up movement. My guess is that the active or
movable side is bit-shifted according to a set of
coordinates adjusted as the display is moved only
when the combined file is saved, or the amount of

data to be shifted would slow things down to a
crawl.

Below the file handling icons appear those that deal with the actual merge operation. The overlapping square
selects transparent or opaque mode.The latter is used during the actual lining up process, since it shows all the
pixels in the overlap region. That allows the best possible match to be found before the second mode is engaged.
This time all non-matching pixels are removed, and this is the mode that should be used just prior to saving the
merged file to obtain the best results.
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The versatile approach
to a foreign language

Learning a language? Learn more effectively with
ST-VOCAB, the foreign language support package
ST Format recommended with an 86% rating. In use
with a Dictionary Disk or words of your own, you
can test yourself, speed-learn, edit, save, print, etc.
Caters for all languages with Roman letters, and
accents are also available. Price £14.99 (ST/TT/Falcon).

We can supply dictionary disks, if required, in French
or German (2500 words) or introductory Latin under
licence from the Cambridge Latin Course: £8.99 each.

Also shipping VERBMASTER, a flexible tutor with
numerous specialist facilities for revising irregular
verbs, by principal parts or in a given tense —£14.99.

Packages include guide and example files. For prompt
despatch please send a cheque/money order payable
to Academic Software. Overseas postage £2.

Academic Software
Suppliers of leading language software since 1990

128 INGRAM AVE AYLESBURY BUCKS HP21 9DJ
Tel: 0296 82524 Leaflet on request

C&PRossiter
For the best prices on hardware and

service, contact the experts.
TOS 1.4, TOS 2, Blitters, memory

upgrades, repairs, hard discs,
scanners etc.

Repairs start from £25 and are on a
'no-fix no-fee' basis

ST-E memory upgrades start from
£18 all others available at the best

price

Please phone, write or fax for a price
list

w
C&P Rossiter

NG15 7LU
S (0602) 681870

ottm.
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DTP Book Reviews

This month David Smith looks at a book aimed at the ever

growing band of DTP enthusiasts who want to produce
different kinds of hobbyist or business material.

The Desktop Publisher's Idea Book

When I bought my ST in 1988, and gradually acquired
one or two packages that allowed me to do simple layout
of text and graphics, eventually culminating in
Timeworks Publisher, I couldn't resist attempting a few

DIY paper-based projects — address cards, Christmas
cards, newsletter covers, flyers for the school I was
working at then, jam-jar labels, cassette covers, etc.,

many of them involving a few tricks with sellotape,
Prittstick, cling film, coloured paper, colour inkjet
cartridge refills, multiple print passes, and so on and so
forth. I don't do nearly so muchof this sort of stuff now
(I'm a uery faddy person), but leafingthrough Chuck
Green's book for the purposes of this review might just

have set me back on the Sello Trick Road again

The back cover of this large-for
mat volume describes the book

as "an exclusive collection of
100 design projects you can
easily create using your standard
DTP or word processing software
and your laser or graphics prin
ter, (It) shows you easy ways to
design and produce printed
materia on the desktop ...(and is)
packed with scores of proven,
step-by-step design recipes."
Some of the individual projects
are listed in the box overleaf.

Chapter 1 "Turning Ideas into
Results", containing a short intro

duction and outline of what the

book proposes to do, is followed
by a chapter on resources:
"Adding the Professional
Touches". This covers the selec

tion of typefaces, clip art, stock
and custom photos, illustrations,
scanning, reproduction methods,
service bureaux, printers and
grades of paper.

Chapters 3-18 are the actual
"recipes". Each chapter covers a
separate kind of project, of which
there are between three and a

dozen examples. The project
groups are:

Binders and folders

Books and booklets

Brochures

Cards and tickets

Correspondence
Envelopes
Flyers
Forms

News

Packaging
Pads

Presentation

Signs
Specialities
Tags and labels
Wearable projects

Thus, Chapter 3 (on Binders and
Folders) contains four specific
projects: Instant Binder, Binder
Index Tabs, Gift Folder and

Pocket Folder. It needs to be said

that many of the individual pro
jects are business-related, but
there is also a good number of
relaxational and hobbyist ideas. In
any case, many of those that are
presented as business aids could
quite easily be turned into per
sonal or club ideas; indeed, the

author often appends a list of
alternative uses to which the basic

layout idea can be put. The
"Family Album" project, for in
stance, has this list of alternative

uses:

by Chuck Green

A history of your organization
A school scrapbook
A travel diary
An anniversary or birthday gift

The book's layout is clear and
straightforward. Each individual
project spans two to four pages;
there is a shortish piece of intro
ductory text on the first of these,
giving a brief outline of the main
idea, and this is followed by a
step-by-step guide on the actual
production. Some projects only
need an annotated photo of the
finished product, whilst others
also need up to three or four dia
grams to show the intermediate
steps. The annotation consists of
each part of the diagram being
numbered and the comments for

each of these being listed in the
margin—typeface name and size,
alignment, clip art name(s) and
source(s), etc. The diagrams are
surrounded by an inch ruler, and
many of the projects use a paper
size of US Note or Legal rather
than the A4 or A5 we are used to

on this side of the Water.

The book is not computer or
software specific. The vast
majority of projects are viable
with ST DTP software (and
maybe a little ingenuity), be it
Calamus, PageStream, DA's

'An idea is a feat of association" (Robert Frost)
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Vektor or Timeworks Publisher.

For larger font requirements
Timeworks users may need to use
something such as Textstyle, but
packages that use vector fonts will
impose no such restrictions.

Some of the projects towards
the end of the book will need

extra aids—button machines, etc.

But if you are interested in pro
ducing labels for your cassettes

and videos, labels for jam and
chutney jars, letterheads, gift
envelopes, bookmarks, in
vitations, brochures, disk labels,

club newsletters, etc., you will
need no more than your current
DTP setup and you'd do well to
invest the £20 or so asked for this

volume.

"A microwave is a terrificgadget for
cooking popcorn, but it makes a lousy
toaster. My desktop publishing system

is a terrific tool for certain projects, but
I don't believe that everything can or

should be created using a computer,

"I think you'll find that integrating the
computer with conventional production

techniques and sources will quickly
increase the productive uses of your

system,"

DTP Book Reviews

Includes...

brochures post-it notes

business cards jar labels

tickets mailers

custom envelopes planners

bookjackets itineraries

invitations computer files records

binders membership cards

decals badges

forms slides

disk labels posters

video packaging coasters

T-shirts gift packaging

"Scanning is a terrific way to incorporate illustrations and photographs inyour
artwork. But you must own the artwork before you can use it. Illustrators and
photographers hold legal rights to theircreations from the moment they produce
them, and you can't use them, or anything substantially similar, without written
permission.

"With the proliferation of computers and scanners, it's a fair bet that the art
world is actively searchingfor opportunities to test andreinforce copyright. You
don't want to be the next landmark case."

Title: The Desktop Publisher's
Idea Book

Author: Chuck Creen

Publisher: Random House

Price: £20.49

Pages: 311

Dimensions: 233 x 200 mm

Year: 1993

Country: USA

ISBN: 0-679-79133-7

View text files with bi

directional mouse scrolling,
fast search, and screen or file
print options.

View picture files (sixteen dif
ferent kinds) in colour or
mono. Converts colour to

mono or vice versa. View STe

pictures on a regular ST, too!

View (and extract) ARC and
LZH files, even "Ih5"-
compressed LHarc files.

Play digitized sounds through
ST or STe hardware at any
speed from 5KHz to 30KHz,
even through DMA hardware!

View SEQ and DLT anima

tions, even if you don't have
enough memory!

Replace the Desktop's
Show File function with a

far more powerful one!
Chock-full of features,

View II is one utility you
won't want to do without.

>Works on ST, STE, and TT and
with desktop replacements
like NeoDesk 3! Falcon

version due soon.

1 Takes no memory when in
stalled on a hard drive. When

installed in RAM, it takes 48K

or less*.

Includes a custom, high-speed
RAM disk and a reset-proof
clock setter!

All viewer programs written in
100% assembly for high
speed and small size.

We couldn't find a program that
wouldn't work with View II in

stalled; and we tried a lot!

Supplied with comprehensive
printed manual.

So why settle for plain-vanilla text file display?
Add some real muscle to your Desktop with View II!

Price: £14.95
Written in the USA by:

FaST Club
7 Musters Road
West Bridgford

Nottingham
NG2 7PP

Protect your
Atari investment

We are the UK distributors for
the Gemulator ST emulator

for IBM compatible PCs.
Write or phone for our free

information book.

FaST Club
7 Musters Road
West Bridgford

Nottingham
NG2 7PP

Tel (0602) 455250
Fax: (0602) 455305

Run ST software
on your PC!
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The essential image utility

2) New image formats. In addition to the large number of
previously available formats, Imagecopy 3 can read and
write the following file types:

* New read formats: Calamus Raster Graphic (CRG), Deluxe
Paint ST, Doodle/PIC, JFIF (dPEG), Portable Bitmap, Pictor
(PC Paint), PixArt, Prism Paint, RSC image, True Paint, com
pressed Windows Bitmap.

* New write formats: Deluxe Paint, GIF, IFF, JFIF (JPEG), PCX,

Prism Paint, Targa monochrome/palette-colour, TIFF LZW-
compressed, Windows Bitmap, XIMG true-colour,

JPEG compression offers a dramatic reduction in the file
size of true-colour images,

12) Improved user interface, with hierarchical menus and
extensive menu/dialog shortcuts. Configurable single-key
menu shortcuts.

2) Improved conversion option, with the ability to convert
image colour depth as well as image format.

2] Batch processing: Imagecopy 3 can view, print, or con
vert batches of images. A log-file option allows you to leave
it to work unattended.

21 Slide show option: create and display slide shows in
any video mode (mono/colour/true-colour).

21 Print catalogue option: catalogue your image collection
in mono or colour, with up to 40 or more images on a page.

21 improved colour reduction, including adaptive palette
matching for high-quality reproduction of 256-colour or true-
colour images on 16-colour or 256-colour systems,

2) Improved dithering: Imagecopy 3 offers a choice of five
random dithering options. Ordered colour dithering allows
256-colour and true-colour images to be displayed quickly
on 16-colour and 256-colour systems.

21 Greyscale option for viewing and converting images.

2) Print-quality option; draft/normal or draft/normal/best
on all printers, Best-quality print improves the print quality
from dot-matrix printers with worn ribbons.

21 increased range of halftone filters.

2J Crazy Dots compatibility,

2) Multiple file-loading with the Selectric file selector.

21 Falcon overscan: Imagecopy automatically uses Falcon
overscan for full screen viewing on non-VGA monitors.

FaST Club
7 Musters Road
West Bridgford

Nottingham
NG2 7PP

Desk File UIph Options

Di
£29.95, Available now,

XICD Upgrade D: from Imagecopy 1.xx: £22.95
XICE Upgrade E: from Imagecopy 1.5x: £17.95
XICF Upgrade F: from Imagecopy 2.xx: £12.95

Overseas postage group I - see page 56. You must return
your old Imagecopy master disk(s) to qualify, upgrades
include a new 96-page perfect bound manual and three
disks of programs, images and digitized photographs.

Image utility for Atari ST/TT/Falcon computers

flexible rubber-banding system allows images to be selected
with a fine degree of accuracy.

Display images in any ST ATT/Falcon video mode. Colour-
mapping and dithering is used to display images in video
modes which contain fewer colours. Several images may be
displayed simultaneously in GEM-window or full-screen dis
play modes.

Print images and screen dumps in black and white or
colour on a wide range of printers, including 9-pin and 24-
pin dot-matrix printers, Bubblejet printers, Deskjet, and
Laserjet printers. Imagecopy 2 offers print-scaling, variable-
sized halftones for realistic colour depth, and comprehensive
colour controls, and is able to print images containing up to
16.7 million different colours (24-bit true-colour). Print-colour
options include: monochrome, CMY colour, CMYK colour,
CMY separation, and CMYK separation. Colour separation
modes can be used to print full-colour images on a mono
chrome printer.

Convert images between different formats (see below).

Extensive range of image formats: Imagecopy reads the fol
lowing formats: TIFF, Targa, IMG, extended IMG, DEGAS,
Neochrome, Art Director, Tiny, GIF, Spectrum, IFF/Deluxe
Paint, Windows bitmap, OS/2 bitmap, PC Paintbrush (PCX),
and MacPaint. Images can be saved in the following formats:
TIFF, Targa, extended IMG, DEGAS, and RSC. TIFF support in
cludes baseline TIFF apart from Huffman compression (un
common), common extensions such as LZW compression,

and the ability to read non-standard TIFF images produced
by ST programs such as Retouche,

Can be used as a print program with paint programs like
Degas, HyperPaint, True Paint and PixArt,

User-friendly GEM interface, including window menu bar,
pop-up menus, colour sliders. Can be used as an accessory
or stand-alone program. £1 g^g5

Copy images from screen
in any ST/TT/Falcon video
mode. Images can be copied
by pressing Alt-Help, and a



Printers

Panasonic KXP4400
Laser Printer

It's that old conundrum! Want Laser, Got Cash, But Got
No Space.' Like most of us, you probably have limited
space in your humble abode to set up your computer(s).
This is usually because of dictates of other 'family
members'—have it your own way, of course, and the
ST/Falcon would occupy all of downstairs...!
But enough of the musings, for I report good tidings in
the page-printing world. The product in question is the
KXP4400 which is an 'electrophotographic LED array'
page printer. To the less initiated this is simply an
entry-level 'laser-type' printer.

The ace up the sleeve of the
KXP4400 printer is its shape
and size. Measuring 5" wide by
11.5" high by 15" deep it has a

remarkably small footprint. The
paper feeds in on a slanting tray
on the bottom right. The paper
path is very curly, as you can im
agine, and arrives out in an angled
tray top right. The two trays (when
empty) can be closed up, allowing
the printer to be stored easily bet
ween sessions. The printer would
happily sit on the smallest com
puter desk by a monitor, etc.

The model reviewed has only
1Mb of RAM and costs about

£450-£500 street price. The prin
ter is quoted at doing four pages
per minute at 300dpi (dots per
inch). The printer emulates HP
Laserjet IIP, which is a slightly
older laser language now but still
very widely supported by soft
ware packages. The sheet feeder
holds about 100 sheets of 75gram
paper. Equipped with the usual
Centronics connector, the printer
also has five basic sizes of Courier

font and one proportional Cen
tury font built in. These are not
scalable fonts as is the norm in

more expensive laser printers, so
basic word processors (sending
information in text format) will be

quite limited with their choice of
print types, offering fewer faces
to choose from than, say, a mid-
range 24-pin dot matrix.

The printer is not too heavy at
just over 6 Kg and so moving it
about is quite easy, although the
manual suggests repacking it
every time you move it over a

distance. The consumables are as

follows: the toner cartridge has an
expected life of 1,600 pages
which probably means 1,200 or
less as it states 'with 5% image
area'! The Drum unit should last

6,000 pages. Sorry, no prices on
these consumables but I remem

ber that when I first saw them they
compared favourably with my
trusty Ricoh LP1200 laser con

sumables'prices.
So what's it like to use? Well,

we have been using it with a PC
running Windows mainly. How
ever, it's been hooked to my
trusty Stacy2 (a portable ST) for a
few tests. First up was First Word
Plus. I loaded the supplied HP
Laser printer driver and typed in
text in Pica, Elite, Condensed and

Expanded. The Expanded printed
the same as Pica, but all the bold,

italic and underline options prin
ted nicely. Superscript and Sub
script both failed, printing in nor
mal Pica size. Print quality initially
appears very good with a crisp
black output and is perfectly rea
sonable for home and small busi

ness use.

Next in was Imagecopy 2,
printing a PI3 picture that was a
converted colour picture. It thus
had dithered grey scales in it. I
printed it at a few sizes, the best
output being the 'Whole Scale'
option set in Imagecopy 2. The
grey scales came out very well.
Slight banding can be seen where
there are blocks of solid grey print
but I've yet to see a laser that

doesn't do this. Except for one
print run from Imagecopy 2

Reviewed by Tim Finch

where the ST finished sending the
data but no page was printed out I
was very happy with the Image-
copy output.

On to the strict test—PageS-
tream. I have been using this pro
gram for many years and with a
variety of printers. I own a Ricoh
LP1200 Laser that has 2Mb RAM

standard and it prints every single
page I throw at it. I loaded a docu
ment prepared for my Church
which had a range of typefaces
and plenty of clip art on it. Page
one of the leaflet didn't print pro
perly - this is because of the limit
ing 1Mb RAM of the KXP4400.
The RAM can be expanded by
buying RAM packs and up to 4
Mb can be put in. I would suggest
2Mb is a minimum for PageS-
tream and Calamus type use.
What the printer does is print out
as much as it can before RAM

runs out and prints the rest on the
next page. As it happened it
picked a very good place to chop
my document in half, but I im
agine this won't be the norm.
However, page 2 came out all on
one page, indicating it is a hit and
miss affair with only 1Mb RAM.

As for print quality, I scrutinise
well as I do freelance printing for
a local print firm using the
LP1200. A close look at 72 point
Olivian font (a very fat Helvetica
font) shows very noticeable 'step
ping' on the curves of the O's and
U's. A quick look in the manual
reveals that this printer does not
have any form of 'resolution
enhancement' — intelligent sizing
of the laser dots on curves to

make them look smoother. Now I

am being very finicky here—I im
agine the average home user will
be perfectly happy with the print
quality—but the smaller point
sizes could come out a lot worse

than on a laser with the enhance

ment ability. We are using reason
ably good 75/80 gram paper and
there is remarkably little curling
of the paper despite the contor
tionist paper path of the printer.

The front panel has six buttons,
most allowing you to program
certain functions into the per
manent internal RAM. The LCD

display screen indicating when
you are on or off line, in pro
gramming mode or error codes, is
not too easy to see—you must be

looking square on and as it has no
back light it would be hard to read
in gloomy conditions.

On the whole I like the prin
ter—it's whisper silent in ope
ration, it's compact in size, it's not
too bad a price, the output is solid
black, etc. I would not consider it

in any respect for semi-profes
sional DTP output but happily
recommend the printer to home
users with very little space, or club
members running address lists
and doing mailing list runs, etc.
You can put OHPs and labels
through the printer, but the latter
have to be of the type which com
pletely cover the backing sheet.

For the space-conscious and
wallet-wary, this printer is worth a
look! However, also check out the

Ricoh LP1200 from Silica as it's

being sold at a very reasonable
price now—it's just a lot bigger!

Pros:

/ Very small footprint
/ Whisper quiet
• Reasonable jet black output
/ Reasonable price
/ One-year on-site warranty

Cons:

x Only 1Mb RAM-bad for DTP
x No resolution enhancement

X LCD hard to read
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Setting up

When GNUPLOT first arrived I didn't expect to use it very much
because of the command line interface and initially, this became a
self-fulfilling prophesy. What I got was the bare essentials—one disk
with a few demo files and GNUPLOT.TTP. The help file was compre
hensive if a little drab, but it was the initial slog at the keyboard, typing in
each filename of a demo file into the tiny box that put me off.

In desperate need of a plotting package of some sort, I overlooked
the interface and decided to look for a shell to run it from. It was about
then that I realised that the interface was not entirely primitive but, as
CLIs (command line interfaces) go, fairly intuitive and once running
from a shell called MENU+ I found it quite effective.

Several shells are available in the PD to run it from - all you need is a
program to pass parameters to it. I used MENU+ because I use it in
conjunction with the METACOMCOassembler for my programming but
other shells were similarly effective. Teradesk, in fact, was adequate if
you set up GNUPLOT and a text editor on the desk top and drag the
source files (i.e. text files) on to them. But MENU+ is more practical
because it uses less memory and allows you to set a filename and
extension with the file selector. This filename can then be passed to any
programs you have set up in the tool menu. Menu+ is very versatile and
allows each of the menus to be set to your requirements which makes it a
first choice for most of my work. Other alternatives are Vdos Proqueue
or any desktop (e.g Neodesk) which will allow programs to have para
meters passed to them by draggingfiles to the program on the desktop.

Getting Started

Interactive Mode

The manual is fairly comprehensive and worth reading but the best way
to get to grips with the program is to go into its 'interactive' mode. To do
this, run the program without passing any parameters to it (ie. if it is still a
TTP (TOS takes parameters) then don't enter a command line and if you
have renamed it to a PRG or TOS then just run it). GNUPLOT will run in
512k but more memory is recommended.

Firstly, a few simple graphs can be plotted. Autoscaling is on by
default so you don't have to worry about setting a scale. Just to check
everything is working ok, try just a simple 'plot x' function. This is in
effect a y=x graph so you should get a diagonal line.

When plotting a graph, it is best to think of the plot as a 'y=' and the
splot as a 'z='. Splot is a 3D plot (why they called this 'splot' I don't
know, '3dplot' would make more sense!). To demonstrate this, type
'splot x*y'. If you have 512k of memory then it will probably tell you
that you haven't got enough. This problem can be got around by chang
ing the accuracy of the plot. The number of points calculated which are
then plotted are called the samples (again a strange name - why not call
them points?). The number calculated is set to 100 by default and
lowering this will reduce the amount of memory needed to do the plot
(e.g. 'set samples 50').

NOTE: The GNUPLOT commands are case sensitive and so it is

important that they are all written in lowercase unless stated otherwise
by the manual.

A GNU Approach

to Graphing

by Justin Read

A guide to getting started with this freeware
plotting program, moving up from the basic

commands to some more complex equations,
including a step-by-step guide to building a text file

as well as some solutions to a few problems you
may come across.

Another method of changing the accuracy of the plot is to change the
number of isosamples. This refers to the grid mesh in 3D, the number of
isosamples are 10 by default so the 3D mesh will always be 10x10. If you
type 'set isosamples20', there will now be 20 grid divisions in the 'x' axis
and 20 in the 'y'. The 'grid mesh' is the shape of the 3D graph: if you
imagine a piece of cloth with a grid on it which is then placed over a 3D
object like a sphere, the cloth will show the shape of the sphere and the
smaller the squares in the grid, the more accurate the graph.

When plotting in 3D, it may be more effective to only plot visible
surfaces—to do this you need the command 'set hidden3d'. This mode is
usually preferable, a good example of the difference it makes is with the
graph sin (x*x + y*y) / (x*x + y*y) — try this with hidden3d and
nohidden3d (see figure 1).

Plotting multiple graphs on one axis is fairly simple, with formulas
separated by commas e.g plot x,x**2' will plot y=x and y=x*x on the
same axis. If a formula runs over one line, a backslash can be used e.g:-
plot x,\
x**2 (the comma is still necessary to separate the two functions).

Unfortunately, the word 'plot' cannot be repeated—e.g plot x, plot
x**2—because the second 'plot' will be treated as a variable. This can
become a little annoying but I found that I got used to it fairly quickly.

The most useful feature in interactive mode could be the up arrow as
this allows you to scroll back through all of the formulae you have typed
in and then these can be fully edited or added to. This is more versatile
than just typing 'replot' to redo the last function done. Unfortunately, if
your formula runs over one line, only the last line can be edited—it is
probably more sensible to create a text file and pass this to GNUPLOT.

Sometimes when entering interactive mode, the cursor may not be
visible—try typing 'clear' to clear the screen and the normal flashing
cursor should now appear. When leaving, the best thing to do is to type
'quit'. Control 'C will also work but it is, for some reason, less reliable.

Non-Interactive Mode

If you are just plotting quick test graphs you may want to use the
interactive mode, but if you wish to save your formulae, you will need to
create a text file and pass this to GNUPLOT through a shell e.g. MENU+.

I found that the easiest way to use GNUPLOT was to create 'tem
plate' files. I had one for 2D and one for 3D which set up my required
defaults and tidied up at the end. Using these, I could just enter the
formulae rather than having to type a whole file. The demo files which
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come with GNUPLOT formed the basisof my 'template' files—you may
find it useful to look at some of them because they are a good guide to
how things should be done and becausesome of them are quiteimpres
sive, especially the file 'WORLD.DEM' (see figure 2). I used just two
template files, but you may find it more useful to have more, i.e. one for
parametric 2D and another for parametric 3D, etc.

Making A Text File For GNUPLOT

The first thing to do is to state what the file does. The character for
comments in GNUPLOT is the hash '#'. Although a graph's title states
what it does, I still find it helpful to comment a file because there may be
more than one graph and it is quickerto put a summaryat the top of the
file rather than having to search through the whole thing. So the first
lines could be, for example:

# Two graphs to demonstrate the difference between hidden3d and
# nohidden3d.

The next step is to set up everything necessary for the plot. It doesn't
have to be done in any specific order, but remember to write it all in
lowercase—for example:

set samples 100
set isosamples 20

set xrange [-3 to 3]
set yrange [-3 to 3]
set hidden3d

set terminal atari

set output

#(set the number of points to calculate)
#(set the the 3d grid mesh to be 20x20-this
#may have to be lower if you haven't got
#enough memory)
#(set the x and y ranges)

#(this is default but if you want to print the
#file then you will need to change the
^terminal to be your printer)
*if nothing is put here, output is to the
^screen,

^otherwise it will output to a specified file -
*\ have found no way of outputting
#direct to the printer.

Now that everything is set up, we are left to label the graph and plot it.
Axes can be labelled, but in this example we will just set the title.

set title "Graph with hidden3d on"
splot sin (x*x + y*y) / (x*x + y*y)
pause -1 "Hit return to continue"

The pause command will pause for a given length of time, a pause of —1
willwait for a key. The text after the command in quotes will be sent to
the screen during the pause.

Now the next graph willbe plotted on separate axes:

set nohidden3d #turn hidden3d off

set title "Graph with hidden3d off"
replot #plot the graph last plotted again
pause -1 "Hit return to continue"

Now we just need to tidy up:

===^=^=z=z=rzz=iz=zzz^z: Graphs

#tidy up

set nohidden3d

set samples default
set isosamples default
set title ""

set xrange [-10 to 10]
set yrange [-10 to 10]
set terminal atari

set output

The file is now finished and ready to pass to GNUPLOT.After a while,
you will have built up a reasonable library of files which can be used as
template files for new graphs which saves a lot of time.

Exporting from GNUPLOT

There are many export formats built into GNUPLOT. A list of these can
be seen by typing 'set terminal'. Many printers are supported so this
should not be a problem but if more are needed, the manual mentions a
way of using GNUTERM's export options instead. Unfortunately, GNU
PLOT won't print directly to the printer but only to a file, i.e.:

set terminal hpdj 300
set output 'M:\GRAPH.PLT'

This sends the output to GRAPH.PLT on drive M (my ramdisk) and the
format will be a list of ASCII printer codes for the DeskJet 500 at
300dpi. This means that you can print the file from the desktop as you
would a text file.

The printout is of good quality except that some of the lines are
displaced to the right whichcauses the plot to be covered in places with
dots. At 300dpi these dots are so small that the problem is not drastic but
at lower resolutions such as 75dpi the problem is more serious and can
make the graph unreadable (although it does depend on which graph you
are plotting).

GNUPLOT does support a wide range of file formats to export but
many of these are not so familiar to the ST. It would have been nice to
see GEM vector files or Degas formats supported. It does support Auto-
cad though I couldn't find any conversion programs available for this.
The most useful formats are Postcript and LaTex. There are several Tex
drivers for all forms of Tex and while I'm not a Tex enthusiast, these will
be of value to some people.

I did manage, however, to export 2D files to KANDINSKY. Kan-
dinsky will import CSV files which are basically lists of 'x' and 'y'
coordinates and the 'set terminal table' option in GNUPLOT willoutput a
list of V and 'y' coordinates. You will need to remove the 'x=' and 'y='
from the text file as well as adding a comma in between the coordinates,
but this is easily done with find and replace. You can then import the file
into Kandinsky which will plot the coordinates on some axes for you.
This graph can then be saved in GEM format which is more compatible
(see figure 3). Unfortunately, this won't work for 3D files so unless you
can use Postscript or LaTex format, you may have to settle for a bitmap
file and snapshot the screen.

If you plan to print at about 75dpi anyway, snapshotting the screen
will not lower the quality of the image too drastically, but if you want a
high resolution 3D graph e.g. 300dpi but cannot import postcript or

Figure Is Left: an example of a 3D GNUPLOT graph with hidden 3D off.
Right: The samegraph has been plotted again but this time with the command 'set hidden3d'—this graph is moresolid

because the hidden surfaces which could not normally be seen have been removed.
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LaTex, then there are other options available. I did try sending a 300 dpi
print file to a disk (basically a set of printer codes for the printer). My
plan was to load this into Calligrapher or First Word and add any text I
wanted around it. Being just a list of ASCII printer codes, this should
have worked but I found few programs which would actually load it
properly. Only Edit All seemed to do the job and it isn't really meant to
be a word processor. It is difficult to keep track of the number of pages
in your file with this approach because print files at high resolutions are
usually over 100k which substantially increases the size of any text file
so although the graph will only take up about half a page when printed, it
willappear to take up 50 pages or maybe even more.

Another approach is to print the graph and then add the text on
afterwards. As long as you have an accurate DTP package (desk-top
publisher) or word processor, you can align the text on the page exactly
where you want. This is not ideal and a little slow but then how many 3D
graphs are you likely to need in a large document?

Obviously some people will need more flexibility and better file
compatibility. If I could program in C, I might attempt to edit the source
code but I don't even own a C compiler. Maybe if somebody else feels
the need to have support for GEM and IMG files they may feel like
editing the source?

Compatibility

I have tried running GNUPLOT on an STM with 512k, an STe with 2
megabytes and a Falcon with 4 megabytes and I have not experienced
any problems. As far as resolutions go, GNUPLOT will run in low or
medium resolutions on an ST but if you are displaying graphs to the
screen, you will need to work in at least 640 by 400. If you haven't got a
mono monitor but have got an STe, you can use a screen doubler to
interlace in medium resolution but if not, you will probably have to use a
mono-emulator like Sebra.

Bugs

The most useful part of this guide is aimed at solving the problems I
came across when using GNUPLOT, problems which are not tackled by
the manual. Several, relatively harmless, bugs may quickly become
apparent in the interactive mode.

1. Memory Bug
If you try to perform a 3D function which needs more memory than you
have, GNUPLOT may decide that you no longer have enough memory
for anything—try setting the samples and isosamples to reasonable
levels but if this fails to work, all you can do is quit and run GNUPLOT
again.

2. Print Bug
The print function allows GNUPLOT to work like a calculator—e.g 'print
2*5' would print the number '10'. The problem is with square roots,
'print sqrt(2593859238)' will give the same answer as 'print
sqrt(3223849238)'. Basically, it would seem that GNUPLOT ignores all
numbers over 2147395600 and treats the square root of numbers any
higher than this as the same—46341.0. It is obviously limited to 32-bit
signed numbers.

3. Line Types
This is not really a bug but more an annoying aspect of the program.
GNUPLOT has the option of several line types—lines, points, linespoints
(a combination of lines and points), impulses etc. (impulses draw straight
lines from the x axis up to the point—if you use a large number of
samples, this can fill areas under a graph in 2D—see figure 2). The
problem is that GNUPLOT will not accept the command 'replot with
points' so if you typed 'plot x with points' and then decided you prefer
red lines, you could not type 'replot with lines' but would instead have to
recall your last command with the up arrow and then edit the line to say
'plot x with lines'. Not life-threatening, but it seemed to bother me.

There are other bugs common to both the interactive mode and the
normal mode which are listed below.

1. The Flashing Cursor
If you have renamed GNUPLOT to a PRG or TOS, then you may notice
that when you quit GNUPLOT there is a flashing cursor at the bottom
left of the screen. This is completely harmless but can become annoying.
I found that the easiest way to remove this was to show a text file on the

desktop—any will do. The cursor is used to output the text and is
therefore removed from the bottom of the screen.

2. Parametric Table Output Bug
If you have set terminal to table, the output should be a list of 'x' and 'y'
coordinates. The command to set GNUPLOT into parametric mode is
'set parametric' and the syntax for parametric output is 't' for 2D e.g.
plot sin (t), cos (t) (a circle) and 'u,v' for 3D e.g. splot sin (u), cos (u), tan
(v).

The problem is that GNUPLOT seems to get confused because multi
ple graphs are separated by commas and so are the two or three
equations needed for the parametric mode. GNUPLOT will output two
graphs in 2D and three in 3D, so if you are plotting 100 points in 2D
GNUPLOT will output two graphs of 100 points each instead of the one
graph you would expect. This only seems to occur in table mode but is
easily solved. Any extra graphs can basically be ignored so if you have
output the coordinates to a text file, you would keep the first graph and
delete the rest (there will be one more in 2D and two more in 3D). All the
graphs in a text file are separated by a space and a sentence such as
'Curve, 100 points', depending on how many points you have plotted,
and so any extra graphs can be easily found and removed.

Final Impressions

All in all, GNUPLOT has been a useful graphing tool and has adequately
suited most of my requirements, easily replacing my graphic calculator
for work at home. Once the CLI interface has been overlooked you will
probably find it a very powerful package. My only quibble is that, being
written in C, GNUPLOT is not especially fast and when plotting a
complex 3D graph you could well be in for a long wait, though a Falcon
does considerably speed things up.

Figure 3: An example of

the spherical coordinate
mapping built into

GNUPLOT. A data file

containing rough
coordinates of the

world's continents was

passed to GNUPLOT
and then these

coordinates were

plotted spherically, the
result being a 3D map
of the world—a globe.

Figure 2: An example
of plotting with
impulses. In this
graph, only 100 points
were plotted—if this is
increased, the vertical

lines will get closer
together until
eventually, the area

under the graph is
completely filled in.

Product: CNUPLOT

Authors: Thomas Williams & Colin Kelley

Version: 32

Supplier: The FaST CLUB
Disk: AP.210

Tel: 0602 455250

Price: £125

Manifest: 45-page on-disk manual, double-sided disk
System: All STs. 512KB (though 1 megabyte is recommended).

Resolution of 640 x 400 minimum if you want to display
graphs on screen.
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Reviewed by Carl Lofgren

Have you ever heard of an American company called
Sound Quest, most famous for its multi-platform,
multi-editor, MIDI Quest and MIDI Quest Jr? No? Then
it's about time.

MIDI Quest is available for Atari,
Mac, Amiga, DOS and Windows.
The program uses the same file-
format through all different com
puters, so it shouldn't be any pro
blem to use a driver made on a PC

on an ST. In other words you can
say it's very flexible. Same goes
for MIDI Quest Jr. reviewed in this
article.

MIDI Quest is a full multi
patch-editor, while MIDI Quest Jr.
is multi bank-editor. You have to

buy the full version to tweak your
favourite patches. If you just need
to re-organize your banks, create

new banks with your own
favourite patches, the Junior ver
sion could be enough for you.

Installation

The installation process is very
easy. Just create a folder where
you want to put the program and
all drivers. Run AINSTALL.PRG

and answer the questions. All dri
vers are compressed in LHarc
format, but don't worry if you've
never used packers. The installa
tion program takes care of that.

The user interface

I clicked on MQUESTJR.PRG,
and after a while... Holy Zork!
What's this? Sound Quest have
created a GUI (Graphic User
Interface) of their own! In other

words, it doesn't use GEM, so you
can't access any of your acces
sories. How is it to work with?

Well, it makes use of windows as

in GEM, but let me say this: if a
computer was equipped with this
interface, I would never, never,

never use it. I didn't like it at all,
but some people do (as the pro
gram is going very well, at least in
America). Sound Quest have also
given us a new fileselector, instead
of the normal dull Atari-selector.

This one is so awful that after

using it a couple of times you will
LOVE your old Atari-selector.
Luckily you can choose whether
you want to use the Atari (or your
replacement selector —the
Geneva selector worked fine for

me) or the SQ selector in the set
up.

When I used the program, I
never really trusted it. I got that
irritating feeling when dealing with
a really buggy program, and all
you want to do is select Quit in the
menu. I must say, however, that I

have never managed to crash it.

The program

The main purpose of MQ Jr. is to
handle banks, and swap patches
between them. It does what you
expect it to do. Anywhere in the
program you can jump to the
HELP-function, which will pro

vide information and useful hints

about you are doing. Good! This
function should be used in more

programs. You can also make
your own drivers if yours wasn't
included. But I don't think that

should be any problem. Sound
Quest have an HUGE library with
drivers.

An interesting feature is the
File Conversion Window. Here

you can create your own drivers

that will convert banks from a

different file format to the SQ-
format. You could for example
have all your patches in Dr. T's
D-50 format and want to use

them in MIDI Quest. I just don't
understand why companies never
use Sys-Ex as their file format.
Here we have got a format that
doesn't need any conversions; it's
standard for all synthesizers; and
nobody is using it. Strange.

You can save the banks you
create in either SQ format or in

MIDI-file (more compatible), but
unfortunately not in clean SysEx.
But MIDI-file is better than

nothing.
MIDI Quest Jr. has an integra

ted MIDI-file player (can play
both Type 0 and 1 MIDI files),
which means you can import your
work into the program while
changing patches, so that you can
hear what goes with what.

The manual...

...is 48 pages long and covers the
basic operations. The more tech
nical stuff is described in a 70,982

bytes long textfile, not included in
the package—you have to down

The Sound Quest interface : two banks active.

Here you set up all active drivers
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load it from their BBS in the USA

or send them an SAE and a disk.

In other words, the most difficult

parts—for example how to create
your own driver—aren't illustra
ted at all.

Conclusion

If you are interested in this pro
gram, you could ask Sound Quest
for a demo before you buy it. I
didn't. I would also recommend

you to check out Emagic's
SoundSurfer/SoundDiver before
you buy. These are said to be
extremely good. When I get my
hands on them I will review them

as soon as I possibly can.
The version reviewed was

MIDI Quest Jr v2.16. The lastest
version of the full big brother has
just been updated from v3 to v4.
One of the main updates was the
interface. MIDI Quest Jr is packed
with really smart and useful stuff,
and if Sound Quest had taken
advantage of GEM it would have
been a wonderful program, but
now it just feels dull and uninspir
ing. It would be interesting to
check out v4 of the full program
(some day in the far far future),
but I can't say I'm impressed by
the things I've seen so far. The
Atari ST is capable of much more
than this.

Summary

Points for:

/ Good support
• A lot of drivers, and more are

coming out
/ File format compatible with all

computers

/ Not copy protected—requires
nodongle!

Points against:

x The interface is awful

x Does not deal with the really

difficult questions in the
manual

x No library included

Product: MIDI Quest Jr.

MIDI Quest v.4

Prices:

Jr 599

v4.0 $249

From: Sound Quest Inc.

#2-131 W. 13th Ave.

Vancouver

British Columbia

V5Y 1V8

Canada
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TOS - The Operating System

A computers, whether
micros or mainframes,

require an operating
i system—a suite of
m. programs that pro

vide the computer with its basic
functions controlling the input
and output of data and instruc
tions, their storage and processing
and a human interface. On most

systems this suite is based around
a small nucleus or kernel program
which must always be present in
memory and loaded from an
external storage device when the
computer is booted up. Then, as
required, small interrelated pro
grams are loaded into memory
and run to carry out other infre
quent tasks. MS-DOS, the most
common operating system, and
UNIX work like this.

However, on the Atari range
the operating system consists of a
series of individual functions

contained, not on disk, but on one

or more ROM chips mounted on
the motherboard. This operating
system we know as TOS which

stands for "The Operating Sys
tem" and definitely not "Tramiel
Operating System". TOS consists
of hardware dependent and hard
ware independent parts. The
BIOS and XBIOS are hardware

dependent, GEMDOS and GDOS
being hardware independent. The
ROMs also include the GEM user

interface which consists of the

AES and VDI.

BIOS

The Basic Input/Output System
provides the low-level console
and disk manipulation functions
of the operating system. It is
essentially the interface between

GEMDOS and the hardware and

concerned with the screen output,
keyboard, joystick and mouse

input, printer output, RS-232C
functions and the disk drives.

XBIOS

The extended BIOS is the

machine-specific extension to the
BIOS that supports the special
hardware features of the Atari

range, being the lowest level of
access in TOS to the hardware.

Interfacing is provided to the RS-
232C port, the disk drive, sound,
video SHIFTER and BUTTER

chips, keyboard etc.

GEMDOS

The Graphics Environment
Manager Disk Operating System
is the hardware independent part
of TOS and nothing to do with
GEM. GEMDOS functions are

concerned with disk manage
ment, memory allocation and
process management facilities
traditionally available in any
operating system and consists, in
fact, of very similar functions to
those of MS-DOS.

AES

The Application Environment
Services part of GEM consists of
a library of routines which pro
vide the familiar windows and

iconic user interface of the Desk

top. It does not deal directly with
the lower levels of TOS but com

municates with it via the VDI.

VDI

The Virtual Device Interface part
of GEM provides the primitive
device independent graphical
routines for dealing with point
plotting, line drawing, area filling
and text drawing among other
things with output to printers,
plotters and the screen. There is
also an input/output system which
deals with the mouse and key
board.

GDOS

The Graphic Device Operating
System is the part of GEM which
never made it into ROM (not
enough space initially) and con
tained as a separate executable
file (e.g. GDOS.PRG). It contains
device-independent functions for

font and graphics screen display
and printing.

Version Numbers

TOS comes in various disguises
and version numbers are used to

distinguish between them. The

GEMDOS and AES parts of TOS
also have there own version num

bers and a program such as PRO
FILE (FaST disk DM.40) will give
you a rundown of these and other
facts about your system.

The TOS version number is

coded into the ROM at the

address pointed to by the _sys-
base system variable plus two.
For TOS 1.0 the value in the ROM

at this point is 0100 which is com
monly interpreted as 01.00 or
1.00. Similarly TOS 1.2 has the
value 0102 and was, for many
years, interpreted as vl.2. How
ever, when TOS 2 and 3 came out

the numbering system was
changed to include the zero
before the minor part of the ver
sion number, hence TOS 2.05 and
TOS 3.06. Atari also decided to

change the numbering system of
earlier TOSes retrospectively
leading to much confusion which
persists today. TOS 1.2, 1.4 and
1.6 therefore became TOS 1.02,

1.04 and 1.06. However, TOS

1.62 remains as such as its ROM

value is 0162 (although I'm afraid
I saw someone refer to it as 1.062

recently!) which implies a far
greater upgrade from TOS 1.06
than actually took place (two
minor bug fixes)!

Also causing confusion is the
version of TOS in the UK called

1.09 which Atari UK introduced in

late 1987 for the Mega ST and its
BLiTTER chip before the official
TOS 1.2 version became avail

able from the US. The GEMDOS

version number is also invariably
0.19 and this may be the inspi
ration for the TOS version num

ber. TOS 1.09 was quickly repla
ced with TOS 1.2.

Official TOS Versions

Disk TOS (1.0)
The very first STs actually came
with TOS on disk. As some of

these STs only had 256K of RAM
there wasn't much left for pro
grams after TOS was loaded.
Even a 512K ST only had about
300K left for accessories, AUTO

folder and other programs.

Old or ROM TOS (1.0)
The original ROM TOS, this ver
sion shipped in 520ST and
1040ST machines. It is basically
the same as DISK TOS but has a

newer version of the AES and
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GEMDOS.

Formats: 192K-2 or 6 chip ROMs
Machines: 520ST, 1040ST

Patch: FOLDRXXX.PRG

Mega TOS or Blitter

TOS (1.2 or 1.02)
This version of TOS fixes some

minor problems in TOS 1.0 and
has support for the BLiTTER chip
and Real-Time Clock chip.
Formats: 192K-2 or 6 chip ROMs

Machines: 520ST, 1040ST, Mega ST2
and 4

Patch: FOLDRXXX.PRG

Rainbow TOS (1.4 or 1.04)
This TOS has more robust and

much faster disk input/output
especially seen with hard disks;
faster disk copy; file move; file
date stamp is preserved with
copy/move; file archive attribute
bit works; folders can be renamed;

MS-DOS compatible disk format;
improved file selector; auto-run
ning of GEM programs at boot up;
a fix for the 40 folder limit; Malloc
and OS Pool improved; file fast-
load bit for faster loading; more
support for larger screens; key
board reset and much more. Most

of it was rewritten or recompiled
to be much faster than previous
versions of TOS.

Formats: 192K-2 or 6 chip ROMs

Machines: 520ST, 1040ST, Mega ST1,
2 and 4, Stacy

Patches: TOS14FIX.PRG, POOL-

FIX3PRG, CACHEXXX.PRG,

FOLDRXXX.PRG, MAKEFASTPRG.

STE TOS Rev 1 (1.6/ 1.06)
This version shipped with the
1040STE and 520STE machines.

It is essentially TOS 1.4 with sup
port for the new STE hardware.
There is mouse support in Show
File; the shel_find() bug in TOS 1.4
is fixed; palette size increased to
4,096 with 4-bit colour values;
key click and bell sounds can be
replaced by TSR routines; hard
disk boot up delay; Rsconf() RTS/
CTS bug fixed; introduction of a
cookie jar; 8-bit stereo DMA
sound support; two new control
lers (light gun and paddle) support;
external Genlock support; hard
ware support for vertical and
horizontal scrolling.
Formats: 256K-2 chip ROMs
Machines: 520STE, 1040STE

Patches: STE_FIX.PRG, POOL-

FIX3.PRG, CACHEXXX.PRG,

FOLDRXXX.PRG.

STE TOS, Rev 2 (1.62)
This version fixes the POOLFIX

problem in GEMDOS and the
medium resolution boot up bug in
the Desktop of TOS 1.06.
Formats: 256K-2 chip ROMs



Machines: 520STE, 1040STE

Patches: CACHEXXXPRG,

FOLDRXXX.PRG.

Mega STE TOS(2.02)
This was the first production ver
sion of TOS for the Mega STE
using the much improved New-
Desk Desktop from the TT. TOS
2.0x is essentially similar to TOS
3.0x without the TT specific fea
tures, such as Fast RAM support
and extra resolutions and differs

from TOS 1.62 in providing sup
port for the extra Mega STE
hardware. The RTS/CTS serial
port bug was reintroduced.
Formats: 256K-2 chip ROMs

Machines: Mega STE1, 2 and 4
Patches: CACHEXXX.PRG,

FOLDRXXXPRG, SERPTCH1PRG.

Mega STE TOS-TOS 2.05

This version was present in most
early production Mega STE
machines.

Formats: 256K-2 chip ROMs
Machines: Mega STE1, 2 and 4

Patches: CACHEXXXPRG,

FOLDRXXXPRG, SERPTCH1PRG.

Mega STE TOS-TOS 2.06

The final version of TOS 2.

Changes include: Atari logo dis
played at boot-up; automatic
memory test at cold boot; hard

drive start-up time delay; install
programs, folders or files on the
desktop as icons; change resolu
tion with ALT number key com
mands; all available drives can be

installed in one operation; icons
can be set to automatically fit
within a window; background col
our of desktop and windows is
user configurable; user selected
icons can be assigned to devices
or files; files can now be moved,
moved and renamed, or copied
and renamed in one operation;
windows can be scrolled with files

selected; select all files in a win
dow command; RTS/CTS flow
control is fixed; start programs
with function keys; file copy any
drive by dragging drive icons;
bypass AUTO and Accessory
programs by holding down the
CTRL key at boot up; enter spe
cial characters using ALT numeric
keypad combinations; file search
function; file masks supported;
multiple desktop configurations
supported; print contents of top
window or directories as ASCII

text; file No Sort option; seven
windows allowed; bottom window
can be brought to top; keyboard
commands available for most

desktop functions; keyboard
commands user configurable;
help key support included; soft
ware support for 1.44Mb floppies;

6 ms floppy disk step rate; impro
ved media change detection.
Formats: 256K-2 chip ROMs

Machines: Mega STE1, 2 and 4, ST

Book

Patches: CACHEXXXPRG,

FOLDRXXXPRG.

TT TOS (3.01)

The first version of TOS for the

TT030 introducing the much im
proved NewDesk Desktop. All
GEMDOS memory including that
from accessories is freed on reso

lution change; the menu/alert
screen buffer is now half the

screen; all window elements can

be individually coloured; support
for Fast 32-bit RAM; extra reso
lution support; mapping of the
serial ports; support for .GTP
(GEM Takes Parameters) pro
grams; new XCONTROL panel
accessory.

Formats: 512K-4 chip ROMs
Machines: TT030

Patches: CACHEXXXPRG,

FOLDRXXXPRG, SERPTCH1PRG

TT TOS (3.05)

This version was present in most
early production TTs. The RTS/
CTS serial port bug was reintro
duced.

Formats: 512K-4 chip ROMs

Machines: TT030

Patches: CACHEXXX.PRG,

FOLDRXXXPRG, SERPTCH1PRG.

TT TOS (3.06)
The final version of TOS 3 which

included support for high density
floppy disks; boots up in 640 x
480 resolution with access to 320

x 200 mode by pressing the ALT
key; a memory check after a cold
boot; VDI BiTBLT greatly impro
ved; bypass of AUTO programs
and accessories at boot-up;
media change detection on floppy
disks is better; ALT key plus typ
ing a decimal number on the
numeric keypad inserts the
character with that ASCII code

into the keyboard input buffer;
less floppy spin up delay; empty
drives detected sooner; floppy
disks with only one FAT suppor
ted; serial port RTS/CTS flow
control bug fixed again; 68882
reset at boot-up; greater com
patibility for programs using
Timer-A; multiple AES events
when scrolling are reduced.
Formats: 512K-4 chip ROMs
Machines: TT030

Patches: CACHEXXXPRG,

FOLDRXXXPRG.

FALCON TOS (4.01)
This was the pre-production ver
sion of the Falcon TOS catering
for the new hardware and video

differences, especially the 16
MHz BUTTER, DSP, SoundDMA
and video functions libraries. A

new AES is rewritten to support
hierarchical menus, pop-up
menus, 3D window and dialog
objects, 256 colours 'animated'
icons and soft-loaded fonts. It is

also multitasking aware and pro
vides facilities for linking with
MultiTOS, with 'drag and drop'
across applications, extensible file
system support and background
window manipulation. The VDI
has the necessary support for all
the Falcon video modes including
overlay. The usual GEMDOS,
BIOS and XBIOS functions are

also contained in the TOS ROM.

TOS 4 contains all the data rela

tive to all the different countries

and keyboard layouts with a .CPX
module to configure the system,
the language selection being
stored in non-volatile RAM. The

countries/languages catered for
are USA, UK, Germany, Spain,
France, Italy, Swiss French, Swiss
German. Hard disk spin delay is
configurable via NVRAM.

Although pre-production, this
version was released in early Fal
cons and had some very serious
bugs in it, and so an updated
SHDRIVER.SYS file is necessary
as is FPATCH2.PRG.

Formats: 512K-1 chip ROM.
Machines: Falcon030

Patches: CACHEXXXPRG,

FOLDRXXXPRG, FPATCH1.PRG,

FPATCH2PRG.

FALCON TOS (4.02)
Early production Falcon TOS still
containing the serious hard disk
and other bugs. AES 3D objects
now uses more compatible
ob_state flags rather than exten
ded type.

; Beginners' Forum

Formats: 512K-1 chip ROM.
Machines: Falcon030

Patches: CACHEXXXPRG,

FOLDRXXXPRG, FPATCHIPRG,

FPATCH2PRG.

FALCON TOS (4.04)
Current production Falcon TOS.

The bug that prevented sound
calls working with external clock
sources is cured. Devconnect bug
fixed.

Formats: 512K-1 chip ROM.
Machines: Falcon030

Patches: CACHEXXXPRG,

FOLDRXXXPRG, FPATCHIPRG,

FPATCH2PRG.

Next month, I'll discuss the pro
grams required to patch TOS to a
working standard.

Send me a letter or e-mail with

ideas for future articles. Thank

you for the letters received so far.
Although I can't promise to res
pond to all personal queries, I'll
do my best if a SAE is enclosed.
You will also find me on CIX and

the NeST, TurboNet and FidoNet

BBS networks where this maga
zine is supported.

Mark S Baines

Beginners' Forum

Linnhe, Shore Street

Inver, by Tain

Ross-shire IV20 1SF

E-mail:

Internet:

msbaines@cix.compulink.co.uk
NeST: 90:105/5

STA support in N.ST.M1SC echo
FidoNet: 2:259/29.10

STA support in ATARIST echo

TurboNet: 100:106/0.10
STA support in T_ATARIS echo

The Official Atari TOS Version Numbers

Numbers not in this list are third party modifications, such as 1.41.

os version Old New Name

_sysbase+2 Number Number

0X0100 1.0 1.00 ROM TOS or Old TOS

0x0102 1.2 1.02 BUTTER TOS or Mega TOS
0X0104 1.4 1.04 Rainbow TOS

0X0106 1.6 1.06 STE TOS

0x0162 1.62 1.62 STE TOS

0x0201 2.01 Mega STE TOS

0x0205 2.05 Mega STE TOS

0x0206 2.06 Mega STE TOS
0x0301 3.01 TT030 TOS

0x0305 3.05 TT030 TOS

0X0306 3.06 TT030 TOS

0X0400 4.00 FalconTOS

0X0401 4.01 FalconTOS

0X0402 4.02 FalconTOS

0x0404 4.04 FalconTOS
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Programming

Bsnead QPA
Part 5: Whole Array Machine Code String

Search and Data Encryption, by Mark Butler.

Last month we finished with GFABASIC and Assembler

routines to perform a complete String Array Search.
Now follows the explanation of that code....

MOST OF THE CODE has been used before, so I will just go over any new
instructions that we meet and give a general overview of the program. Having
worked through all the previous examples in parts 1 to 4 you should now have
enough understanding to sort out the general bits for yourself. Please get in
touch if you get stuck. It's down to me as your tutor if I don't make things clear

enough.

BASIC Code

First the BASIC Code. The search$ and main$ have been combined into a single

main$ array with search$ occupying element main$(0), and the data strings to be
searched in elements 1 to 100. These are set up with test values to show how

the routine performs.
The C: Instruction has only to pass the position of the main$ Array pointer

and not the search$, saving us one value. But in addition has to pass the e\% and
max% value that refer to the current array element and maximum element to be
searched. If you know how many elements have been used in your array and
they are all stored in the first elements of the array then this max% value can
save the routine from wasting time with elements that contain no data.

The ch% (start search character previously 'x') and wc% (Wild card byte +
Case Dependent bit) are all passed as before. Case Not Dependent is selected by
adding 256 to the wc% value in the second DO - LOOP search example.

Assembler Code

Now for the Assembler code. The moveJ command now includes d5,d6 and a3

along with the previously used registers. The main$() ARRPTR value is retrieved
and the Array table value derived from it and placed into a3. The max% value is

then obtained along with the search$ position and length from the main$(0) table
position. If the length is 0 the program aborts to the faiLtotal: label. The max
value is then compared with the DIM? value of the array. If it proves larger then
the max value is changed to the DIM? value to stop the routine from looking
beyond the array boundaries. Note the use of bge Branch if GrEater than
instruction. A tip if you get confused about which register to put first in these
commands is to take a guess and see what happens. If you're wrong then simply
swap them around!

We then get the el56 element value and move the array table pointer (a3) to
point to this element. Each element takes up 6 bytes in the table, so moving on
6 multiplied by el% does it. Note that we deliberately didn't increment a3 when
obtaining the search! values so that this sum would work properly moving on
from main$(0) where it is currently pointing. Next we get the start ch% position

and decrement it if it isn't already 0. Finally we obtain the Wild Card + Case
Dependent values and store them in d4.

A data store is set up with the pointer (a2) and the search! values are saved
to it. Then we enter the search loop by passing the sjoop: label. If we have
passed the max% element value then we quit to faiLtotal: otherwise we carry
on. The next main$ data element is read from the array table and its position
and length are read into aO and dO. If the element is unused with a length of
zero then we loop back to sjoop: and don't attempt a search. Otherwise we
drop down to restore the search$ values and call the search routine using the brs
BRanch Sub routine command. Returning from this Sub Routine (just like a
GOSUB) we reset the ch% value in d2 ready for another possible search and

then look at the value in DO. Returning to sjoop: to keep looking if dO is zero

(nothing found yet) or dropping down to set up a search success return (search
string found).

We have to return both the element and character values to BASIC. There

are enough bits to return both these 16-bit values in one go but this will involve
a bit of messy BASIC code to extract them. So instead we store the values in

our data store and return the position of this store to BASIC where it can be

retrieved with a LONG and a WORD instruction. Below the 'success' code is the

faiLtotal: code that sets these values to zero with clear long and clear word to
signify that no more occurrences of the search$ (main$(0)) are to be found in the

main$ array.

The search sub-routine starts by remembering the VARPTR for the particu
lar main$ data element that it is working on and then checks the lengths of the

search$ and main$ to make sure that they are legal values just as in the previous
INSTR routine. We then perform a Case Dependent check with btst #8,d4 and

call either search_cnd (Case Not Dependent) or search_cd (Case Dependent)
routines. Returning from these will take us to the rts (ReTurn from Sub-routine)

instruction that will take us back to where search: was called in our sjoop, and
not to BASIC as before. The routine has been nested!

Nested Routines

Nested?—See GFA code below:

COSUB super

PROCEDURE super

PRINT "Super "j

GOSUB card

PRINT "Data Base.

RETURN

PROCEDURE card

PRINT "Card "j

GOSUB three

RETURN

PROCEDURE three

PRINT "3 "l

RETURN

The code consists of three procedures. For Assembler code substitute bsr for
GOSUB and rts for RETURN. PROCEDURE super is called with GOSUB super

to print "Super" and then call PROCEDURE card. PROCEDURE card Prints
"Card" and then calls PROCEDURE three which prints "3". Now we continue to
our first RETURN instruction. This returns us to the bottom of procedure 'card'.

The RETURN in 'card' Returns us to 'Super' whose RETURN finally returns us

to the PRINT "Data Base" line.

The search_cd and search_cnd routines differ only in that search_cnd always

clears bit 5 and search_cd doesn't. This saves many btst #8 commands and even

allows us to leave the main$ data where it is in search_cd, not bothering to move

it to d3.

If the search fails in either of these routines then dO is set to zero and an rts

instruction returns you to the search: routine from where it was called. Success
is handled by calling the success: routine and then returning.

When you are happy with the routine reduce the &H1000 INLINE value so
that it will just fit and reassemble it into the INLINE. Note The Assembler code
will compile down to &H18C normally and &H152 fully optimised. If the
program doesn't compile to these values then it is a useful pointer to an error in
your version.

Finally you can move to the INLINE and press the Help key as you would

before pressing 'A' for the assembler but this time press 'S' to Save the machine
code routine to disc. You can then Import this routine using the INLINE Load
option into any future GFA BASIC Code without having to Assemble it ever

again.

That's about it for searching—I hope that the examination of search routines
has given you the confidence to have a go in Assembler. If you got stuck

anywhere then please drop me a line by way of the magazine and I'll be happy
to help. I want as many readers as possible to follow and benefit from my
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articles, Writing into a vacuum is a waste of time for everyone. We now move on
to the subject of Data Encryption.

Data Encryption
The subject of Data Encryption has received much press recently thanks to some
very depraved data that has been hidden using such routines. The USA would
like everyone to use their 'Clipper' chip so that they can listen in to all encrypted
data. Short of making other forms of encryption illegal I can't see this exactly
taking off. International companies in particular would be understandably concer
ned about assigning their corporate secrets to this chip.

Protecting sensitive Business information and the many hours or even man

years invested in articles, books and program Source codes are just a few of the
more legitimate uses for data encryption. Posting, E-Mailing or even leaving such
information lying around on discs in your home or office leaves it open to theft.

Paranoia

Whether the average home computer user has need for such protection is
debatable. But for the more paranoid amongst you there follows a series of 'how
to do it' articles that will culminate in a stand alonedata encryption program.

Making such knowledge more widely available did worry me for a while, but I
finally concluded that those users with questionable uses for it would already
have access to all the routines that they could possibly want through under
ground groups of a similarly depraved mind. So I don't see this causing any
additional problems.

What is Data Encryption?

Data Encryption is the protection of any data be it text, picture or sound from
unauthorised access. Once encrypted it can be retrieved only by processing it
through a de-encrypter to return it to its original form.

The data is locked, and only those with the correct key can unlock it. The key
can be a dedicated program that only the receiver of the data has or a more
general unencrypter program that relies on a combination of the built in code and

an external key of numbers or characters that need to be input correctly for the
data to be retrieved.

The key data should be kept separate from the encrypted data and the data
encrypt/decrypt program, just like your credit card and its PIN number.

Raw Power

The biggest problem with data encryption is the raw computing power needed to
work on possibly megabytes of data. Every byte must be individually worked on,
which is where Assembler comes into its own.

Our search routines can already access whole string arrays of data. It won't
take much to modify that code so that it changes the data as well as accessing it.

Once we have our basic routine to work through all of our data then the
actual encryption code can be bolted on quite easily. The following routines rely
on the data being stored in a string array. This isn't the only way in which data
can be held in GFA BASIC but it will do for our needs. If our program is a
database it will most likely store its text data in a string array. Also if we want to
encrypt a disc file then it can be loaded in 32k chunks into string array elements.
Why 32k? you may ask. Well, that's the limit a GFA string can hold so we have
to split a disc file amongst many string elements if we are to fit it all in memory
at once. See the file copy program below.

Note that the el# variable is a floating point value due to the maths involved.
To see the variable types correctly press Esc (direct mode) type in deflist2 and
press Return and then Esc again to return you to the editor.

GFA BASIC Single Pass File Copy Program

DEFFLT "e" ! Define floating point
DEFINT "a-d,f-z" ! Define integers
' File copy program
' Load file

DO ! File find loop
FILESELECT "","",file? ! Find File
IF file?-"" ! Cancel option

STOP

BUMS

LOOP UNTIL EXISTIfile?)

OPEN "1",01,file?
l»-LOP(#l| I

el»-l%/32767 I

IF el#<>INT(elif) I

elf-INT(el#+l) I
ENDIF

DIM main?(el#l I

c%-0 !

KHILE 1»>32767 I

INC c%

main?(c%)-SPACE?(32767]

Only continue if file exiBta
Open File
Get Length

How many 32767 elementa needed ?
Integer already ?
Extra element needed

Dimension array
element counter

Binary Get Loop

! Make room

BGET l»,VARPTR(main?(c*|),32767 ! Get 32k data

Programming

SUB 11,32767 ! Decrease length to load
KEND

IF l>ol ! End of file yet ?
INC c%

main?|cl|-SPACE?(It) !Nake room

BGBT Jl,VARPTR(main?(ct]),ls !Get last bit
ENDIF

CLOSE ! Close File

' Now copy file hack to disc
DO ! New file loop
FILESELECT "","",file? ! Find New File

IF file?-"" ! Cancel option
STOP

ENDIF

LOOP UNTIL NOT EXIST(file?) ! Check file not existing
OPEN "o",»l,file? ! Open New file
FOR lt-1 TO c» ! Loop through elements
BPUT »l,VARPTR(main?(it1),L£N(main?(i»)]

NEXT II

CLOSE ! Close file, Copy complete.

The program first asks you to specify an existing file—you will not be allowed to
continue until you have done so. The option to use the Cancel button is also
available. The program thenreads the Length of the file and works out how many
String array elements (Maximum length 32767 bytes each) are required before
Dimensioning the main$ array. The file is then split and loaded into these
elements. Finally you are asked to select a New file name to write the data back

to. You aren't allowed to overwrite an existing file. The data is then written back
from the stringelements to form a perfect copy of the original file. If you try this
with a program file then running the copy will prove that it has worked. This
program is one of those standard very useful routines that should be in
everyone's library. It will also form the basis for our stand alone file encrypter
that we are working towards.

Character Swap Encryption
The simplest from of encryption is to swap all the character values around so
that 'a' becomes 'c' and V becomes V, etc. On its own it's fairly easy to crack.
The character that has replaced the space character would be pretty obvious as it
turns up so regularly allowing a hacker to find out where your words start and
finish. The Vowels could be the next target and how common a particular
character is would also narrow things down a lot. At this point the message
would be almost readable and any missing characters could be guessed from
those not yet used.

But the method is a good place to start and could be thrown in as an extra
level of encryption to give any nosy hacker a bigger head ache.

Hacking

That a skilled hacker could disassemble your code is something else to consider.
A separate set of code numbers with a few billion combinations will still keep
your code safe. Even if they find out how those numbers are used to encrypt
your data they still don't know their values.

Back Door

A back door is a method used by many programmers to test a program by giving
themselves special access via some form of secret code. Whether you want to

build one into your program is up to you. Alternatively your could hide the
encryption key code into the file that is produced. This could then be accessed by
your own personal 'cracker' program should you need to co-operate with the

authorities over misuse of your program for example. Such methods can be
vulnerable to hacking though. How many game cheats have you heard about?

A good idea is to make the de-encryption program accept any values without
question, as any checking the program does could be hacked. The resulting data
would be either retrieved successfully or turned into total garbage.

One final problem arises if you are using encryption routines to save and load
data into your own data base program. The fact that characters could be changed
to control codes by the process messes up instructions such as STORE and
RECALL that rely on special codes to separate string elements. A fix for this is
shown below.

Encrypted Data Save and Load Routine

DEFINT "a-I"

initial

d_save
djoad
PROCEDURE Initial

DIN main?(5)

FOR i»-l TO 5 ! READ initial values from DATA

READ main?lit)

NEXT it

RETURN

PROCEDURE d_save
PRINT "Data Save"

OPEN "o",#l,"datasave.xyi" ! Output File
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Programming

FOR i*=l TO 5

PRINT main?|il)

main?(it)-MKI?(LEN(main?(it))Itmain?(it) ! Add Integer LEN to

string
BPUT »l,VARPTR(main?(it)),LEN(main?(it)) ! Write to Disc

main?(it)-"" ! Wipe Data - No Cheating !
NEXT it

CLOSE #1

PRINT

RETURN

PROCEDURE d_load
PRINT "Data Load"

OPEN "i",H,"datasave.xyz" ! Input File

it=l ! Count

l?="xx" ! String LEN Buffer

DO

BGET #1,VARPTR(1?),2 ! Get string LEN Integer

main?|il)-SPACE?(CVI(1?1) ! Make Room in malN?(I element

BGET #l,VARPTR(main?(it)),CVI(l?) ! Load Data
PRINT main?(it)

INC it ! Increment Counter

LOOP UNTIL E0F(#1) ! Keep going until End Of File
CLOSE #1

RETURN

DATA Data 01,Data 002,Data 0003,Data O0OO4,Data 000005

The procedure d_save codes the length of every mainO element and
places it before the string data by using the MKI MaKe Integer function
to convert the LEN value to a two character string. This value is then
retrieved by the d-load routine straight into the I variable where the
CVI Con Vert Integer recovers the Integer LEN value and uses it to pad
out the receiving mainO element before the string is pulled into it. The
LOOP UNTIL EOF(l) will quit the program when all the file has been
read.

The routine is a bit convoluted and much slower than STORE and
RECALL. But extra code can be introduced to Buffer the disc writes
and reads to get around this. I hope to cover this in a future tutorial.

A little trick before we continue. Move the cursor to the PROCEDURE
initial line and holding down the Control key press Help. Neat, huh?
Hold Control and press Help again to Unfold the procedures. Individual
procedures can be folded by just using the Help key. When a
procedure is working, Fold it out of the way to make moving around
the rest of the program quicker and easier.

Folded GFA BASIC Program

DEFINT "a-z"

initial

d_save
d_load
> PROCEDURE initial

> PROCEDURE d_save
> PROCEDURE d_load
DATA Data 01,Data 002,Data 0003,Data 00004,Data 000005

Now for out first Encryption routine before we run out of our allocated
space!

Assembler Encryption code

Whole Array Encrypt 1 program

Note Registers used, aO,al,dO,dl,d2,d3 - Useful Reminder
Store values of used registers for operating system, do used by us.

movem.l dl-d3/a0/al,-(sp)
Get passed values from Stack and work out VARPTR and LEN values
Note have moved stack down 5*4 bytes to accommodate movem.l

movea.l 24(sp),a0 Get ARRPTR main$()

movea.1 {a0),al main?0 Array table
addq.l #4,al Skip DIM?(main?())

move.l 28(sp],dl Get Start element

move.l #6,dO Ready for sum

mulu.w dl,d0 Perform multi sum

adds.1 O0,al point to 1st elmt
move.1 32(sp),d2 End Element

move.1 36(sp),d3 Encryption Value

e loop: ; Array Encryption Loop

movea.l (al)+,a0 ; Get Element posn

move.w Ial)+,d0 ; get length

beq skip ; Don't try for LEN 0

bar enc 1 ,- Call Data Encryption

skip: addq.l #1,01 ; Current array Element

cmp.l 01,02 ; Past end% element yet

bpl e loop j No - Keep Looping

finished:

movem.l [sp}+,dl-d3/aO/al ; Restore registers
rts ; Back to BASIC

.********< *********** ************** ****** **************************

enc 1: ; Encryption 1 Routine

eor.b 03, (a0)+ ; Exclusive OR

subi.w #1,00 ; Reduce main?() LEN

bne enc 1 ; Keep looping

rts Zero so quit enc_l

Now for the BASIC. Note that the initial routine is the same as the

previous example and the save and load routines have only had a

couple of PRINT lines removed, So it should be possible to add to the
previous code without too much effort.

DEFINT "a-z"

INLINE encrypt_lt,IH1000
initial

PRINT " Original"
display(5)

PRINT " Encrypted"
encrypt_l(ARRPTR(main?()), 1,5,31)
display(5)

d_save
d_load
PRINT

PRINT " De-Encrypted"
encrypt_l(ARRPTR(main?(I),1,5,31)
display(5)

•INP(2)

PROCEDURE initial

DIM main?(5)

FOR it-1 TO 5 ! READ initial values from DATA

READ main?(it)

NEXT it

RETURN

PROCEDURE dsave

PRINT "Data Save"

OPEN "o",#l,"datasave.xyz" ! Output File
FOR it-1 TO 5

main?(i%)-MKI?(LEN(main?(it)))tmain?(it)

BPUT II,VARPTR(main?(it)),LEN(main?(it)|
main?(it)-"" ! Wipe Data - No Cheating !

NEXT it

CLOSE

RETURN

PROCEDURE d_load
PRINT "Data Load"

OPEN "i",#l,"datasave.xyz" ! Input File

it=l ! Count

l?="xx" ! String LEN Buffer
DO

BGET ll,VARPTR(l?),2 ! Get String LEN Integer

main?(it)-SPACE?(CVI(1?)I ! Make Room in maiN?() element
BGET #l,VARPTR(main?(it)l,CVI|l?) ! Load Data

INC it ! Increment Counter

LOOP UNTIL EOF(ifl) ! Keep going until End Of File
RETURN

PROCEDURE encrypt_l(arrayt,startt,endt,enc|)
'C:encrypt_lt(L:arrayt,L:startt,L:endt,L:enc|)

RETURN

PROCEDURE display(endt)

FOR it-1 TO endt

PRINT main?(iSI

NEXT it

PRINT

RETURN

DATA Data 01,Data 002,Data 0003,Data 00004,Data 000005

Note that the Assembler code will fit in an INLINE of H44 normally
and H3A when fully optimised. Also that most of the BASIC code is
concerned with demonstrating the load, save and encryption routines.
Just the INLINE and C:... code line are required for your own programs.
Running the BASIC will give you the following:-

Original

Data 01

Data 002

Data 0003

Data 00004

Data 000005

Encrypted

["k-?/.
|-k-?//r
["k-?///,

[-*-?////+
[-*-?/////«

Data Save

Data Load

De-Encrypted

Data 01

Data 002

Data 0003

Data 00004

Data 000005

Examining the file DATASAVE.XYZ that is produced will give you:-

rk-?/rr?//- [-*'-?///,
("k-?////t

[-k-?/////«

It won't put off many hackers, but it's a start. Tune in next month for a
full explanation of the code and to see how it can be developed into a
more powerful version.

Add LEN to string

Write to Disc
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Wfflnail
Version 14.8 ~ October 1994

Premier Range Disks:

Disksin thisupdate with two-letter prefixes cost£1.25 each (£1.00 tosubscribers).

Standard Range Disks:

Disks with a three-letterprefixcost£2.75 each (£2.00 tosubscribers)

u| COnnunication MAnager 2.20
Licence: Peggy, Kelly, Bud 8 01 Bundy

To; |_ 1 1 Info llParaneter
| I | Text Print

FAX * i fp; ___| | Load IMP || voice
| Calls | I Nunbers | llnsert «t| | Load FAX II Reserved
1 Header 1MB 1 1 1 Footer IMG 1 1 1Load IMG || Reserved

|T][T][T][T] VJ}\J || 7 || 81 IOSC0MA.22O\0UTG0IHG\ I

• r»K • i«l <CMi>» * « =>,•<.>

|Dial only| | Poll 1 Receive | D Mo Dialing | Send

Applications
AP.902: TKR Junior Office and
Coma 1.90: (above), two
Shareware comms packages with
support for sending and receiving
FAX messages.

Clip Art
The following disks contain a
collection of files for use with
Calamus and DA's Vector that

have all been created by Keith
Quinn.

Keith Quinn'sclip art files for
Calamus and DA's Vector on disks

SSM.133 - SSM.138.

SSM. 133: Three alphabets of
Celticengraved decorative drop
caps inCVGand DIGformats. Plus
lotsof vector clipart in CVG
format (some B/W v 1.0; some

Colour v 1.1).

SSM.134,SSM.135and
SSM.136:Three disks containing
a selection of 24-bit colour fills for

DA's Vector in TIC format

SSM.137 and SSM.138: Two

disks of vector clip art in DIG
format (a mixture of B/W and

colour)

[London Main-Traffic Lightsj

Chipping
Ongar

Ptoase-Hots:
Tlii chartispublished
fwedueationalujeoiity
andiTOJlNOTueujed
asaujvigatianalaid

MLR

Fireworks displays over this site are
sometimes confused with glares and/or
flares To avoid errors in this area take
allbearingsfrom District and Mainlights

Games

GAM.236andGAM.237:

FORGOTTEN FUTURES. This is
not a computer game! It is a
table-top role playinggameand
resource pack, mostly in the form
of ASCII text and .GIF graphics
files (see above), based on 19th
andearly 20th century scientific

Fix = Fixed veil.

All = Alternating
Int - Interrupted
Sw = Swinging

Inc = Inclined

Dbl = Double

25 = 25 degrees
v = 5 seconds

X = 11 seconds

W = White

R • Red

G = Green

B • Blue

Y = Yellow

romances (the predecessors of
science fiction). It contains two

stories by Rudyard Kipling,
"With The Night Mail"and "As
Easy As A.B.C.", plusadditional
material and monochrome GIF
graphics filesbased on these
stories, role playing rules, and a
role-playing adventure.

AATARI
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,::::: :.:„„ch°rt-xx» bilts.pht weeklybs/bj ;;::::::::::::::

Chart Maker on DM.43: intended for chartingshare pricesbut may be
adapted for other data types.

ESSCD61 on DM.43: Converts binary Hies to/from ASCII

s|!!"'!l"!":!"l." '1:'""!'''""':::":;'' '::.:::•:: Splitter 2 ~. :: :: :; :i :: ii ::••:,**!?"

Exclusive gS Version

Max Block Size
|T]73B112[.[|]

mmDouble CI:

Exit Copyright (01554
Uncensored Software

For support contact:

File splitter on DM.13: works on both ST and PCcomputers

DM.43: FaST
Club's Disk Mag
September 1994:

BJ300 - Configuration ACC for
Cannon BJ 300 printers.
BMAPFIX2 - Bconmap bug fix.
CACHE - Disk cache from Atari.
CHART - Chart maker. Intended
for charting share prices but
readily adapted for other data
types.

C_BEAT - Given the Beats Per
Minute (BPM) this ACC will
calculate the length, in millise
conds, of various notes.

DCX_PLUS - extraction
program for many popular types
of compressed files.
ENV - Sets environment
variables.

ESSCD61 - Converts binary files

to/from ASCII for file transmis
sion on systems that do not
support binary file transfers.
FAXFIND - ACC to alert to
when a FAX has been received.
FNTJSHOW - Creates sample
pages for batches of Calamus
fonts; needs Calamus SL.

GFA_FALC - Falcon support for
GFA Basic.

GREYSCAL - converts pictures
generated by Videomaster to
eight colours, enabling you to use
the other colours to add

atmosphere to pictures.
GRIDS - FastBasic program to
locate places of interest in an
area; needs fast Basic or Runner
program.

GROCRY42 - very comprehen
sive grocery list manager, worth
unpackingjust to browse through
the list of goods offered in the

average superstore in the USA.
HD_FREE - DisplaysHD disk
space free and used.
HPLJ4GER - CPXs to control and
set up HP LaserJet 4, 4P and 4L
printers.
P_FORUM - Listingsfrom
Programmers Forum columns in
ST Applications issues 40 to 46.
REDNOTES - Extracts the
Footnotes and Endnotes from
Redacteur LIB files.
SPLITTER - File splitter with
support for splitting files on both
ST and PC computers. Great for
big image and PostScript files.
STE_FIX - new STE fix now
with XBRA.

WP - converts between First

Word Plus and WordPerfect file
formats.

YOURBOOT - puts useful
mini-programs onto floppy boot
sectors.

Graphics
GR.153: PAD 2.4-this well

featured monopaint package has
now been fully translated to
English

GR.300, GR.301 and GR.302:
POV Ray Tracer has now been
upgraded to version 2 and comes
with POVSHELL, a GEM shell
that makes running the package a
whole lot simpler.

Information and
Magazines on Disk
INI.71: INSIDE INFO No 71
EDITORIAL - From Inside Info
Editor - David Robertson.
REVIEWS: Modems;Jaguar -
An account from an owner; Mags
- reviews of User, Review, and
Format.

ARTICLES: Be Aware -
Warning! Modem Terms - What
is it all about? Atari US News.

PROGRAMS: ST ZIP 2.6 The
ace of packers. WHICHST,
STATS and GEMBENCH - three
programs to test what is in your
ST case, run all three on any ST
you think of buying. ABFOR-
MAT - excellent disk formatter.

INF.76: Power Disk Magazine
issue 19:over480K of text files in

the latest issue of this UK

produced magazine. Not all
computer related stuff but well
worth a look. The magazine shell
only runs in ST Low Resolution,
but now that the articles are

supplied instraight ASCII this isno
longer the irritation it once was.

INF.77: Power Disk Magazine
issue 20: This issue features:

interviews with Greg and Ralph of
Impact Software and Mark Nobes
of STellar; an article about
Cyberpunk, a review of MagiC,an

H
bnittjnitrtRtuijnijunuiujwiyiraf

T-sySiRricin

PAD Z/h a

POUsheH richler

mmflfifflffisgsims,

well-featured mono paint package on GR.153

Options

01

<•> Nunero Llgne
f louche Fin

louche Erreur

HaE

Break CCTRL+C)
Continuer

<S>Forn«t: T6P.H nualit*: «« 1 •»
Oflfflchage; ftucun Pal,Opt. H

EL

Paranetres anti-alias:

Q Lafargue
Q Profondeur: « 3
O Jitter! « l.B

Divers:

HE

1SLABS si nnb objets > « 25 t»
1Table des synbnles m 1000 »
iLangage compatible POV vl.B

-«« 0,0 »t>

POVSHELL now makes running the POV Ray Tracer package on
GR300-302 much easier.
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article about that great graphics
artist Ian Wilkinson, CD's and CD
ROM's, Deano tells us how he met
his wife (?), Martin Jones tells us
about modems without a
telephone line(??),plusreviewsof
the London and Bristol ATARI
show.Ontop of all that there's a lot
more, including:CHIT CHAT,
NEWS, TECHNICAL HELP,
STOS HELP, LETTERS and all the
other usuals. There's also a few

new sections: LIES and

RUMOURS and SATELLITE

NEWS.

New Submissions

This new Premier Range category
of disks contain newly submitted
files that have yet to be fully
catalogued or distributed on to the
category specificdisks.Thishas
the advantage that we can get files
out faster than is possible when we
have to evaluate what type of
disk a file should go onto. It is also
a boon to customers who do not

want to have to buy a disk of
utilities that they already have
just inorder to get one new or
updated file.

The contents of these disks are

archived (with the same UNLZH

system used on other Premier
Range disks) and the disks cost
£1.00 each to ST Applications
subscribers, £1.25 to other
customers.

A note to back issue readers: you
can only order these disks within
twelve months of the cover date

on this magazine. After this date
these disks will be withdrawn

and their contents put on to other
categorized disks. Take a look at
our latest catalogue to track
down the new location of the files

that you are interested in.

N W.06: New Submissions «6

ASM520 - fast assembler

package with integrated editor,

I/: /737r»ll1r»t»flIF3SFHHS»SFFF/7/!
/: i i! iv7FHHHH**5F3F?F33*H33F(77!! i ; ;<•; toarr i: i i.. i.. i i :i n
<:/!!<??FKHMHKMMHBBBBBBUHNNNFFF/7<:/!:/F<FHHHBBBBHHMjjH5F??!!<:/

:,, //::
::<??33FF?!

,:/!<7
;>./;//

I: /?/??/FH»HHHMUBHBGBt«Brr»«M«3«?
! !/<!«:?3$«S33F7S»rMBN3:. !HH37!
<i<?!??/Fi»liH*SF/7FF33???/<3**F/
?!<?/?F/F**HH3*$FFF<FF?FF<?$F3F!:, ...
<!/7!<7/7HiH«F3FF33FFF777/7F<77:,,
«/F<?F/?*MNHSi3<?37F377F?F3?FF:.,
?<7F/FF<FF3NNFS3?FF/?F<FF73$FF?I, ,,
7K?t<v?F7H*FFFi"7l/?!/7<FS?7/
?<<F<7F<7FFKH33F<77l!7!<F<*«l37!
F/,?F<FF?F3?HH33F??F//<!?F?Hjj??!, ,, ,
</<'/<?<?F?KHJFF/<?:<?!/??SS??/
7<7F/'F'F5F««S*3<?F/?7/7?FNIIHH3??7<F3<::
F/7F7F37F3F*rr*HI7FF<7F77F7MttM1rl1Hh,»F3F
?/<?/?F<FFF$*$*SFFF<?F?FF/?7/7?//7
?/?F<?F??7:FF*nH3**?53F3F?FF</!:.:...
F/7F/:: , /'FFnh,3**F*$3**33377<
'::,

/?FHHMBH«WUUSFSNMS33??/;
CI/3/3HHHK7

.1;

rrnna'"*r"?a'™to-i.ir 1^11* ,..,;
??3*3SS?F3FHMNNH*HHSS3F33FF?<«75HF??
,'F3)H»FFF7F33WBGBeeMBWUWMMnnHNF!:.!<!:/

:7FF»*333?F3?3K*1N»«53S3/?F</
,<7HN33F/?F<F3$*(j$$37337<7,,
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<:!?/?FF?.
<<!</:/</?F?FM?:

....:::! IK7/7F7HH/

..:.:!!<F/FF?F3H«:,

...:!?<F3F35?3MU/,
,.:!<FF53/?3FNBF
,<F/:: ;m

,,:/::,

<!!F733F37,:
!::</?F?!..;
/::</?F//FF
/::!!?F<FMF|
!:!!!77/F<,

,: :://!/?!<!/,
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::/7!/!!n
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ANCIENT on NW.12 generates ASCII files from Degas picture files
computergraphics style of the seventies!

online help, and manual on disk.
FCC Menus - masses of HiSoft

Basic sources from the menus of

the FCC disks - lots of useful

tricks and tips.
FORST - implementation of the
Forth programming language.
Precious little documentation but

full assembler source is supplied.
FPU - gives Turbo C support for
the TT's fpu.
GOFER - programming language
that is a in fact a partial
implementation of the functional
programming language Haskell.
Comes with editor, example
programs and over 200 pages of
on-disk documentation.

KEY

NW.07: New Submissions «7

GRAFIX - Graphics Library
version 1.1 for Lattice C and

SOzobon C.

GNU ZIP v 1.07 - GNU version

of ZIP. Compatible with PKZIP
vl.9, extracts .Z files and GNU
TAR files. ST and Minix versions

in this archive.

POPUP - Shareware Lattice C
library for a popup menu system.
PORTABLE PROLOG - good
Prolog implementation - comes
with a version of the Microemacs

editor.

STOBERON - ST version of the

OP2 Oberon compiler. (G)
TEMPCALL - allows Tempus to
be called as editor to be used

with ST Pascal.

N W.08: New Submissions »8

SB-PROLOG v3.1 - complete
UNIX port of this Prolog
compiler. Source and documen
tation included. (1MB)

NW.09 and NW.10: ARP Guide

Atari ST Machine Specific
Programming in Assembly by
Robert Arp. Large eleven-chapter
guide to programming inassembly
language. Texts are supplied in
First Word Plus files along with
plenty of illustrations in IMG
format files. This is not a guide for
complete beginners —you will

(M) Runs in high Resolution only.

(C) Runs in Medium or Low Resolution Colour only.

(lMeg) Needs at least one megabyte of RAM.
(G) Program and Documentationare in German.

Diskswith a three-letter prefix cost £2.75 each (£2 to ST
Applications subscribers). Diskswith a two-letter prefix cost
£1.25 each (£1.00 to subscribers).
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need a working knowledge of
assembly language programming
to get anywhere with this 'book'.
Example programs and their
source codes are also supplied. The
second disk in this set contains the

complete guide as a set of
PostScript files,fairly pointless
unlessyou haven't got a copy of
Word Plus or you're still looking
for an excuse to make some real

use of Ghostscript!

NW.ll: New Submissions «11

AEYES - set of eyes that follow
your mouse pointer.
ALBION - file utility that sets
flags, etc.
GEMFONT - simple GEM font
editor.

ILLUSION - Walls of Illusion

game

NW.12: New Submissions* 12

ADEBUG - debugger that is
very like MONST.
ANCIENT - Give this program a
Degas file and it will generate an
ASCII file that looks like the IMG
file picture, 1970's computer
graphics style!
ASCGIF - Version of ANCIENT

for GIF Image files.
CPXBAS1B - BASIC interpreter
in a CPX!

DIVE_CPX - Multi-function
CPX.

D_WURMII - nicely done
worms game with 77 levels (G).
ENCRPTO - Encrypt any file.
FATDCODE - Modify a disk's
File Allocation Tables (FATs).
FAXFIND - blinks drive LED if

a FAX has been received and

saved to disk.

FINDER20 - Excellent File

Finder.

FONTRIX2 - System and printer
font accessory and fonts.
PR06SPEC - Protext version 6

printer driver specs and tokens
list.

SAFEMENU - Good utility to
give pull down menus.
SHBUF13 - Increase AES buffer

for NEWDESK.INF.

SOX6PL9 - SOX version 6 for

converting sound files.
STCRON - MultiTOS utility.
TOAST - Before Dawn Flying
Toasters.

TOS4TRAP - Helps make TOS 4
compatible with earlier TOSs.
UUCODER - Binary files to
ASCII and back to binary again.

NW.13: New Submissions <• 13

GBENCH_3 - Generates
benchmarks allowing you to
compare the speed of your setup
with other basic configurations.
GDOS UTILS - Simple show font
utility plus programs for listing
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WinCS Instructions MflZIfiCS was written by 0.Raisin

/our ain Is to find a chest of gold in the naze and bring it hone,

-This Is a MAZIP.C!
Beware of his teeth
and don't fight without
a sword.

"This is your ain!
Find it, take it
and bring it back
hone again.
-This is a poor prisoner
of the naze,
He will tell you
the right way,

-This is a sword!
Be sure you carry one
while fighting against
a HDZinC!

-This is food!
This neans energy!
Don't waste it,
you need it,

Walk around the naze

by using the cursor-keys.

Take itens fron walls by
pressing the SHIFT-key
and pressing the cursor-
key showing to the item,

By pressing the space-bar
you can look at the nap
of the naze,

•The incredibly fast
iBflSIC-Cmpiler frnn
|0nIKP.DH,Software, fjernany

lit only took about 15 sec,
ltd conpile HBZIflCS |~

Mono maze game on NW.13

installed fonts and changing their
serial numbers.

GREETING - Have a configur
able message greet you when you
boot up.
GUCK18 - text and picture file
viewer.

HSMOD105 - serial port fixer
and enhancer giving very fast
results.

INVERT - the game in a CPX.
LPS123 - Plays long sound
samples.
MAZIACS - Good mono maze

game.

MDIALIOO - MultiDial, tries to
stop alerts etc taking over the
screen.

MDLIO - animate DL files on

monochrome ST.

MDP_213 - Latest Multi-
Depacker.
MEMMAP - Memory map.
MGIF_42B - GIF file displayer.
MINIVIEW - Small text viewer.

MODEMT - Modem tester.

MSEMATZ - Geneva style
alternative mouse cursor.

NEWDEPAK - Evolution of

MegaDePack.
NVDI_FIX - fixes a small bug in
NVDI v2.50.

POSTCODE - Shows town for
Postcode.

PRIORITY - Change priority of
program under MultiTOS.
PROFL144 - version 1.44 of this

utility that gives a comprehen
sive breakdown of the system
status of your computer.

NW.14: New Submissions «14

A collection of programs
supported by Danesh Bhabuta.
See page 35 for further details.

Music and MIDI

MID.89: PAN Collection: Large
selection of PAN files for use with

MIDIman Universal Patch Editor

and Midi Mapper by Mollis
Research Ltd.

Utilities

UTU33: OMEN: - Fully usable
demo version of this new

multitasking operating system.
Does not run GEM or TOS

applications but an interesting
development none the less. A few
simple shareware OMEN
applications are supplied.

UTI.334 and UTI.335: LINUX - a

free UNIX clone for ST, TT and
Falcon. LINUX isa very popular
operating system on PC's and the
Atari LINUX port isa very
important step forward for Atari
systems, potentially opening up
access to the vast range of
professionalUNIX applications
available.

Marcel File Edit Dptions Para Find

WP.650: PageStream Support:
This disk now includes the
upgrade program for the UK
version of PageStream 2.2 and the
USversion upgrade filesare no
longer supplied.

WPR.126:Marcel:Easy to use
shareware wordprocessor with
spelling checker.

Karcel Hard Processor—Shareware Uersiin 2.2

Mellif
We're glad you're taking the tine to check out this version of -

Marcel Word Processor. No natter what kind of writing you do, we think
you'll enjoy it nore by using Marcel, It's a word processor designed to
allow you to express yourself through words, with a nininun of technical
effort,-

So let's get started! The first thing to do is open a new window -
for yourself, so you can type whatever you like—and get the feel of -
Harcel Uord Processor, Using the nouse, go intn the File nenu and •
select Open (aw), After you've typed a few things, cone back to this
window, so you can learn nore about Marcel, It's easy to flip back and -
forth between open windows— just press Me F2 keg, find while you're
typing, try using the Control-U. connand to erase Nords. Also try
changing the text style (italic, bold, etc) by using the Style nenu or -
its keyboard equivalents, (By the way, if you're using a screen
accelerator and this text doesn't look right on your screen, you nay -
want to turn off the screen part of the accelerator; certain •
accelerators don't Interpret Marcel's text styles correctly,) Renenber,

MARCEL: an easy-to-use shareware word processor, complete with
spell check, on WPR.126

»3mM§ mtm mmm
Written by Richard Karsmakers

WiH'HillliHOiJiHWW
version 5,5GB

Written by Richard Karsnakers

Douglas Connunications
P.O. Box 113

Stockport
Cheshire SKZ SHW

England

Fl Search'n'Destroy Viruses
Repair Disks

UUK 5,5 Infornatinn
Systen Status

Quit to Desktop

WED 20.81.1993 20:10:37

This session took Z'51"

Viruses destroyed :B
Disks/files checked :0
'Boot Files' written :B
Innunizations performed :B
Auto-boots repaired :B
Unrecognized bootfiles :B

WED 20.01,1593 20:13:23

V6
This latest version of UVK
has a new easier-to-use
user interface, can run as an
ACC,and recognises even
more viruses and boot-
sectors - including the new
Beilsteln virus.

We always stock the most recent version.
For details of upgrades contact

Douglas Communications
on 061-456-9587

Features:
* Recognises all known ST
viruses, both bootsector
and link viruses, and
virtually all software that
legitimately uses the disk
boot sector.

* All data on your disks
remains 100% intact!

* Immunizing of disks
against all known
bootsector viruses.

* Option to repair damaged
or destroyed Bios
Parameter Blocks.

* Option to write Anti-virus.

* Latest version recognises
over 70 viruses and can
repair over 710 virus
damaged boot-sectors.

With this handy tool, you
need not worry about
viruses anymore: You can
simply use it to de-infect
your disks and programs,
destroying the virus and
leaving all other
information intact.

Price: £12.95
FaST Club
7 Musters Road
West Bridgford

Nottingham
NG2 7PP
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Shareware

1993 Da Donald corn, uicnrv

• and Shareware Collector!
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The Helpnode give ynu nore
detailed help for using the

CPX. To exit the Help
Guide, deselect the

Help-button.

V Line Ternination Off

FF

CR+LF LF FF

CR+LF CR+FF

CR+LF CR+LF CR+FF

Joe Connor takes a look at the latest
Two-in-One release and invites

CyberSTrider, Denesh Bhabuta, to
intoduce himself and one of his

supported Shareware products...

Two-in-One Vl.ll includes many features nor

mally only available from the Desktop. Running Two-
in-One as a shell it's possible to move/copy and delete
files, (optionally using Kobold) view files whatever the
file type and run external programs. All these features
complement the original archive management features
for whichTwo-in-One is unsurpassed. Here's just a few
of the more important new features:
♦ Up to 8 external programs can now be called using
the 'Programs...' pop-up via a command line which
can pass parameters.

♦ Up to 5 external file viewers are supported, which
can each be assigned specific extender(s). For example
a text Editor such as Everest set as the 'viewer' for
'TXT' files can not only view but also edit any loaded
files. Similarly Kandinsky could be set to view and edit
GEM metafiles.

♦ Context sensitive on-line help using ST-GUIDE is
now fully implemented and available from within any
dialog by selecting the 'Help' button. ST-Guide can be
called either as an ACC or installed as a viewer and

called as a PRG.
♦ The active archiver parameters are displayed in the
Info line of the TOS window during ARGV communi
cation.

♦ If confirmation for 'Delete' and 'Copy/move' ope
rations is active it can be temporarily suspended by
holding down either [Shift] key whilst selecting the the
'Copy' button.
♦ The internally used Archive commands are now
stored in the file TWOINONE.CMD which future

proofs Two-in-One from unforseen changes inn the
supported utilities.

Remote Control for Laserjets

Version Software UK-Fee Status |

vl,7Be Kandinsky; £15 Shareware

Ml.lBe Selectric! £13 Shareware

rui.ii Two-in-One: £ 9 Shareware I

U4.8 OFfi Flydials £13 Shareware
V3,3e Everest: £ 9 Shareware

Vl,5Zi f-galc: £10 Shareware

U4.7 GSZRZ: £13 Shareware

yi,25e OCR £8-12 Freeware
1VOL07,94 ST-Guide £ 5+ Freeware

V3.5e Idealist £13 Shareware

nri.8Se Address £15 Shareware 1

When Joe first started supporting Shareware authors
it occurred to me my position as file manager for the
atari file area on hensa put me in an excellent position

to play an active role. For those of you not familar
with on-line services, Hensa is the Lancaster

University on-line facility offering the most compre

hensive selection of Atari related files in the UK all

freely available to Internet users.
My first step towards getting involved came after I
bought a HP LaserJet 4L printer to use with my STe
and realised the supplied software only worked on a
PC! Worse was to come as I discovered the printer

settings could only be changed via software and you
canguess the reactionI got fromHewlettPackard!
I posted a request for help on Usenet and was
delighted (and surprised) when Donald Bork contac
ted me about his Laserjet 'Remote control' CPXs! I
was so impressed I bought the company, well actually
I offered to support his program in the UK,so here I
am to tell you all about it!

The 'Remote control' package contains three CPX
modules, one for the each of the Laserjet 4 Series, the
4, 4L and 4P. Admittedly, the 4 and 4P have external

switches but it's still much nicer to configure your

printer from the desktop.

What's on offer

Change the Print Quality
off), Printer Resolution,

Technology (four settings),

Altering Economode (on/
Resolution Enhancement

and Density (five settings).

Configure Printer
Memory: Change

Memory Enhancement

Technology (three set
tings) and Image Adapt

(three settings) settings.

Change the Page Setup:
Alter things such as

number of copies to print

(editable), lines per page
(editable), page orien

tation, and paper size

(nine settings). The 4, and
4P CPX modules allow

you to input PCL com

mands.

Change the Font: Select

TM0IH0HE File Left Right liTTWffll
ft fi?:::l:-i!S:tt™ LHRRC... L

STZIP.., Z
ZOO... 0
ARC... A
UNARJ... U
UD-OUICK... D

1H

-'ELI
V

|8|:r:::::::::: B:\ ;::::::::": ::::::. F;\ :::::::::::| I
TIFFS HIvEUwOIHOHES | ig

IE
0 n
# B

8f
•:; h
O i
') j

FP
RE
TE
TA
TR

PROGRAM 1 ,,«• Prograns,,, P

0

]

1

EXTENDS* t

TXT,INF,ASC,ME,H0H_.

BMP,TGA,D0C,PAC

JPG,TIF,PI?,6IF

RSC_

IViewer 1:| |C!\1S
Manager $ shell,., E
Manager,,, N
DEN shell,,, G

IViewer 2:1 |Fl\AR

IDlexer I: I |c:\ge
Save settings "S

On
0 t

luieNer 4: |C:\D1 buiirTCuriuijurra,ri\u

|E:\MTRFACE\INTRFACE,PRG 1|Viewer 5:1
{ ; H

|ST-Guide; |C:\STGUIDE\ST-GUIDE.PR6

1 - 1 OK | I Cancel I
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between the printer's internal typefaces,and symbol
set.Youcanalsochange the size(from0.44to 99.99).
Miscellaneous: Each CPX module features on-line

help. Settings can be saved as as sets and loaded at
the click of the mouse button. A pop-up menu pro
vides an easy way to cancel printing, print out the
self-test page, or reset the printer to the factory
default settings.

The English version is reserved for registered users
but if you'd like to try before you buy the German
version may be downloaded from microsliensaac.uk,
under micros/atari/tos/n/n096/ or from the FaST
Club on NW.14 along with the other programs I now

support.

If you're interested in reading mini reviews for any of
the following software please write to Joe and I'm
sure he'll invite me back!

MasterBrouJse: Powerful text viewer

ESS-Code: UUEncode/UUDecode files for sending
over the Internet as normal Email, now runs from

Two-in-One.

Grocery Lister: Budget for and plan your
shopping!

PGP Shell: GEM front end to use with 'Pretty Good

Privacy' the encryption program for secure file
exchange.

Guitar Reference: Essential widget for Atari-
owning guitar players.

UK Support and Registration

1) Write a cheque or postal order for £13.00 payable
to Denesh Bhabuta.

2) Be sure to include your full name, address, phone
number. Computer and printer model, and Email
address (where applicable) in legible form!
3) Send to: CyberSTrider, Dept. STA, 203 Parr Lane,
Unsworth, Bury, Lancashire, BL9 8JW.
On registration, you'll receive a unique registration
number, a master disk containing the latest English
version on disk, along with a selection of other
programs I support.



Communications

Going On-Line
Mark Baines

1. Hi Danny, what is your role at
HENSA?

Dog's body. ;->
Moderator of Atari and Mac

sections

Look after mail database

Toolkit distribution

Man the hot-line

Look after the modems

I am employed as one of the
hensa/micros support staff to
install the increasing volume of PD
software packages on-line. I also
felt that I should 'increase my
worth' and took on the other

things mentioned above. I will also
be doing some programming
under the Motif/X interface.

2. When did you start?
11 April, 1994

3. What's a typical day's work
for you?
When I get into work, I log in
straightaway. This involves logging
into a few accounts. I have a PC

on my desk connected to the
Ethernet network. I therefore

make use of eXceed which allows

me to use the X Window System
on the PC.

To get X, I log into my centl
account, from where I then log
into my other accounts. My login
batch file does mainly everything
for me apart from log me in.
Basically, this telnets to my other
accounts and places them as icons
at the bottom of the screen in an

icon bar. I then open each icon and
login.

My icon bar consists of: two

cpadb@centl .lancs.ac.uk sessions,
one cpadb@centl.lancs.ac.uk
e-mail session, two

pddanny@micros.hensa.ac.uk
sessions (for doing my normal
work), one

danny@micros.hensa.ac.uk

session (used mainly for e-mail
and private stuff), one
vctec@wmin.ac.uk session (for
e-mail and Usenet), one
D.Bhabuta@qmw.ac.uk session
(for e-mail and Usenet), one
xarchie session (for searching files)
and one Mosaic (for WWW).

The latter two I do not have

running all day long.
The first thing I do after logging

into all these, is to do a general
check in micros.hensa. This

HENSA — behind the scenes

As part of my occasional series of interviews of prominent people involved with
Atari comms, this month I'd like to introduce Denesh "Danny" Bhabuta who

works at HENSA which was featured last month.

involves checking to see if the
modems are running fine, look at
how many people have logged in
and check and reply to mail. This
mail box is shared, as even though
pddanny is my account, it is under
the syspds umbrella and so the
mailbox can be read by pdmartin
and pddave [Danny's colleagues]
too. I will also save mail or digests
to their respective folders, if
required.

Mail is checked by whoever
gets to work first (usually me) and
constantly throughout the day, on
average every hour.

I then check the mailing list on
average every two hours and

make any new changes, such as
people subscribing/unsubscribing
from the list.

Next on the agenda is nix [the
HENSA conference system] which
we all jointly moderate. I do the
Atari and Mac sections and check

them randomly throughout the
day, replying to what people have
written and occasionally do some
postings.

Any new software uploaded for
my sections is shown when I log in.
I move the software from the

incoming directory into the
installation directory from where I
download it to floppy and transfer
to the ST ready for testing.

I then read my personal mail
accounts. I receive the MiNT

mailing list at my
vctec@wmin.ac.uk account and
the GEM List at my
danny@micros.hensa account. I
like to read these as they keep me
well informed on a personal and
professional level. These lists
inform me of announcements,
such as new versions or

patchlevels of software which I
can then get hold of and bring to
HENSA for testing and
installation, therefore keeping
HENSA up-to-date.

I then go on to read Usenet
News, another great place to get
information as well as helping
other Atari users. I can't imagine
living or doing my job without
Usenet. It's brilliant!

I search for any new software
that has been announced on the

Net and download it to HENSA. I

also search for and download

software which I think is useful and

which I have come across in

articles in magazines. These get
tested before I start preparing
them to go on-line. I like to see
what the interface looks like—how

standard it is. I also like to see how

easy it is to use and then check for
any incompatibilities with the
boot-up software and accessories
installed on the system here
(MegaST2) and my STE (TOS
1.06/2.06) at home. Documents
are read fairly thoroughly. Falcon
software will be tested when we

get a Falcon RSN.
Once a few programs have

been tested, I prepare them for
going on-line which is usually
around 5pm. I then update the
index file, the 'News of the Day'
file and the WWW pages. I also
search for new WWW pages
specific to my sections and write
the Editorial page for the Atari
section.

On average, I expect between
five to ten hot-line calls every day
and these range from simple
queries about dial-up access
numbers to trouble with some

software.

I also do Toolkit distribution

which is where we send people
unpacking tools on disk (£5 plus
VAT). I have to modify the toolkit
database and do a small report
once a month when I've collected

a few cheques.
As I said above—general

dogsbody;-)

4. What plans do you have for the
Atari section at HENSA?

To make it a respectable place to
get Atari PD. Everyone I know,
including myself, respects
atari.archive at the University of
Michigan [atari.archive.umich.edu].
They have almost everything you
need.

HENSA has never been

recognised as a place to get Atari
stuff from. I plan to change this. I'd
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like the UK Atari community to
come to us, to use nix, exchange
ideas, contribute to the service by
uploading software, just like they
do for Michigan. People upload to
UMich because it has a very large
following, it is mirrored
everywhere around the world. It
would be nice if the HENSA Atari

section got that recognition and
was mirrored similarly.

I plan to bring in the latest
software into HENSA and support
the software on-line especially
software which doesn't find it's

way onto atari.archive. My
support through the WWW pages
should also expand bringing you
Atari news from all over the world.

HENSA is already the official
place in UK for some PD
software— CyberSTrider ones
(my own Shareware support
scheme), Joe Connor's Shareware

scheme programs and others
written in Europe.

5. Do you enjoy working at
HENSA?

Definitely. No doubt about it. It's
the sort of thing I'd do at home
anyway. Also, I have made many
contacts—you, Joe Connor and
Vic Lennard [editor of ST Review]
to name a few. This job has also
made it easier for me to break into

ST journalism.

6. Thankyou, Danny, for that
interesting look behind the scenes
at HENSA. Where can you be
reached?

danny@micros.hensa.ac.uk
(private)
pddanny@micros.hensa.ac.uk (for
HENSA stuff)

E-mail:

Internet:

msbaines@cix.compulink.co.uk
FidolMet:

2:259/29.10@fidonet.org
NeST:

90:105/5@nest.ftn

TurboNet:

100:106/0.10@turbonet.ftn
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Paul Keller

TECHNIQUE - Inkjet Printing

Diversifying slightly this month, we look at
the output of the DeskJet printer and how we
can improve on its performance and cut
down on the overhead costs of these excellent

machines.

The DeskJet range of printers are very
good for outputting computer graphics, for
both the artist and DTP user. They offer
'power without the price' (as the Atari slogan
once stated) and much more besides.

Ink Refills
Are there any downs to these great
machines? Just a few: the main quibble with
DeskJets is the cartridge prices. It is surpris
ing how fast one can use up a cartridge if
working with computer graphics of any kind
and outputting regularly to the printer.

As a very rough approximation, a black
high-capacity cartridge will last about 250
A4 sheets of text and costs about £25. A
DeskJet is guaranteed to last 1,000 A4 sheets
a month for five years, so if you are using
your machine full tilt that's four cartridges a
month or 52 a year, a cost of £1300 a year in
ink cartridges!

Most regular Deskjet users know that
you can get black ink refills for about £15
each. Although suppliers claim these as dou
ble refill packs each refill will probably only
contain a maximum of 22ml (about half of a

full capacity cartridge, which will hold just
over 10ml).

So back to our sums, that's 52 x £15 =
£780 (still a lot of money). We could buy a
new laser printer for that price!

If I was to say that it's possible to obtain
refills for just £2.50 each and in any colour
you want, you would probably say to me,
What's the catch? Does it work? Can I have

some?

I have been using these £2.50 ink refills
for some three months now, trouble free, and
have worked through the equivalent of some
15 cartridges in just this time alone! That's a
massive saving of about £187.50 in ink costs,
assumingthe normal refill price of £15 each.

Single Colour Printing
I doubt that everyone is going to use this
quantity of ink so fast but the enclosed infor
mation will be of great use to the casual user
as well as the more intensive worker. After
all, the above price can include any colour

you wish to refill your cartridge with and not
simply black. This makes multiple colour out
puts on B/W DeskJets easy, especially if you
have three cartridges or more.

There is one drawback with this particu
lar ink being used (if I can really call it an
'ink') and this is that if you get water on it it
will run. This drawback also applies to the
ink supplied by Hewlett Packard in their
three-colour cartridges. Is it the same type, I
wonder?

DIY Refilling
First you will need one empty HP51626A
cartridge. Then you will need one 'Jetwise'
Ink cartridge refill system, comprising a 30ml
bottle of black ink, a re-usable syringe,
gloves and instructions.

The main reason for using this particular
kit is that the syringe contained inside is reus
able, unlike most others which can only be
used once and then have to be disposed of.
The instructions for this particular kit can be
disregarded if you are refilling the
HP51626A cartridge as mentioned
above—they are for the 51608A instead.

You will also need another ink refill kit
specific to the HP51626A cartridge to obtain
a stopper, which is needed later on to close an
opened hole after refilling is complete. This
stopper can also be re-used many times, just
like the syringe. The Ecojet kit will do.

It is very important NOT to puncture the
hole in the middle of the HP51626A cartridge
as this will cause it to leak constantly and
render it useless. Instead a small sealed hole
can be located on the top of the cartridge to
the bottom right hand corner. This hole is
opened up by pressing a ball point pen into it,
and with a little brute force pushing the small
plastic ball contained within into the car
tridge. Be careful not to damage the print
head by placing it on a table while doing
this—instead hold the cartridge in your hand.
Have two small bowls handy as well as some
tissue paper. Stand the cartridge carefully on
some tissue paper in one of these.

For your ink use 'Supercook' food col
ouring (available from Tescos, etc.), one 38ml
bottle of each of the following: Blue, Egg Yel
low, Cochineal (instead of Pink, for darker
results). Empty all the contents into the
second bowl and add 5ml of black ink (one
syringe full). This will produce a very dark
brown colour suitable for most applications.
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Other colours can be mixed if wished and

tested on a white piece of paper with a
match stick end dipped in the ink.

Fill your cartridge with the syringe, it
will leak a bit but don't worry about this (as
long as you have remembered to place it in
the bowl!). When you have filled the car
tridge with about 40ml of ink seal it with the
stopper contained in the second refill kit.
Place any remaining ink back into the bottles
with your syringe and keep it for future use.

The cartridge will leak for a little while
after sealing, so to speed things up gently
place the syringe in the underside of the car
tridge near the back centre where a small
hole can be located. Suck some of the excess

ink and air out. Gently wipe with some tis
sue. If it still leaks repeat the above. Leave
the cartridge some five minuets to make
absolutely sure it has stopped leaking. When
you are quite sure of this wipe the ink head,
VERY gently, with a damp tissue—his is also
a good way of clearing the head of any
minor blockages, should these occur. These
blockages can be noticed by banding or
blank lines distorting your output. Re-insert
the cartridge and start printing.

A cartridge can be reused in this way
between six to ten times before it needs

replacing and this type of ink does not block
so easily as that used in some of the black
refill kits available. Ink must be of the 'Su

percook' variety of food colour, as some
other types although giving darker colours,
may contain very small particles which will
block the cartridge jets.

It should be possible to use the same ink
refilling method with other cartridges of a
similar nature but this is the tried and tested

type I always use.

Some useful Inkjet refill addresses:

Total Computing:

FREEPOST: 16 Station Road, Poole, Dorset
BH14 8BR;
Tel:0202 717001;

Fax: 0202 717002

(for re-usable syringe)

Rodesign:

195 Milwards, Harlow, Essex CM19 4SJ;
Tel: 0279 444313;
Fax: 0279 444256

(24hr service/competitive prices)



Education

Part 3: Printing

This month we take a look at school

printing needs, and how to satisfy them.

Most documents produced
on school computers are not much
use on floppy or hard disc. Usually
a printout is needed, or ahardcopy
as it's otherwise known. It is not at

all hard to find a printer to connect
to an ST, but selecting the right
printer to satisfy particular acade
mic uses is slightly more complex.

The first aspect that makes a
difference to the approach taken
to buying printers will be whether
the STs are on networks or not. If

they are then the file servers of
each department's network may
be the only machines that will need
to be linked to a printer. The rest
of the network can print via this
server. If your school does not
operate departmental networks,
or even a lone network spanning
the whole school, then why not?
You will end up playing floppy
frisbee transporting your files to a
computer with a printer attached.

Horses for Courses
Different printers are useful for
different purposes and most
schools need more than one printer
to satisfy the whole multitude of
printing needs in all classrooms,
offices and the LRC.

Laser printers are great, in that
they are fast and produce results
of a high quality, but they are
very expensive. For the cost of a
laser printer many exercise books
could be purchased, so buy chea
per printers when at all possible.
Remember, as always, to spend
the minimum possible on purchas
ing required equipment. Avoid
buying what is not really necess
ary.

Sometimes a good inkjet prin
ter will be all that is needed. The

quality from these printers is high,
but they are much slower than

laser printers. In total contrast, a
24-pin printer is quick but the
quality is generally quite lacking
for the price you have to pay.

Colour printing capabilities
may be needed in art departments,
and possibly in some other parts of
the school. Ever tried finding a
cheap colour laser printer? Impos
sible. Good quality colour inkjets
however are already at quite rea
sonable prices, and are dropping in
price all the time. Colour 24-pin
printers are rarely of a high
enough standard for use in a
school.

The size of printer is also an im
portant factor. Not the size of the
actual printer, as this is very
rarely of concern in a school, but
the size of paper that the printer
can print on. A4 printers are great
for office work, essays, most pro
jects and suchlike but have their
limitations. CDT and art depart
ments really do need A3 printing
capabilities. It makes a world of
difference. Inkjets again are bril
liant for these circumstances. A3

inkjet printers' prices are also fal
ling constantly. A3 Lasers are too

highly priced, while A3 24-pin
printers do not print to the high
quality that CDT and art depart
ments require.

9-pin and daisywheel printers
rarely have a place in schools
these days. They are too outdated
and their quality is low compared
with the standards required these
days, though they may well be
satisfactory when rough copies of
text are needed. Care should be

taken, if you are buying printers
second hand, that the printers use
the Centronics port and not the
Serial port, which is slow and
rarely supported by software
nowadays.

Software Compatibility
When investigating the printer
market, looking for one that satis
fies your needs, you should look at
which printers are compatible
with your software. Buying an
expensive printer, just to find that
new software is needed to run the

COLOUR INKJET

A3 PRINTER
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Matthew Townsend

thing, happens to people very
rarely, but it does still happen.
Bear in mind that some software

doesn't support A3 and colour
printing.

Away From the Network
If you are operating on a network
then there is a problem that
schools frequently have to deal
with. If the only printers are atta
ched to the servers, then pupils
and teachers may end up walking
through several blocks and up
several flights of stairs just to get
hold of a couple of pages of draft
printouts. In this situation the
school would benefit from a few
cheap printers being attached to
some of the most used computers.
This way the local printers (i.e. the
printers attached to computers
other than the server) can be used

to print rough work, and for high
quality printouts the document
can be printed through the server
on a better printer.

If my mentions of networking
have confused you slightly, then
please bear with me a little. Soon I
will take a look at how to establish

networks of STs. I am sorry to say
that this is the point every month
where I have to say bye to all my
loyal readers (yes, both of you)
and promise that I will be back
next month.

< This diagram shows a possible
printer set-up for a mini network.
Normally only one or two of those
expensive printers would be
attached to the server. Also there
wouldoften be many more nodes.



ESKTOP

ISCUSSIONS

The ST and TTare obsolete—and that's official.

William Hern mourns the unfulfilled potential of the TT.

presume that by now
everyone will have heard
about the financial report
from Atari that described its

ST and TT range of personal
computers as "technically obso
lete and non-competitive". While
it's hardly surprisingly for the ST
to be described in such a way (in
this age of PCs with clock speeds
of 40MHz or more, how can a
computer with a puny 8MHz pro
cessor be described as anything
else?), I feel sorry for the TT. If
this is to be the end of the TT,

then it will go out without ever
having fulfilled its rich potential.

Right from the start, the TT
faced problems. It was late being
delivered to market, and for

much of its existence supplies
were short which made it difficult

for dealers to push it hard. It was
not as competitively priced as the
ST was when it was first released.

And, like all recent Atari pro
ducts, it suffered from a lack of
advertising.

However, the major reason

for the failure of the TT in my

opinion was the choice of primary
operating system. The single
tasking TOS was fine for the ST
but the TT was capable of much
more. What it needed was an

operating system that could make
full use of its additional comput
ing power.

Originally, the plan had been
to give the TT exactly that.
Before the TT's launch, Atari

revealed that they were porting
Unix System V. This was tremen
dously exciting news—there had
not been a truly low cost Unix
computer before.

Unfortunately Atari then
seemed to lose interest in Unix.

The project languished unfinished
within the company as delivery

dates slipped steadily. Eventually
it was cancelled with only a few
copies having been passed out to
a select group of developers.

Quite why Atari chose to
drop the development is unclear
to this day. My guess is that the
company underestimated the
amount of work involved in port
ing the operating system to the
TT. Costs eventually rose to such
a point that the company couldn't
see how it could ever be pro
fitable for them. There was also

probably the issue of Unix's
heavy system requirements - it
needs a lot of RAM and hard disk

space.

Whatever the reasons, cut

ting the Unix development was a
real blow to the TT's prospects.
Without the operating system, the
system could never really be
anything more than a go-faster
ST.

Unix would have been the

ideal operating system to take
advantage of the TT's special
features. Unix offers full pre
emptive multi-tasking which
allows many programs to be run
at once, all oblivious to each

other's existence. Thanks to a

technique known as virtual
memory, hard disk space can be
used as pseudo-RAM, giving the
illusion that the computer has far
more memory than it actually
has. Forget about TOS's eight
plus three character filename
limit—in practical terms there is
no limit to how long a Unix
filename can be.

The reasons for the advan

tages of Unix over TOS can be
seen by looking at their roots.
TOS was built upon CP/M, an
operating system designed for
small eight-bit personal com
puters with extremely limited

memory. By contrast, Unix was
designed for running on powerful
multi-user mini-computers with
megabytes of memory space.

Unix has long been popular
in academia and there is plenty of
good quality software available.
The range of Unix utilities avail
able is staggering and allows
almost any data-processing task
to be accomplished. I've men
tioned before the ST ports of the
GNU software series (see the
March 1993 column). Good as

they are, they don't compare to
the Unix implementations. Port
ing Unix to the TT would have
meant thousands of programs
becoming available for it over
night—all that would need to be
done would be to compile and
link them on the TT.

The power and flexibility of
the Unix system does come at a
price. The most common criticism
made of Unix is that it is un

friendly to use. Skeptics will cite
the cryptic commands as an
example of why Unix will be un
able to cross into the mainstream

computing environment.
Now there's a certain ele

ment of truth to that allegation.

With commands named rm, Is
and chmod, it's not hard to
understand why new users have
difficulty at first. If anyone ever
does get round to sitting those
monkeys down at the typewriters
to begin work on their first Shak
espearian sonnet, you can be
pretty sure that the first thing
they'll manage to type will be a
valid Unix command.

However great strides for
ward have been made in recent

years to tame Unix and make it
easier to use. Anyone who has

used one of the NeXT machines

with its innovative graphical
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Unix-based NeXTSTEP operat
ing system will be able to confirm
that it is as easy to use as a PC or
a Mac or an ST.

The other criticism made of

Unix is that it is too resource-

demanding for a home computer.
That certainly used to be true but
the advances in computer tech
nology mean that home com
puters are becoming ever more
powerful. Unix is viable on a
68030 or higher processor equip
ped machine with sixteen mega
bytes of memory and about two
hundred megabytes of disk space.
Given the fact that the processing
power and memory storage of the
average computer doubles
roughly every two years, it won't
be very long at all before this is a
typical home computer configu
ration.

It's tempting to speculate
where the TT might be today had
Atari persevered with the deve
lopment of System V. A low cost
Unix workstation would be

attractive to a large number of
professional people. It would also
be popular among the universities
which previously would have had
to purchase expensive Sun or
Hewlett-Packard machines. If

Atari had been able to market the

TT as a sub-thousand pound Unix
workstation then they would have
attracted a lot of attention.

Using the single-tasking
TOS on a TT is like using only the
first gear of a Ferrari. The only
way to show the TT's true talents
is with an industrial-strength
operating system such as Unix.
Someone someday will make an
enormous amount of money

from marketing a low cost Unix
computer. It's a shame that it pro
bably won't be Atari.
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ORUM
DB Master One

Chris Lawley - Forum STA 45

Wl There is a program called
MOVEONE.PRG which is for the import/
export of of data to ascii files. You can choose
between fixed length and tab delimited fields.

The line length seems to be up to 3000
characters, so there is an upper limit on the
combined length of the fields that you can
export.

Should you need to reformat the output,
e.g. replacing tabs with commas, you can use
CFILT.TOS to do this quickly (CFILT is a
Fontkit utility tool). I got MOVEONE on a
STUK PD disk very many moons ago, now
uploaded to atari.st/21istings.

There are two other routes for getting data
outofDBM_l:

he Forum pages are a regular
feature of ST Applications,
enabling readers to exchange
ideas and help each other out

with problems. Whilst we attempt to briefly
answer questions here, if you have addi
tional information or ideas please do submit
them for publication. What you consider to
be trivial information can often be of con-

diderable use to other readers!

Please send your letters on disk if possible.
Disks will be returned with a PD of the

writer's choice. Longer submissions may
appear as articles, in which case you will
receive payment at our standard page-rate.

Key:

The following codes are used for each
Forum entry:

J Pringle - Forum STA 20: Author who first
raised the subject, and in which issue.

\S\ Question

«J Answer

|l General information or 'Input', advice,
discussion, hints and tips, etc., with or with
out reference to previous Forum pieces.

• Editorial reply

1. Design a suitable report and 'print' to
disk. Then reformat as required—a good
macro utility or editor with built-in macro
facility makes this much more practical. The
'Record' format prints in graphics mode so
is not useful for this. Using the 'Column'
format instead is less than ideal as it is

limited to 80 characters per line. I guess if all
your fields end to end are longer than this
then you could export in 'column' format in
two stages but the reformatting might then
become a real pain.
2. If you have Base II (or access to a copy)
you can use FIXONE.TTP to convert the
DBM_1 files into BASE_2 files. BASE_2 is a
development of DBM_1 and has some extra
facilities, though still not as many as I would
like. It also seems not to be Falcon
compatible, a pity because I really like the
user friendliness and screen appearance of
these programs. The point is that BASE_2
has an option to export data in DIF format,
and though I suspect that there are many
variants of DIF, it is always a good place to
start.

As well as migrating to a new database you
can use variants of these techniques to split or
merge databases, things which I don't think
you can do directly inside DBM_1 or
BASE_2. In fact BASE_2 owners should keep
DBM_1 for this purpose—export from
BASE_2 as DIF, edit to merge databases and
reformat, MOVEONE.PRG to import into
DBM_1 and FIXONE to put back into
BASE_2!

Converting from BASE_2 DIF to a format
readable by Prodata (ST User cover disk circa
October '93) is fairly easy (remove lines with
"BOT", "-1,0", "1,0", and "EOD" and im
port into a PRODATA database of similar
design). PRODATA has some more flexibility
in exporting with various options for delimi
ters and line termination.

Oli Skelton CIX #664

Watch Logo

Trevor Thompson - Forum STA 43

|J What a wonderful bunch STA readers are.
Even before my copy had arrived, I had two
offers of help withmy request for Neighbour
hood Watch logos.
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In all I had six offers of help, three of these
using Atari to produce Neighbourhood Watch
Newsletters. That's nice to know, isn't it? Any
others? So, thanks again fellows.

Trevor Thompson

Classroom Computing

Mathew Townsend - STA 44
David Peppiate - Forum STA 45

|J Ihave just got my copy of ST Applications
and feel moved to write to you at last rather
than just thinking about it. I was interested by
the article on STs in education, not because I
know anything much about education but
because I have often wondered about com

puter use in schools.
About 4 years ago I visited a friend who is a

teacher in a nursery. She was knee deep in
sheets of paper and calculators doing one of
her administrative chores. Every term she had
to produce a version of the waiting list for her
nursery saying how old each of the children on
it will be at the start of the next term. Surely
this was a long, boring job that was ideal for a
computer? She looked at me blankly. Yes,
they did have a couple of BBCs in the nursery
but no one had a clue how to use them for
anything like that.

So I cobbled something together on Super-
base Personal which could not be called
remotely professional but worked and would
print the list in alphabetical or age order or
whatever. Every term I did a new list which
took me about an hour.

Last year the school got a new computer
system for administration which was net
worked into County Hall and was supposed to
fix everything. It didn't. It wouldn't do age
order, it wouldn't do double spacing and it
wouldn't let you work out anything that wasn't
for today's date... So, I'm still doing the list. I
don't mind, but for their own convenience I
suggested that they buy their own ST—they
could get a complete second hand system for
£150 if they looked around and they could use
it for all sorts of other things too. She looked
at me as if I had suggested something utterly
ridiculous like installing a steam engine in her
classroom.

This worried and puzzled me. What are
these people teaching children about com-



puters? What do they do with the computers
they have and why are they so put out when a
way of making life easier and saving money
on computers is offered?

Nicholas Lintott

• There's no easy answer for schools—wha
tever they buy will be totally obsolete by the
time today's eleven-year olds leave to try to

get jobs! Maybe they're better off making do
with rooms full of secondhand computers and
software until the Intel vs PowerPC and Apple
vs Microsoft tussles throw up the next 'indus
try standard' we'll be saddled with for the next
ten years.

AUTO Folder Order

Mark Baines - Beginners' Forum STA 44

II It isn'tquite true to say that files are loaded
in the order in which they "physically appear
on the disk surface". What matters is the order

in which they appear in the auto folder direc
tory. The two will be the same if files have
been copied in one after the other without any
moves or deletions, but once a file is removed

from the folder its directory entry becomes
available for the next file to be copied or
moved in. This process can be employed to
manipulate the order of files in any directory
and Autosort and the file sorting function of
Mouseboot uses some variant of this to re

order the folder without actually "physically"
copying each file.

My copy of Autosort is not the one on
DMG.23 or 27 but another one which enables

any directory to be re-sorted, including the

root directory—useful for accessories.

Alan Kennedy

Programming Overload?

Keith Powell - Forum STA 44

Jon Ellis - Forum STA 45

Mark Butler - Forum STA 45

J F White - Forum STA 45

Guy Patterson - Forum STA 45

\M About thecontents of STApplications.
Firstly, I really like the magazine and have

subscribed to it since before its new name, but

I too had a good think before renewing my last
subscription.

The reason for this indecision was twofold.

Firstly I recognise Keith Powell's point about
programming and some of the arcane subjects
covered. I am no sort of a programmer really
and and I am quite happy to admit that some
times I don't even understand the subject

matter, never mind follow the logic of the
solutions. This does not bother me at all, in

fact I quite like having a magizine that is pre
pared to deal with queries in depth. However, I
did enjoy the series on GFA Basic and fol

lowed it with interest. It ended, I thought, just
when it had started to get useful. It had dealt
with the very basics but there seems to be a
massive gulf between where that series left off

and the 'easy bits' from Programmers' Forum.
The other thing is that I wonder about my

dedication as an ST enthusiast. I am afraid I

am becoming just another computer user. I
bought my ST years ago not because I gave a
hoot about Atari but because I wanted a Mac

and couldn't afford it. Like most other people,
I supect, I have looked at other machines and
wondered if I should be buying a PC or a Mac
and have come to the rather boring conclusion
that my ST does everything I need. Even the
software I use is fine with me—none of it the

latest version. Basic word processing is First
Word Plus or increasingly often Protext. If I
want fancy fonts and layouts it's Calamus. I
have yet to see anything to do my work better
on any other machine. Colour is of no use to
me and whilst I am sure the Falcon is a nice

computer, I don't know how its features would
make much difference to me.

I have tried to want more and better pro
grams but can't quite do it. I bought Mortimer
and liked him at once but Protext didn't like

him and even the normally placid Superbase
wouldn't run from his RAM disk so gradually I
returned to my mixture of Turbo ST, UIS III, a
PD mouse accelerator and occasional ram

disk.

The same happened with shareware titles. I
tried Kandinsky and was pretty underwhel
med; Idealist is very clever but in practice I
don't use it. So you see that the problem is not
whether STA is too boring for me but whether
I am too boring to benefit from it.

Nicholas Lintott

] Unlike Keith Powell (STA 44) I have no
hesitation in enclosing my cheque for another
year's subscription to ST Applications. Mr
Powell's vitriolic onslaught against Jon Ellis,
programming in general and the level of arti
cles in ST Applications—for that's what it
was—was unfair, narrow minded, and at worst,

completely selfish.
Mr Powell will doubtless agree, along with

virtually all other Atarians, that if there is one
thing that the Atari scene requires, it is a con
stant flow of top quality software, both com
mercial and public domain. There is only one
mainstream publication which supports the
people who provide this life blood to Atari
computers, and that is ST Applications.

Programmers' Forum may only be directly
accessible to the technically aware, but it is the
only reliable source of this type of informa
tion available to those not connected to the

Internet. The technical level, is, as the editor

stated, self regulating. There are plenty of
books around which discuss the basics of ST

programming, so few people are going to ask
questions for which the answers are easily
available. The information Jon Ellis provides
is in response to people who are stumped by a
problem, and those problems are obviously
going to be of a very technical nature.

The apparent focus on C is easily
explained. Like it or not, C is the most con
venient language to program Atari computers
in, simply because of the way TOS and GEM
have been designed. BASIC and the other
languages have their places, but when perfor
mance and power are required, C and assem
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bly language are the only two languages to
work with.

Mr Powell asks that no one recommend

him to change magazines. Well that is a shame,
as there are three magazines on the news
agent's shelves every month which, over the
last year or two, have changed style in order
to support people exactly at his level. He may
not understand statements such as "When the

pipelined architecture of the DSP and the 32K
words of zero wait state private RAM are
taken into account...", but there are plenty of
people who do, and it is these people who
really benefit from reading ST Applications. If
Mr Powell wants to understand the basics of

Devpac DSP without the heavy technical ele
ment he should check out the review in ST

Review, which doesn't cover the detail, but

does explain the concepts as it goes along. If
he doesn't like the editorial style of that
magazine, well that is unfortunate, but pro
bably not as unfortunate as changing the
technical level of STA so we have four

monthly magazines, all with the same content,
all aimed at the same people.

As you have probably guessed, my opinion
on which way the level of STA should be
moved is the opposite to Mr Powell. I would
like to see more technical content, and I firmly
believe that sections like Beginners' Forum
are a move in the wrong direction. The glos
sies have covered subjects like RAM disks and
archivers over and over, and having Mark
Baines regurgitate the Superboot manual is
simply a waste of space which could be used
for original material.

If this letter just serves to cancel out that of
Mr Powell, I would be happy. I am satisfied
with the balance of STA, and have never felt
the need to write before. If, however, the level
of content is moved several steps down the
technical ladder, I and many others would be
deprived of a valuable and highly enjoyable
source of information.

Derek Fountain

J Mr Keith Powell is taking up some serious
subjects for discussion in his letter: How much
of the articles should be taken up by specialist
subjects, such as programming? How advan
ced should STA be?

As I see it, STA has to deal with specialist
subjects, since no other magazine does and
there is a very limited output of advanced
literature for the Atari range of computers.
But of course there has to be a balance. Mr

Keith Powell is quite specific in his criticism by
mentioning programming and I agree, there
has been a shift towards more BASIC and C in

STA. What I mean is that programming has
nothing to do with the different languages they
are implemented in. You can even program
without having a digital computer, which was
what they did during the nineteenth century in
the textile industry. Programming is just a way
to solve a problem, an algorithm. Since there
are plenty of tutorials about BASIC, C, Pascal
etcetera, the programming sections in STA
should focus on the algorithms instead of the
languages. This is something Jon Ellis is doing
but unfortunately a lot of the pages are taken
up by program listings in C. Instead Jon Ellis
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should skip writing the algorithms in C and
instead concentrate on the Atari specific (read
GEM) problems and list them in a more
general way. It is not even necessary for every
listing to be for an executable program.

I am not a C programmer myself and it
would be a bit easier for us non C program
mers to implement the algorithms to our
languages if the algorithms were listed in a
more general form. This also raises another
question: Why isn't there a tutorial in GEM-
programming? There certainly exist people
that are competent enough, Jon Ellis is one of
them. A good tutorial in GEM would lessen the
need for such a large part of programming in
STA. These sections could then really be a
Programmers' Forum in its right sense. My
advice is that Jon Ellis edits all his articles

together to make a book out of them. This
would be a good start to a tutorial in GEM
programming.

Keith Powell criticises the reviews of dif

ferent programming languages—he mentions
Devpac DSP. I think that the critics are unfair.
We must allow subjects that we are not inter
ested in to get a larger proportion of STA once
in a while, but of course not all the time.

I do not know if STA has become more

advanced since I have not been with it from

the start, but I do not find the magazine too
advanced even if I admit that I do not under

stand everything. I think that most of the wri
ters have been writing for STA a long time and
they have worked with their Ataris even
longer. It is easy for them to assume that every
reader has read all the articles in their series

from the start, and that the readers have
gained just as much knowledge as they have.
This results in the articles being more and
more advanced. The editor of STA mentions

in his reply that it's in the nature of magazine
columns that they become self-regulating.
This is a very important point. We must not
forget that it is us, the readers of STA, who
decide what should be published and not. We
must not wait for other readers to write letters

to the authors about suggestions and ques
tions, we must do it ourself. The more letters

that demand the same kind of articles the lar

ger the chance that that topic will be dealt
with. To end this rather long letter I would like
to use the same words as Keith Powell did: ST

Applications is still the best ST magazine by
far.

Jonas Moller Nielsen

A Basic Dilemma

M I'm currently using ST Basic to learn to
write some programs and I would like to know
more about GEM. Also, can you tell me if
there is any way to compile finished BAS files
into executable programs?

Adrian Wherry

• The original ST Basic was never a popular
programming language, mainly because its
user interface was appalling and the interpre
ter was riddled with bugs. The ST Basic
manual gives some details on accessing GEM

from within ST Basic—you should be able to
pick up a copy of this for a couple of pounds:
try Gasteiner.

But there is precious little point in spending
even this amount on ST Basic. You'd be a lot

better off buying Power Basic from HiSoft, or
a secondhand copy of First Basic (as supplied
'free' with many STs) and a copy of the HiSoft
book cum manual called Your First Basic. The

documentation for both is pretty good for
Basic programmers who want to get into GEM
programming. All HiSoft's versions of Basic
can load your ST Basic programs with little or
no modifications.

If you want to compile your Basic pro
grams (i.e. convert the BAS file into a PRG
file) then you will need a copy of HiSoft Basic.
The current version costs £79.95 direct from

HiSoft (0525-718181), or if money is tight
look out for an earlier version secondhand.

You should also consider GFA Basic as an

alternative; you can contact GFA on 0734-
794941.

Desktop Discussions

William Hern-STA 41

Graeme - Forum STA 44

\M Graeme and I agree on one thing at
least—the Jaguar in its present format would
make a lousy computer. Should Atari choose
to put in a more powerful general purpose
processor than the 13 MHz 68000 currently
deployed in the Jaguar console then my criti
cisms of its computing power would of course
disappear. However, unlike Graeme and Doug
I don't regard this as a given.

While I agree that the Tom and Jerry chip
set teamed up with a 68040 would make for a
pretty powerful computer, I still don't think
that this is the route to take. First I feel that it is

high time that Atari ditched the 680x0 series.
The future life of the series is limited

—Motorola have stated that the 68060 will be

the last in the family. It would be much better
to go with a processor family that is just start
ing out—the PowerPC for example.

Second (and this I realise is very much my
own personal opinion—what else after all are
columnists paid to provide?), I don't particu
larly like the idea of specialist chips in general
purpose computers. Sure they provide im
pressive performance in the short term but
longer term I believe that they can become a
liability. Take the Amiga for example. The
specialist co-processing chips such as Copper
and Denise provided impressive functionality
at first but gradually as successive Amiga
models came out with faster central proces
sors they became a bottleneck. If the central
processor can blit a memory segment faster
than can the dedicated processor what is the
point of using it? The 'clean' approach where
the central processor is responsible for most
tasks has served the ST and the PC families
extremely well.

Graeme also feels that TOS is perfectly
adequate to use in future, saying that it has
come a long way from its CP/M 68K roots. If
that is so, how come I still can't have filenames
longer than eleven characters?
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There is also the issue of multi-tasking. It is
very hard to turn an operating system that was
single-tasking into a multi-tasking one. Look
at the trouble that Apple is having turning their
Macintosh System software into a true multi
tasking OS. MultiTOS is good but it still has to
make sacrifices in order to remain compatible
with existing ST software. As a contrast look
at the features provided by OSes such as
OMEn and SMS2 which didn't have to make
this allowance.

The point that I have made several times in
my columns is that sooner or later compatibi
lity becomes more trouble than it is worth.
Look at the problems Intel is having in coming
up with faster versions of the Intel x86 family.
New processors such as the PowerPC are able
to match their performance using simpler
designs and far fewer transistors. The ST has
reached that stage in my opinion—Atari would
be much better starting from scratch, using all
the latest technologies and coming up with the
fastest machine possible. Using the com
puter's additional processing power perhaps
an ST emulator could be written—much like
the ZX81 and Spectrum emulators that are
available for the ST.

I remain convinced that the best approach
for Atari would be to start over again with a
new architecture and a new operating system.
I'm sorry that Graeme feels that this is unima
ginative. I disagree—evolution is easy, it's
revolution that takes guts. In any case I don't
think that Atari has been particularly imagina
tive with the evolution of the ST over the past
ten years. Remember, this is the company
whose grand idea for differentiating the
Falcon from the ST was to give the Falcon a
different colour of keyboard.

William Hern

Imagecopy Tips

|| With Imagecopy 3, I configure the ACC
version to give me 3.5 inch wide screen dumps
from ALT/HELP, thus allowing about 8 im
ages on A4 if the paper is inserted upside
down for the second 4 images. CONT/ALT/
HELP gives the screen dump to disk.

I set the Catalogue option to give 1 inch
wide prints, thus allowing about 45 images per
A4 sheet. I configure the cut down version
(that does not recognise JPEG files) as a
second accessory to give me 6 inch wide
dumps to printer; this is useful for printing text
from selected parts of README files, or
records of Desktop layout, etc. This does not
seem to interfere with the first accessory hav
ing the SAME NAME, as SHIFT/ALT/HELP is
configured here. I thus have a quick choice of
3 image printing sizes, without having to adjust
the defaults.

N W Scott

PhotoCD

W Many thanks for the Imagecopy 3 which I
recently received. There is only one word for
it: "brilliant".



Now, can you help me, a youngster in my 74th
year? Where or how can I get photos of my
own put on a disk in a suitable format to
enable me to use with Imagecopy 3?

S G Coles

• If you have a lot of photographs to trans
fer—or someone is paying you to do the
job—then the best option is to invest in a CD
ROM drive. Expect to pay around £340 for an
Apple CD300 drive complete with cables,
software and interfaces. System Solutions
(081-693-1919) can supply plug in and go
setups.

High street shops such as Boots can copy
your slides or negatives to PhotoCD format on
a CD ROM. For specialist or professional work
it can be worth paying a bureau to process
your pictures—expect to pay £5 per picture
for this level of service as it takes as much

time as enlarging a photograph by hand.
If you can't justify the cost of a CD ROM

then take a look at our Photo2Disk advert in

this issue of ST Applications.

Psion/ST File Exchange

II Chris Phelps reports problems sending
batch files using Y-Modem. I find that Van-
term will receive batches of files using Y-
Modem at 9600 baud without problems pro
viding you don't try to send duplicate files (this
results in an error being reported). I have
recently backed up all my Psion internal files;
data bases, WRD documents and spreadsheets
this way, by first selecting 'transmit' and then
'tagging' the batches in the directory display.

It might work faster than 9600 baud but I
have not bothered trying. I am just delighted
that it works at all!

Mike Playle

KJ I have read recent letters regarding the
transfer of files between a Psion Series 3a and

Atari. I have used both Dterm and Uniterm to

transfer files and found both to be adequate.
I have written a Uniterm macro and a Psion

Comms script which provide a list of menu
options for transferring files, allowing the
transfer of upto 6 directories at once.

I am willing to provide these files to other
users if they send me a disk.

Craig Dodson

45 Greenshaw Lane

Patrington
Hull HU12 0RL

Atari Portfolio

EH How pleased I was to see an article on the
Atari Portfolio Pocket PC. I also use my Port
folio all the time, after a few teething problems
that is (every time I plugged it in or removed
either the serial or parallel interface it would
crash—and yes I did follow the instructions to
the letter). However, after copying a friend's
auto-boot folder and installing the program
'Update Com' it rarely crashes. All this infor

mation is on my memory card, together with a
further backup on disk via my Atari 520 STE
which brings me to the points of this letter.

One of the best contacts I have made is the

Portfolio Connection Club based in Oxford

shire, who do a vast range of software and
hardware, with newsletters, for sale lists, tests

on Portfolio, and a help line. The telephone
number is 0491 833312.

At the Atari show last month in the Novatel

Hotel I purchased a second Portfolio for £50
without instruction book. Now I have one

Portfolio at home and the other in the office

and only need to take the memory card back
wards and forwards to work (much easier on

your pockets).
Data transfer between Atari Portfolio and

an ST was only briefly touched on in your
article. It is extremely difficult, but sometimes
possible using a parallel 25-pin D lead con
nected to the printer port on the STE, and the
parallel interface in the Portfolio. I now have
the software called PORTLINK by a German
company, which turns one of the computers
into a slave computer, so you only have to
type in the commands once and the software
does the rest.

Can anyone answer the following queries?
1. The serial transfer I have tried repeatedly
but to no avail, so I would be very interested
to know how Mr Curtis transferred data to

his ST Falcon.

2. With my set-up which would be the
fastest way for data to be transferred—serial
or parallel—and which method or program
should I use to achieve the transfer of

information?

Also, Mr. Curtis did not mention the hard

ware called Universal Interface by BSC from
the USA. This plug-in interface has both serial
and parallel connections, and also a 512K ram
(it works as a B drive) with approx. 128K of
programs, like the program which connects
the special 20MB hard drive to the Portfolio.
XTERM 2 the Comms Program-the FILE
MANAGER which makes the Portfolio even

easier to use, with many other programs all
built into this 128K chip. So with this 512K
ram and a 128K memory card, I have 700K of
available memory.

Thanks for answering my earlier letter, and
thanks for the article by Mr Curtis—keep up
the good work.

Paul H Finch

User Groups

M There are various Atari User Groups.
There is a Falcon User Group, A Calamus User
Group, Local Area User Groups and, for all I
know, maybe there is an Opus Friendly
Society out there somewhere.

Recently I wanted to contact one of these
groups. The only way I could start was to hunt
through my back issues of STA in the hope
that the relevant advert or article would hit me

right between the eyes. It didn't. That got me
thinking: STA should publish a column listing
existing minority interest contact groups
together with their names, telephone numbers,
and addresses. I am aware that User Groups
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arrive with a bang and leave with no notifica
tion, so I would suggest that any such listing
omits any group that has failed to register their
presence during the past three months.

John Ridge

• Any User Groups are welcome to a free
listing in the General/Contacts sections of the
Classified Advert pages in ST Applications
each month. There used to be enough user
groups to fill a whole page but time has taken
its toll. Encouragingly, though, the number of
Atari-based BBSs has grown to the point
where they now get their own column in the
classified pages.

Places of Interest

M Wirth - Forum STA 42

II You have kindly printed my contribution
'Places of Interest'. At the bottom you pre
sumably meant that the files would be in disk
mag DM.41; in the event no files appeared on
DM41!

M Wirth

• Sorry, triple trouble with this one. The
files are now on DM.43.

SM124 Monitor Problem

Patrick Middleton - Forum STA 39

Mark Glanfield - Forum STA 41

Chris Snowden - Forum STA 42

II I have an SM124 mono monitor circa 1991
that was purchased second hand from a PC
defector relation. The monitor was a known

quantity and had seen only very light usage
and the price was right.

However, when I first connected the moni
tor to my 4meg STE I was very disappointed
at the small display area in the centre of the
screen. I could vaguely remember reading
something about this problem in Your Second
Manual by Adreas Ramos, and so I set about
hunting for my copy in the attic. Having found
it (the book, not the attic) I set about following
the instructions for enlarging the display. It
turned out to be a relatively simple operation
and the display now only has a border of
about half an inch all round.

The SM124 stayed connected to my STE
for the following two weeks until one of the
children wanted to play some games, so my
Phillips CM8833 II had to be reconnected.
This caused a major upheaval as my desk is
rather congested and so a solution to the pro
blem had to be found. In the initial period the
SM124 had shown no problems at all having a
rock steady display every time it was switched
on.

The answer to the connecting problem was
easy. All it involved was purchasing a com
mon or garden monitor switchbox, but con
necting this switchbox created a problem of its
own. Yes, you guessed it, the screen rolls for
quite a while when the monitor is first switched
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on. It has been like it now for about eight
months and doesn't seem to be having any
detrimental affect on the SM124.

I have twice connected the SM124 directly
to the computer since and each time the dis
play is rock steady from cold.

J T Barrow

Pjj Both of my SM124 monitors have
recently acquired rather unstable displays. On
one, there is a rippling or wavy effect notice
able only on the grey background of the desk
top. On the other, the whole display shows a
jittery effect, the display moving at random.
This monitor had a very stable display till I
carried it next door for my nephew the other
day. It is as though it doesn't like its new
surroundings. In both cases the display shows
increased instability if one jiggles the monitor
lead and it is possile to reduce but not com
pletely stop the instability by finding the best
position for the lead. Can anyone tell me what
is going on? Are these monitors dying?

Stephen Kingdom

• Atari SM monitors suffer dreadfully if
placed too close to a TV or colour monitor.
Are you sure that the new monitor location is

well away from possible sources of electro
magnetic interference?

On a very looseley related topic can
anyone explain the logic behind the radio
interference produced by the LCD screen on a
Stacy? For instance, with a document loaded

into Redacteur radio reception only mar
ginally deteriorates; go to open a file and a bit
of white noise is evident; close the current

document to get the Redacteur desktop and
the interference obliterates the radio recep
tion. The noisiest part of the Redacteur desk
top is the font table. Playing a white noise tune
by moving the cursor around a document is
fun for a while but a solution would be more

satisfying long term.

Desperately Seeking Atari

J Having just come back from atrip to Lon
don and Washington I am feeling even more
depressed about the prospects for Atari.

I was mainly looking for software but the
search proved almost fruitless. The Virgin
Megastore which used to have heaps of Atari
software had about a foot of shelf space
devoted to the ST hidden away amongst miles
of IBM, Sega, Macintosh and Amiga software.

None of the other big four software shops
had any Atari at all. The HMV shops had tons
of software for the other platforms and my
heart picked up when hidden away in a corner
I saw a display of Jaguar Boxes with the
Mount Fuji Emblem. It's a pity that that's all
they were—empty boxes. The salesman said
they had no stocks and didn't really expect
any. He directed me to the new Philips Multi
Media Machine which is CD based and plays
music, movies, and CD Rom based games. It
was supplied with heaps of software and was
selling like hotcakes. The Salesman volun
teered the information that it would be unwise

to buy the Jaguar because there would be no
backup and only a handful of software titles.

In desperation I wandered around to Tot
tenham Court Road to Silica Systems where I
bought my STE back in 1988. They have
expanded countrywide though the Deben-
hams Department Store chain, but the bad
news was that they have dropped Atari, and
they used to be the country's main Atari sup
pliers.

Two of the old backstreet software clear

ing houses which used to support Atari had
folded and I ended up having to order the
copy of Graham Gooch's Cricket which my
son wanted via mail order.

I had to visit about half a dozen newsagents
to find ST User magazine and could find ST
Format only at a specialist Computer Book
Shop.

I don't know my way around Washington
as I do London but I visited ten different

Computer and Software Outlets in DC and at
the huge Pentagon City shopping centre and
none of them stocked Atari products. Nobody
I spoke to had even heard of the Jaguar and
five days of watching television, and trolling
the newspapers (including a special fifty page
computing supplement in the Sunday Edition
of the Washington Post) did not turn up a
single Atari ad or reference. They laughed at
me when I asked about Atari magazines in the
newsagents.

Peter Cave

ACE NSW, Australia

ASCII Conversion

Anne Strachan - Forum STA 36

Colin H Stacey - Forum STA 40

JJ The subject of importing ASCII text into
DTP or word processing programs merits
some further discussion.

Word processors are able to reformat text
because they distinguish 'hard' returns, i.e. the
new lines or paragraph ends inserted by the
writer, from 'soft' returns inserted by the pro
gram's word wrap function. Word Perfect for
example uses carriage return (ASCII 13) for
soft returns and linefeed (ASCII 10) for hard
returns. Some word processors (ST Writer) do
not store soft returns in the file at all, but work
them out on screen or during printing accord
ing to the line length set in the current para
graph layout.

Text editors rarely make any such distinc
tion; when (if) they wrap text, they delete the
space the writer types at the end of the last
word in the line. Their usual way of dis
tinguishing paragraphs when reformatting
paragraphs is to look for a double carriage
return—that is a blank line; lists of items such
as program listings are likely to be turned into
single paragraphs.

There are other ways of attempting to
detect formatting. Edhak counts an initial in
dent as marking a new paragraph correspond
ing to the other convention for distinguishing
paragraphs (as used in ST Forum). Word Per
fect attempts to format imported ASCII text
by treating any line end in the hyphenation
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zone as being a soft return; this depends on
the line length of the imported text being the
same as that set up in Word Perfect. Full
stops, question marks, etc., at the end of a line
are a fairly reliable end of paragraph marker,
as are hyphens or other 'bullet' markers at the
beginning of a line.

First Word and Mortimer do not delete the

trailing space before wrapping so that soft
returns are marked by "space-carriage
return-line feed" instead of "carriage return-
line feed". These files are easy to reformat
since this method provides a reliable way of
identifying paragraphs which does not depend
on blank lines.

I would like to make a plea that all text
editors should adopt this convention, deleting
trailing spaces when the return key is pressed
but never otherwise.

Such files can be converted to ASCII with

out soft returns by replacing "space-carriage
return-line feed" with "space". This docu
ment is written using Mortimer and should
respond to this treatment even without blank
lines between paragraphs. The only difficulty
arises if there are indented paragraphs; these
can be dealt with by first replacing "space-
carriage return-line feed space/tab" with
"space-carriage return-line feed" and
repeating the operation until there are no
leading spaces left. In a reasonably tidy docu
ment with consistent indentation this can be

done in one operation.
An alternative convention is to mark hard

returns with an additional carriage
return—that is with "carriage return-carriage
return-line feed" which has the effect in some

text editors of marking paragraph endings on
the screen with ". Everest can work this way
or with trailing spaces. Either convention
retains the necessary feature of ASCII files
that they can be displayed on screen or prin
ted out more or less anywhere.

Alan Kennedy

Still Onboard

|J When Ipurchased my STe as a"Managers'
Special", it was with the intention of keeping it
for a year or so, then selling it on to buy the
biggest, fastest PC I could get. I did not intend
to buy software, or add-ons, beyond the
cheap upgrade to 1 Meg of RAM. I received no
manuals or software with the machine, except
for something called Dragon's Breath. I did
have some coverdisk software, and a few
copies of ST Review and ST Format. Two
letters to Atari HQ for a copy of the start-up
software were turned down as I "didn't need

it". Is not manufacturer support a wonderful
thing?

However, by trial and error, and from
reading the magazines, I learnt to use my
machine. Timeworks appeared on a mag
cover, and I spent a lot of time making letter
heads, etc. Useless effort, as I had no printer,
but I had fun. I bought a few games, mostly
flight sims as that's where my interests lie. I
bought some PD, Astronomy stuff, etc.

All my workmates with computers have
Amigas, although half of them have only ever



used them for games, and some have grown
bored entirely. PC's are also in use. Many jibes
were fired at me for running an Atari machine,
but I always did go against the flow. This year
was decision time, however, and I let my sub
scription to ST Applications lapse while I deci
ded. The result of my deliberations is that on
30 of July this year I drove to the Bristol Atari
Show, and bought a 127 Meg drive and
"MagiC" from System Solutions, and a pair of
SIMMS from Best Electronics, bringing the
total RAM to 4 Megs.

I am perfectly happy with my ST, as it
performs all the tasks I require now that I have
a Bubblejet printer. The dearth of new games
is not a problem as I have enough, and the lack
of new titles makes me use the ones I have,
rather than look for new ones. "Timeworks 2"

takes care of my DTP meeds, although it is
rather slow to print out. I have made new
contacts, and received excellent service from

you and other PD libraries. Software is avail
able for me to pursue my hobbies and other
interests, although some of it is a bit dear, I
think.

I shall therefore be sticking with the Atari
platform, and would advise others who would
abandon it for the IBM market to think again. I
feel that only those with a professional need
for a computer may be better served by PC's
and Mac's, generally because their output is
better, and others in the business world will
expect to see those kinds of machines in a
business setting. I doubt that I will be getting a
Falcon in the near future, as it is too expensive
for me, and still has not established itself pro
perly. Perhaps the much discussed Jaguar
computer will be worth waiting for, but I'll
believe it when I see it! As long as enthusiasts
use the ST it will remain alive, and as long as
we buy products for it, someone will produce
them.

Paul L Cass

Calhgrapher

Lfi My concern with Calligrapher is from the
letter (Applications Issue 41, p44) reporting
that, in time, CACHE.CAL cannot be properly
deleted on a floppy, so that eventually a fresh
disk must be used for the CACHE.CAL files,
and the original floppy disk can then only be
used for something unconnected with Calli
grapher. If that is the case, then a hard disk
partition must also get corrupted resulting in
an UNerasable file. No way do I wish to re
format a partition, let alone the entire Hard
Disk! (I have 210Mb internal, plus 240 Mb
external Hard Disk space, with some 150 dif
ferent applications and data installed.)

N W Scott

[ffl I use Calligrapher with a hard disk and an
STE with 4mb of memory but I am having
trouble with the spell checker. Reading the
manual does not help because it merely states
how it operates and does not seem to be of
any use to solve problems.

I have the English, Spanish and Catalan
PAKs which I understand cannot be modified.

My documents are a mixture of Spanish and
English texts so when I spell check the docu
ment using the Spanish dictionary the
unknown words are mainly the English ones.
My understanding of the spell checking
system is that any words not contained in the
open dictionary can be saved by pressing
"LEARN" when the checker indicates that the
word is not known. Following this, the words
should be saved in a file called "USER.CAL".
This file is included in the directory but I do
not know how to load the file to examine its
contents.

My system does not seem to be saving the
words because a document checked today
when checked again shows that words which
should have been "LEARNT" are still un
known.But if I try to "Maintain" the directory
I find that the words are known but are not
being recognised and in many instances there
are several identical words shown where I
have saved the same word more than once.
Furthermore when I try to delete a word the
system bombs out with three bombs.

Can you, or any of the readers, give me
any help or advice in solving these problems
please?

Herbert Spencer

Artificial Intelligence

Robert Coare - Programmers' Forum STA 44

jjj 'Real' artificial intelligence is best imple
mented by scoring each of the possible posi
tions which could arise after a character has
moved, then picking the move which gives the
highest score.

Thisis how,for example, computer chess is
implemented. A considerable complication
arises when the program has to consider the
opponent's reply, and its counter-move to the
reply and so on, but this is unlikelyto apply to
the circumstance cited by the reader.

Simulated neural networks appear to be
irrelevant in this case.

J. White

AtanWorks

iffj I am having problems with elongated cir
cles! This happens when AtariWorks prints
out its pie charts, and also with circles and
elipses drawn with Easy Draw and imported
into Atari Works. It seems only circular im
ages are affected.

I contacted Hisoft and I was sent some new
printer drivers, but none of them worked. I'm
wondering if my program has a bug as it works
fine otherwise. Has anyone else had this pro
blem? My printer is a Citizen Swift 200C.

D Smith

Forum

Boot Bombs

|J Each fifth or tenth boot, Ihave experien
ced boot crash, most often with two bombs in
the middle of the boot sequence. The trouble
disappeared after a warm reset. Not alarming
but a little uncomfortable. My system is an
STE with TOS2.06 and SM124. Having no
harddisk, I keep my boot configurations as
short as possible. I have also experienced
similar boot troubles with older versions of
TOS.

On the Mortimer Deluxe disk sold by the
ST Club, I found the solution to my problem:
DESK-STK.PRG, a small AUTO utility. From
the time I have had it at the beginning of my
boot sequence I have not seen any more boot
bombs. And I am able to run all other auto-
programs and ACCs with fast load bit ON, so
reducing my boot time to a minimum.

There is a German DOC file about
DESK_STK. It says something about some
resolution parameters getting overwritten
because of a too small buffer. In fact
DESK_STK just makes that area about IK
larger. Nothing else.

Since DESK-STK is a very short program,
only 138 bytes long, I have made the HEX
dump listingshown below. Just type this care
fully in an HEX-editor and save the 138 bytes
as DESK_STK.PRG to get your own copy at

Paul Dion

Saving the Time

Q On my 1040STE (TOS version 1.6), Ifind
that provided there is an AUTO folder (with an
auto-folder program in it) on the boot disk or
in the boot partition, the time and date are
preserved over a reset (i.e. whether one
presses the reset button or resets from the
keyboard), provided that the power is not
switched off. It even works with the file

DUMMY.PRG from Fontkit; this program
does nothingmore than load and exit! Perhaps
everyone knows all this, but I have never seen
it mentioned.

Leslie W Dewhurst

HD Floppies

EH Iam wondering why the PC standard has a
directory length which together with FATs and
bootsector makes an uneven number of sec
tors. This leaves an unusable sector at the end

of the floppy. Why? Is it a requirement of the
PC Virus Makers' Association?

Would it not be easier for the system to run
with whole clusters within each track as is the
case with DD disks? Or is the point that one
should use single sector clusters?

Paul Dion
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In this month's edition ofST Applications' regular programming column, we
continue our series on how to program modules for Atari's extensible control panel
by looking ata useful CPXfor Falcon owners...

A more complicated CPX

After last month's gentle introduction to the
basics of CPX programming, we move on to
something a little more demanding. The pro
gram that provides the listings this month is

S | CON rROLPfiNEL liiiiiliiliililiiiilliiiiii;
i::;;:;;i;;!i;hi;!:iiiii;

1 Current Printer P11>ithiiifii'ii ii
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IIP active Devices ifEg

•mmi pjs.srs tugag-
I Available Screen Devices H

oo lfll|LASERJET.SYS]

I..:
Delete Add

a CPX for setting the Falcon's boot-up con
figuration. Whilst not of direct utility to
non-Falcon owners, the source code should
serve as a good template for development of
other CPXs.

Boxes 1 and 2 contain background infor
mation on the Falcon's configuration system.
Box3 describeshow to get the CPX compiled
and installed.

Turning to the listings, Listing 2 contains
the complete source code for the NVRAM
editor CPX. The first thing to notice is the
large amount of embedded resource data. As
the screen space available to a CPX is so
limited, conducting an extensive dialogue
with the user is difficult. The simplest
solution to this problem is to have a hierar
chy of dialogue boxes within the XControl
panel area. The first box forms a menu, from

© I CONTROL PANEL

r video System

2 colours I

80 colunns
PAL node
Overscan

lGA~l

cal
nodes

P Uerti
• ST no

KEVBOftRD $ •
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Above and right: Figures 3,4 and 5:

The three screens of the CPX allow access to
useful locations in the Falcon's configuration

NVRAM.

Left: Figure 6: The FontGDOS CPX uses a
hierarchical approach to its user interaction •
so many screens...
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which the user may descend to lower level
boxes. As an example of this approach,
FontGDOS uses at least 3 layers of forms to
give the user access to all of its features
(Figure 6).

The NVRAM editor adopts a slightly
different approach. It has three panels that
the user can edit: Video, Keyboard and Date.
Since there are only three displays, a top-
level 'menu' dialogue is omitted, and a serial
interface used. The Video box gives access to
Keyboard, which gives access to Date, which
gives access to Video and so on (Figures 3,4
and 5). At any point on the list, the user can
close the CPX, write changes to the NVRAM,
or clear the NVRAM contents.

Program structure
The program code can be grouped into three
main sections: resource data and code to
animate the interface, code to interconvert
between the program's variables and the
values in the NVRAM and finally, specific
CPX code.

The interconversion code is straightfor
ward bread-and-butter stuff. The CPX keeps
a copy of the NVRAM block in memory,and
only writes it back to the system when
requested. From the values in this memory
area, the program variables are set by the
function readJWMO. These variables are
then further processed to determine the
appearance of the dialogue box. This is
performed by configure_box().

A detailed description of the NVRAM
data handled by the CPX is given in Boxes 1
and 2. After reading this, the bit-twiddling
details of the code should become clear. Note
that the program treats the NVRAM block
as beingmade up of 16-bit words rather than
bytes—this is just for convenience in data
processing.

The reverse operations are performed
when the CPX is to write to NVRAM. First
the states of the dialogue boxes are analysed
and program variables updated using
read_boxO, and then the copy of the
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NVRAM block is set according to these
variables (evaluatevarsO). The updated
buffer contents can then be written to the
NVRAM in a single NVMaccessO call.

Resource matters

Moving on to the resource and interface
code, the important point to grasp is that
each of the three display panels is imple
mented as a separate object tree occupying
the XControl window. Such an approach has
a fundamental influence on the design of the
rest of the program. Some of the effects are
quite subtle, and so are discussed in depth.

The currently-visible panel is controlled
by the value of the global variable 'page' (0 =
Video, 1 = Keyboard, 2 = Date), and
addressed by the OBJECT pointer 'box'. The
update_panels() function ensures that the
value of 'box' correctly tracks 'page', and
also keeps an eye on the ob_x and ob_y
fields of the displayed panel. The reason for
this is that if the user moves the control

panel window, XControl does not send a form
CPX a message telling it of this event, it
simply updates the ob_x and ob_y fields of
the root object. Most form CPXs never have
to worry about this. However, since the
NVRAM editor changes object trees on the
fly, it needs to ensure that when a new panel
is displayed, the new objects are correctly
positioned.

Another minor difficulty is created by
this multi-panel structure. Since some of the
objects are the same in each panel (for
example, the 'Reset', 'Write' and 'Cancel'
buttons), we do not really want to have
separate functions to handle each of the three
panels,as this would lead to code duplication.
Rather than using lots of if 0 statements to
cope with the different cases, the CPX uses a
resource data trick.

ob_type, the field in the OBJECT struc
ture that indicates whether an object is a
string or a box or whatever, is a 16-bit word.
However, the codes for the standard AES
objects only occupy the low byte. This leaves
the high byte free to hold other information.
This 'extended object type' byte as it is
sometimes known, is used by some enhanced
AES toolkit packages like MyDials to pro
vide object types not supported by the AES.

In the NVRAM editor CPX, the extended
object type byte is used to store one of five
values: CROSSBOX, NEXT, RESET, WRITE
and CANCEL. These are used to process
objects without needing ascertain which
panel is displayed: for example an object
with the extended type NEXT means 'go to
the next panel' regardless of whether it is
object number 13 in the 'Keyboard' object
tree or number 20 in the 'Video' tree.

After the switch statement that processes
extended types comes some of the if 0
statements whose numbers we were attempt
ing to minimise. These handle activation of
the pop-up menus that are a major feature of
the interface (Figure 7).

CPX aspects
Initialisation of the CPX follows the same

lines discussed in the previous article. Once
the CPX is activated, the Xform_do() service
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Box 1 - NVRAM

On later Atari machines such as the TT and Falcon, various configurationoptions are stored in a
small area of RAM outside the normal memorymap.Thismemoryis powered by a battery, so its
contents are preserved when the machine is turned off: hence the name non-volatile RAM or
NVRAM.

The 50 bytes of memory in the NVRAM blockresideonthe real-time clockchip.To access them
a XBIOS function, NVMaccessO, must be used. For those without an up to date set of operating
system bindings, NVMaccessO has the function code 46. The function call looks like this:

result = NUMaccesstmode,start,number,buffer);

The three operations supported by the function are readingfrom NVRAM into normal memory
(mode 0), writing from memory into NVRAM (mode 1) or clearing the entire block (mode 2).
The read/write calls process a block of 'number' bytes of NVRAM beginning at byte number
'start', 'buffer' is the address of a buffer to read NVRAM data into/write data from.

To verify the contentsof the block, the last two bytes are maintained as a checksum. As a result,
there are only 48 usable bytes of NVRAM. NVMaccessO updates this checksum whenever the
block contents are altered by a write or a clear.

NVMaccessO returns 0 if all went well, -5 if one or more of the arguments has an invalid value or
-12 if the checksum fails. In the latter case it may be necessary to clear the NVRAM and start
again.

NVRAM Assignments

As usual, Atari have been reticent about the details of what is stored in NVRAM. The
information needed to write the NVRAM editor was garnered by experimentation on a TOS 4.02
Falcon—it is possible that other machines (especially the TT) may use the area differently. If
anyone has any further data on the subject, please write in and share your information.

To assist in the dissection of the NVRAM, a small C program was usedto download and print its
contents (Listing 1). The code simply reads the 48 bytes of usable NVRAMinto a memory buffer,
and then prints the values in hex.

The followingbytes were found to be active on the Falcon. Inactive bytes were zero:

00-01

06-07

08-09

14-15

The functionof these bytes is obscure. Other Falcon configuration programs suggest that
these control some aspect of the hard disk system. Values of 0x0000 or 0x0080 are held
to be compatiblewith the TOSfilingsystem, whereas 0x0040 is alleged to be something
to do with UNIX. Fiddle with these at your own peril!
These bytes hold keyboard and nationality configuration data in the same format as the
_AKP cookie (see Box 2). In fact, the data held in these bytes is used to construct the
_AKP cookie during boot up.
Similar to the preceding locations, the date and time format information that makes up
the IDT cookie is stored here. See Box 2 for more data on the _IDT cookie.
During the early stages of the boot process, before the Desktop is initialised, TOS uses
this word to determine the screen resolution. The value is a 'modecode': the same format
as required for the VsetmodeO call. Further details can be found in any up-to-date
XBIOS reference (The Atari Compendium or the Lattice C manuals) and also in the
Programmers' Forum of STA 38.

Another useful NVRAM location was discovered just before this article went to press.
Unfortunately there was no time include support for it in this version of the CPX, but the extra
code should be trivial to write.

Byte 10 appears to control the length of the hard disk spin-up delay on the Falcon. Values less
than 12 cause the memory test and spin-up delay to be skipped completely during a cold boot.
Values of 12 or more seem to specify a delay of (x-12) seconds.

is used to animate the interaction. Return

values from this call are processed by the
handle_button() function in ways already
described.

The major new feature of the CPX code
in this listing is the use of the PopupO service
function. This is provided by XControl to
manage the interaction of the user with a
pop-up menu. Its input arguments require a
little precalculation, which is the purpose of
the wrapping code that makes up popupO.
The inputs to PopupO are an array of string
pointers that form the pop-up menu items,
the number of items in the list, the currently
active item index, a font specifier (always
IBM) and pointers to two GRECTs that
delineate the size of the host object for the
menu (ie the button that the user clicks on to

obtain the menu) and the area of screen space
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outside which the menu may not fall (in this
case, the XControl window area). After the

interaction, PopupO returns -1 if no choice
was made from the list, or the index of the
item chosen. Index numbering begins at 0 for
the first item in the menu list.

The strings that make up the menu
should all be padded with spaces to the same
length, and all should have two leading and
one trailing space. The section at the top of
the listing shows these rules in use. PopupO is
quite smart, in that if the list is too large to
fit into the usable space, scrolling arrows are
automatically added to the menu (see Figure
8). The appearance of the host object needs
some thought to ensure a visually-smooth
animation when activated. In this CPX, the
pop-up menu host objects are all shadowed
TOUCHEXIT buttons.
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Box 2 - A Fistful of Cookies

One of the many differences between the Falcon and preceding Atari machines
concerns support for different languages and keyboard layouts. For early
machines, Atari produced a different set of TOS ROMs for each country where the
computer was sold. Each country had a version with the Desktop and system text
in the appropriate language, and a different default keyboard layout. The
nationality of the ROMs was indicated by the value of the 'os_conF entry in the
ROM header block.

On the Falcon, 'os_conf has a nationality code of 127, indicating that the operating
system supports multiple languages in software. The language and keyboard
configuration in use is made accessible to programs via the installation of two
operating system cookies: _IDT and _AKP. For those not familiar with the cookie
jar, STA 15 had a useful introduction to the subject.

_AKP (standing for Advanced Keyboard Processor) indicates the system language
and keyboard layout. The 32-bit value of the cookie is assigned as follows:

Bits 0-7: Keyboard layout

Bits 8-15: System language

Bits 15-31: Reserved

The language and keyboard layout specify nationalities by reference to the same
code table used for the 'os_conf ROM identification byte (see Table 1), with the
restriction that only English, German, French, Spanish and Italian seem to be
supported as system languages. Also, English is supported as if it were American,
rather than British.

_IDT (International
Date and Time) in

dicates how date and
time information

should be presented.
For example, in the
US, dates are usually
written in the order

MM/DD/YY,
whereas in the UK the

convention is to write

DD/MM/YY. The
_IDT cookie value
allows programs to
find out which order

the user prefers. The
value is made up as
follows:

Bits 0-7: ASCII code

of separator between
fields in a date

Bits 8-11: Date format

(0=MMDDYY,1=DDM
MYY,2=YYMMDD,3=
YYDDMM)

Bits 12-15: Time for

mat (0=12 hour,l=24
hour)

Bits 16-31: Reserved

Table 1

Nationality Codes

Code Nationality Language

0 USA English
1 Germany German
2 France French

3 UK

4 Spain Spanish
5 Italy Italian
6 Sweden

7 French Switzerland

8 German Switzerland

10 Turkey
11 Finland

12 Norway
13 Denmark

14 Holland

15 Czechoslovakia

16 Hungary

y English

Gernanrx
French '*

Spanish

Italian

French

s/ British

Spanish [^

Above left: Figure 7: Pop-up menus allow selection from a listof alternatives
without needing acres of screen space.

Above right: Figure 8: Even very long lists are automatically catered for...

Box 3 - Getting it Working

Compilation the Falcon NVRAM editor is straightforward
under Lattice C Users of other compiler systems will have
to consult their documentation for details of CPX pro
gramming in those environments. Save Listing 2 as
NVCONFIG.C and then compile it with the specified
options.

The next stage is to construct a CPX header block using
the CPXBUILD tool. Save Listing 3 as NVRAM.ICN.
There is no need to compile this file, as the source code is
processed directly. Running CPXBUILD with the command
line:

-b -cl -d'NVRh" -iE:\NVRAM.ICN -nNVRAM "-tConfigure

NvRAM' -pi -vl.B E:\NvRAM.HDR

will create a 512 byte CPX prefix with the appropriate
text and icon (Figure 1). Finally, the CPX is produced by
hooking all the pieces together using the linker directed by
Listing 4. The linker control file will have to be altered to
reflect your setup before it can be used.

Once the new module is in the CPX directory, XControl
should be forced to reload the CPXs using the Setup screen
(Figure 2). A new entry should now be present in the
module list, ready for use.

[> Figure 1:

The NVRAM editor's

entry in the CPX
module list.

«' | CONTROL PflHEL ..ftiiiij
2:50 PH 7/08/94

• OptionsJ
leg
Eb Systen Info

9

5

^ PiwerUP2

0 Configure NURflri
NURfiM

Ma TOS INFORMATION
VERSIONS

< Figure 2:
Forcing
XControl to

reload the CPXs

without needing
a reboot

Next Month

Next month, more on the finer points of CPX program
ming, along with a return to our regular diet of readers'
questions and tips. Keep the letters coming in - the more
we receive, the better the column gets! Hints on any
subjects, or questions about programming problems should
be sent to the address below. All contributions, no matter
how simple or advanced, are most welcome. Please include
your address on the letter, so I can get back to you if
anything in your contribution is unclear. Email addresses
are useful too.

One last point, about email. Whilst I am very happy to
receive contributions by email, please include your real
name in the message, as cryptic alphanumeric user
identifiers are not terribly useful. Please send a disk or
email if there are large chunks of text or ASCII source
code: I have no time to retype lots of material. Naturally,
disks will be returned if an SAE is included.

Jon Ellis
Programmers' Forum

29 Ashridge Drive
Bricket Wood

St Albans

Hertfordshire

AL2 3SR

Email:

jonellis@cix.compulink.co.uk
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Listing 1

** Listing 1.
** Programmers' Forum STA 46 (October 1994)

** Quick program that displays a hex dump
** of the contents of the Falcon's NVRAM.
**

** Compiler system: Lattice C v5.60
** Compile options: -cargfku
** Meaning: Enable ANSI mode, disable trigraphs, enable
** non-ANSI keywords, assume unsigned chars
** Link with CO and LC.LIB to produce NVRAM.TOS.
** Written on 5 July 1994

^include <stdio.h>

^include <osbind.h>

Define program symbols.

ifdefine NVMSIZE 48

^define NVM_READ 0
#define NVM_HRITE 1
iPdefine NVM RESET 2

Prototype functions..

int main|int,char **,char **);

The program starts here...

int main(argc,argv,envp)

int argc;
char **argv, **envp;

int f,g,offset,rows,code;
static char ramiNVMSIZE];

printf("NVRAM contents\n\n");
code = NVMaccess(NVM_READ,0,NVMSIZE,ram);
rows = NVMSIZE/8 + (NVMSIZE%8 != 0);
for (f=0; f<rows; f++)

I
printf("%02X: ",f*8);
for (g=0; g<8; g++)

I
offset = f * 8 + g;
if (offset < NVMSIZE)

printf("%02X \ram[offset]);
}

printf("\n");
)

printf("\nReturn code: %d\n",code);
printf("\nPress RETURN to exit:");
getchar{);
return (0);

Listing 2

** Listing 2.
** Programmers' Forum STA 46 (October 1994)

** More advanced CPX that uses the XControl popup
** menu facility to do some useful work for Falcon
** owners !
**

** Compiler system: Lattice C v5.60
** Phase 1 options: -cargfku -aw
** Meaning: Enable ANSI mode, disable trigraphs, enable
** non-ANSI keywords, assume unsigned chars,
** type-based stack alignment
** Phase 2 options: -ms -v -y
** Meaning: Optimise for space, disable stack checking,
** force reload of a4 on function entry
** Link using supplied link file.
** Written on 7 August 1994
V

^include <aes.h>

^include <cpx.h>
^include <osbind.h>

^include <portab.h>
^include <stdio.h>
^include <string.h>
iCinclude <vdi.h>

** Symbols concerned with the NVRAM.

^define NVMSIZE

^define EBADRQ
irdefine EGENRL

irdefine NVM__READ
^define NVMjfRlTE
^define NVM RESET

(-5)
(-12)

irdefine DISK_OFFSET 0
^define AKP_OFFSET 3
iCdefine IDTJJFFSET 4
^define VIDEO OFFSET 7

/*
General symbols.

((define LAST PAGE 2

(define REDRAW 10

(define REDRAW OBJECT 11

(define NEXT 0x01

(define RESET 0x02

(define WRITE 0x03

(define CANCEL 0x04

(define CROSSBOX 0x05

(define MJM COLOURS 5

(define NH.M MONITORS 2

(define NUM LAYOUTS 17

(define NUM LANGUAGES 5

(define NUM SYSTYPES 3

(define NUM_DATES
(define NUM TIMES

Resource data.
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*/

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define
(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

(define

static

/*0*/
/*1V

1*1*1
1*1*1
I'i'l
/*5*/

I't'l
I'TI
I't'l
/«9«/
/<10»/

/•1W
/*12*/
/*13*/

VIDPAUEL 1

VIDCAN 2

VIDWRITE 3

VIDRESET 4

VIDCOL 7

VIDMON 8

VID80COL 9

VIDVERT 11

VIDPAL 13

VIDSTMOD 15

VIDOVER 17

VIDNEXT1 20

VIDNEXT2 21

KBDCAN 2

KBDWRITE 3

KBDRESET 4

KBDFMT 8

KBDLANG 10

KBDSYS 12

KBDNEXT1 13

KBDNEXT2 14

DATCAN 2

DATWRITE 3

DATRESET 4

DATDATE 7

DATTIME 8

DATSEP 10

DATNEXT1 13

DATNEXT2 14

TEDINFO rs_tedinfo|] • {
I" True colour ", "", "", IBM,0,TE_CNTR, 0x1100,0,-1,15,
I" VGA ", "", "", IBM,0,TE_CNTR,0x1100,0,-1,7,1),

Video System ", "», "", IBM,6,TE_LEFT,0x1180,0,-1,15,

OBJECT

1*1*1
1*1*1
1*1*1
1*1*1
l*i*l
/•5*/
ft*/
1*1*1
1*1*1
/*9*/

1*10*1
1*11*1
/'12V
/'13V
/•14V
/'15V
/*16*/
/*17V

/*18*/
/'19*/
/*20«/
/*21*/

OBJECT

1*0*1
1*1*1
1*1*1
1*1*1
l*i*l
1*5*1
I'd
I'TI
1*1*1
1*1*1
/no*/

/*nv
/*12V

KEYBOARD

Norwegian ", "",
English ", HH, ""
Default ", "", ""

DATE ", "", "",
Keyboard and Disk
DD/MM/YY ", "", "
24 hour ", "", ""

"", SMALL,6,TE_LEFT,0x1180, 0,-1,1
", IBM,0,TE_CNTR,0x1100,0,-1,13,1),
IBM,0,TECNTR,0x1100,0,-1,11,1),
IBM,0,TE_CNTR,0x1100,0,-1,11,1),

SMALL,6,TE_LEFT, 0x1180, 0,-1,10,1),
, "", "", IBM,6,TE_LEFT,0xll80,0,-1,20,1),
, IBM,31,TE_CNTR,0x1100,25,-1,12,1),
IBM,31,TE_CNTR,0x1100,25,-1,11,1)

1".", "Date separator: _", "x", IBM,36,TE_CNTR,0x1180,-1,0,2,18),
j" Date and Time ", "", "", IBM,6,TE_LEFT,0x1180,0,-1,16,1),
I" VIDEO ", "", "", SMALL,6,TE_LEFT,0x1180,0,-1,11,1),

VIDPAGEO • |
(-1,1,5,G_BOX,0x0,0x0, (void *)0xffll01,8,16,256,176),
(5,2,4,G_BOX,0x0,0x0, (void *)0xffU41,0,128,256, 48),
(3,-1,-1,0x400 IG_BUTTON,0x7,0x0,"Cancel", 176,16,64,16),
(4,-1,-1,0x300|G_BUTTON,0x5, 0x0, "Write", 96,16,64,16),
(1,-1,-1,0x200|G_BUTTON, 0x5, 0x0, "Reset", 16,16,64,16),
(0,6,20,G_BOX,0x0,0x0, (void «)OxffllOl,0,0,256,128),
|19,7,18,G_BOX,0x0,0x0,(void *)0xffll01,8,16,240,104),
(8,-l,-l,G_BOXTEXT,0x40,0x20,Srs_tedinfo[0],8,16,120,16),
19,-1,-1,GBOXTEXT,0x40,0x20,Irstedinfo(l),168,16,56,16),
(10,-l,-l,0x500|G_BOX,0x40,0xl, (void *)0x11171,8,48,16,16),
(11,-1,-1,8 STBIH3,0x0,0x0,"80 columns", 32,48,80,16),
(12,-l,-l,0x500|G_BOX,0x40,0xl,(void •)0x11171,136,48,16,16),
113,-1,-1,G_STRING,0x0,0x0,"Vertical", 160,48,64,16),
(14,-l,-l,0x500|G_BOX,0x40,0xl,(void '10x11171,8,64,16,16),
(15,-l,-l,G_STRING,0x0,Ox0,"PAL mode", 32,64,64,16),
(16,-l,-l,0x500|G_BOX,0x40,0xl,(void «)0x11171,136,64,16,16),
|17,-l,-l,G_STRING,0x0,0x0,"ST modes", 160,64,64,16),
(18,-l,-l,0x500|S_BOX,0x40,0x1,(void '10x11171,8,80,16,16),
16,-1,-1,G_STRING,0x0,0x0,"Overscan", 32,80,64,161,
(20,-l,-l,G_TEXT,0x0,0x0,srs_tedinfo|21,16,0,112,24),
(5,21,21,0xl001G_TEXT,0x40,0x0,lrs_tedinfol3],168,112,78,16),
(20,-1,-1,0x100(8 STRING,0x60,0x0,"\003", 64,0,8,16),

KBDPAGEI) - (
|-1,1,5,G_BOX,0x0,0x0,(void *)OxffllOl,8,16,256,176),
(5,2,4,8BOX,0x0,0x0,(void *)0xffll41, 0,128,256,48),
(3,-1,-1,0x400|G_BUTTON,0x7,0x0,"Cancel", 176,16,64,16),
(4,-1,-1,0x300|G_BUTTON,0x5,0x0,"Write", 96,16,64,161,
(1,-1,-1,0x200|G_BUTTON,0x5, 0x0, "Reset", 16,16,64,16),
|0,6,15,G_BOX,0x0,0x0, (void *)Oxff1101,0,0,256,128),
(13,7,12,G_BOX,0x0,0x0,(void *)OxffllOl,8,16,240,104),
(8,-1,-1,G_STRING,0x0,0x0,"Keyboard:", 8,16,72,161,
19,-1,-1,8 BOXTIXT,0x40,0x20,(Is tedinfo[4],88,16,104,16),
(10,-1,-1,G_STRING,0x0,0x0,"Language:", 8,48,72,16),
(ll,-l,-l,G_BOXTEXT,0x40,0x20,»rs_tedinfo(5),88,48,8B,16),
(12,-1,-1,G_STRING, 0x0,0x0, "System:", 8,80,56,16),
(6,-l,-l,G_BOXTEXT,0x40,0x20,trs tedinfo|6),88,80,88,16),
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/•13V (15,14,14,0x100|GJTEXT,0x40,0x0,Irs tedinfo(71,192,112, 54,16)
/'14V |13,-l,-l,0xl00[G_STRING,Ox40,0x0,"YO03", 40,0,8,161,
/*15*/ (5,-1,-1,8 TEXT,0x20,0x0,«ts_tedln£o|8],16,0,152,24),
1;

OBJECT DATPAGEd - (
1*0*1 (-1,1,5,8 BOX,0x0,0x0, (void *)OxffllOl,8,16,256,1761,
1*1*1 [5,2,4,G_BOX,0x0,0x0,(void •)0x£fll41,0,128,256,48),
/*2V (3,-l,-l,0x400|G_BUTTON,0x7,0x0,"Cancel", 176,16,64,161,
/«3*/ 14,-1,-1,0x3001G_BUTTON,0x5,0x0,"Write", 96,16,64,161,
/»4*/ [1,-1,-1,0x200|S BOTTON,0x5,0x0,"Reset", 16,16,64,161,
1*5*1 |0,6,13,G_BOX,0x0,0x0,(void *]OxffllOl,0,0,256,128),
/«6*/ (12,7,11,G_BOX,0x0,0x0,(void *1OxffllOl,8,16,240,104),
1*1*1 |8,-l,-l,G_BOXTEXT,0x40,0x20,lrs_tedinfo|9],120,48,96,l
I't'l (9,-1,-1,GBOXTEXT,0x40,0x20,lrs_tedinfoll0], 120,16,8"
1*9*1 [10,-1,-1,5 STEIHG,0x0,0x0,"Date format:", 8,48,96,16),
/*10*/ (H,-l,-l,G_FTEXT,0x8,0x0,Srs_tedinfo[ll),8,80,136,16),
/*11*/ (6,-1,-1,G_STRING,0x0,0x0,"Time format:", 8,16,96,16),
/•12V (13,-1,-1,8 TEXT,0x0,0x0,Jis teainfoll2),16,0,120,24),
/•13*/ |5,14,14,0xl00|8 TEXT,0x40,0x0,»rs_tedin£o[131,184,112,60,16),
/•14V (13,-l,-l,0xlO0|G_STRING,0x60,0x0,"\O03", 48,0,8,161,
)l

,16),
8,16),

Prototype the externally visible CPX functions.

CPXINFO *cpx_init(XCPB *);
short cpx_call(GRECT •);

** Prototype the internal functions.
*/

int handle button(short,short
int popup(OBJECT *,short,char
int readNVM(void);
void configure_box(voidl;
void evaluate_vars (void) ;
void read_box(void);
void update_panels(void);

[],int,int «);

" Global variables...

V

XCPB *xcpb; /* XCPB passed to CPX by XControl */
CPXINFO jump_table = /* List of CPX functions supported */

Tcpxcall, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL) ;

OBJECT 'box;

short NVMbufferINVMSIZE/sizeof(short)1
int page = 0;

/* Main display object tree */
/* Buffer for NVRAM contents */
/* The page currently displayed */

" Configuration variables.
V

int colours;

int monitor;

int columnsSO;

int vertical;

int palmode;
int overscan;

int stmodes;

int keyboard;
int language;
int system;

int time_format;
int date_format;
char separator;

/* Index of screen colours */
/* Index of monitor type V

/• TRUE if in 80 column mode V

/* TRUE if vertical flag set */

/♦ TRUE if in PAL mode */

/• TRUE if in overscan mode */

/* TRUE for ST compatibility '/

/* Index of keyboard layout V

/* Index of system language V

/* Index of system types V

/* Index of time format */

/* Index of date format */

/* Date separator •/

" Popup menu data...

char *video_colours[] • (

char *video_monitors[1 =

char *keyboard_layouts[1

char *keyboard_languages[1

char *system_types[] = {"

char *time_formatsl)
char *date_format3[]

2 colours "," 4 colours "," 16 colours
256 colours "," True colour ");
TV "," VGA ");

{" American "," German "," French "
" British || H Spanish "," Italian "
" Swedish "l" Swiss FR "," Swiss GE "
" Turkish "l" Finnish "," Norwegian •
" Danish " 1 " Saudi "," Dutch "
" Czech "l " Hungarian ");

= (" English ", " German "," French ",
" Spanish Italian ");

Default "," TOS "," UNIX "};

12 hour "," 24 ho ur ");

MM/DD/YY "," DD/MM/YY ",H YY/MM/DD "," YY/

** Main entry point for all CPXs. It is called in two
** phases. First, during the boot phase; when the
** CPX should set up its default values, and initialise
** the hardware it controls. Secondly, if the user
** activates the CPX; when the CPXINFO structure should
** be filled in, and the current hardware values copied
** into the resource for manipulation. The function
** is passed a pointer to an XControl parameter block.
** The return value depends on the execution phase. After
** the phase 1 call, the function should return TRUE if
** any further events should be dispatched to the CPX, or
** NULL if the CPX is not to be further accessed. After

** phase 1, the return is always a pointer to the
** CPX's own li3t of vector handlers.

** Usage: table • cpx_init(service_list);

V

CPXINFO *cpxJ.nit(XCPB *);

CPXINFO *cpx_init(in_xcpb)

XCPB *in_xcpb;

{
xcpb • in_xcpb;
appl_init();
if (xcpb->booting == TRUE)

return{(CPXINFO *)TRUE);
return(Sjump_table);

t*
** The cpx_call() function, which is the only required
** XControl interface for form CPXs. This is called when

** the user activates the CPX, after the phase 2 call
** to cpx_init(). The argument is a pointer to a GRECT
** which describes the work area of the XControl window.

** The function sets up its variables for a user interaction,
** calls the XControl Xform_do() service routine to handle
** the interaction, acta accordingly, and then returns.
** The return code is TRUE if the CPX is to continue
** receiving event messages (only needed by event CPXs).
** Form CPXs should return FALSE, whereupon XControl will
** reinstate the CPX list.

** Usage: action = cpx_call(workspace);

** short cpx call(GRECT *);
V

short cpx_call(workspace)

GRECT 'workspace;

int code;
short button, quit;
short dx, dy, dw, dh, ox, oy, ow, oh;
short pipe[8];

VIDPAGE[0],ob_x • workspace->g_x;
VIDPAGE[0].ob_y = workspace->g_y;
KBDPAGE[0j.ob_x = workapace->g_x;
KBDPAGE[0].ob_y • workspace->g_y;
DATPAGE[0].ob_x = workspace->g_x;
DATPAGE[0].ob_y = workspace->g_y;
code = read_NVM();
configure_box();
update_panels();
wind_get(0,WF_WORKXYKK,idx,idy,Sdw,Sdh);
objc_draw(box, ROOT,MAXJJEPTH,dx,dy,dw,dh)?
if (code == EGENRL || code == EBADRQ)

form_alert(l,M[3][|NVRAM data not valid !|)[Cancel]");
do

I
button = (*xcpb->Xforiri_do) (box,0,pipe) ;
read_box();
quit = handle_button(button,pipe);
if (quit « REDRAW)

objc_draw(box,ROOT,MAX_DEPTH,dx,dy,dw,dh);
else if (quit == REDRAtf_OBJECT)

I
ow • (box+button)->ob_width;
oh » (box+button)->ob_height;
objc_offset(box,button, fiox,&oy);
obj c_draw(box,ROOT,MAX_DEPTH,ox,oy,ow,oh);

while (quit !=
return(FALSE);

** Function to handle the values returned from

** XControl's extended form_do() routine. The
** arguments are a pointer to the button index
** returned by Xform_do() and the message pipe.
** The return value is TRUE if the interaction

** is to be terminated, REDRAW to redraw the
** box, or FALSE to continue without a redraw.

** Usage: end = handle_button(clicked,pipe);
**

** int handle_button(short,short *);
V

int handle_button(button,pipe)

short button;

short pipe[]j

int dclick, ext_type, code;
short obj;

dclick = FALSE;
if ((button != -1) && (button & 0x8000))

I
dclick " TRUE;
button &= 0x7FFF;

1

ext_type • (box+button)->ob_type » 8;
switch (ext_type)

case CROSSBOX: (box+button)->ob_state "= i
return(REDRAWJ3BJECT);

page = (page != LAST_PAGE
update_panels();
return(REDRAW);

page+1 : 0);
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caseRESET:

?|][Ok|Cancel]");

caseCANCEL:

obj=form_alert(l,"(l][IClearNVRAMcontents

if(obj—1)
{
NVMaccess(NVM_RESET,0,NVMSIZE,(char*)NVMbuffer);
read_NVM();
configure_box();
}

(box+button)->ob_state4-"SELECTED;
return(REDRAK);

caseWRITE:evaluate_vars();
code=NVHaccess(NVM_WRITE,0,NVMSISE,(char*)NVNbuffer);
if(code«0)

forn_alert(l,"[l){|PreferenceswrittentoNVRAM.)[Ok
]");

elseform_alert(l,"[3][(ErrorwritingtoNVRAM.IResetNVRAM
andtryagain.I][Cancel]");

(box+button)->ob_state4-"SELECTED;
return(REDRAWOBJECT);

(box+button)->ob_stateI-"SELECTED;
return(TRUE);

if(box"SVIDPAGE[0))

[
if(button==VIDCOL)

popup(box,button,video_colours,NUM_COLOURS,4colours);
elseif(button—VIDMON)

popup(box,button,videojnonitors,NUM_MONITORS,4monitor);
)

elseif(box—&KBDPAG£[0])

{
if(button==KBDFMT)

popup(box,button,keyboard_layouts,NUM_LAYOUTS,4keyboard);
elseif(button—KBDLANG)

popup(box,button,keyboard_languages,NUM_LANGUAGES,4language);
elseif(button==KBDSYS)

popup(box,button,system_types,NUM_SYSTYPES,4system);
)

else

I
if(button==DATDATE)

popup(box,button,date_formats,NUN_DATES,4date_fornat);
elseif(button==DATTIHE)

popup(box,button,tine_fornats,NUM_TIMES,4time_fornat);
)

if(button=--1)
if<pipe[0]==AC_CLOSEItpipe[0]=-KM_CLOSED)

return(TRUE);
return(FALSE);

Functiontohandlethepopupmenuinteraction.The
datarequiredfortheXControlpopupserviceis
obtained,andthenthecallismade.Iftheuser
altersthesetting,theboxisupdatedandthe
popupbuttonredrawn.Theinputargumentsarea
pointertotheobjecttree,theindexofthepopupbutton,
apointertothelistofmenustrings,thenumberofmenu
itemsandapointertothevariablethatholdstheindex
ofthecurrentitem.Thefunctionreturnstheindexof
theselectedmenuitem.Theindexvariablewillbeupdated.

Usage:item=popup(box,button,input,count,cur_iten)?

intpopup(OBJECT*,short,char*[],int,int*);

intpopup(box,button,input,count,cur_iten)

OBJECT*box;

shortbutton;

intcount,*cur_item;
char*input[);

I
shortobj;
GRECTbutton_box;
GRECTworld;

button_box.g_w«(box+button)->ob_width;
button_box.g_h=(box+button)->ob_height;
objc_offset(box,button,4button_box.g_x,4button_box.g_y);
world.g_w=(box+ROOT)->ob_width;
world.g_h=(box+ROOT)->ob_height;
objc_offset(box,ROOT,sworld.g_x,4world.g_y);
obj=(*xcpb->Popup)(input,count,*cur_item,IBM,4button_box,4world);
if(obj"-1)

return(*cur__item);
if{obj!=*cur_item)

I
*cur_item=obj;
configureboxt);

objc_draw(box,ROOT,MAX_DEPTH,button_box.g_x,button_box.g_y,button_box.g_w,button_box
.g_h);

return(obj);

Functiontoupdatethedisplayoftheindividual
panelswithintheCPX.Therearenoargumentsand
noreturnvalues.Noticethateachtimethepanel
ischanged,thepreviouspositionoftheobjecttree
iscopiedacrossintothenewrootobject.Thisensures
thatthenewtreeiscorrectlypositioned,asXform_do()
handleswindowmovementinternally.

Usage:voidupdate_panels(void);
*/

Programmers'Forum

voidupdate_panels(void)

I
OBJECT*old_box;

old_box•box;
if(page—0)

box=4VIDPAGE[0];
elseif(page—1)

box-4KBDPAGE[0];
elsebox-&DATPAGE[0);
if(oldjoox!=NULL)

{
(box+ROOT)->ob_x-(old_box+ROOT)->ob_x;
(box+ROOT)->ob_y-(old_box+ROOT)->ob_y;
)

Functiontosetthedialogueboxaccording
tothecurrentstateoftheprogramvariables.
Therearenoargumentsandnoreturnvalues.

Usage:voidconfigure_box(void);

voidconfigure_box(void)

(
TEDINFO*tptr;
char*text;

VIDPAGE(VID80COL).ob_state-columns80?CROSSED|SELECTED:SELECTED;
VIDPAGE[VIDPAL].ob_state=palmode?CROSSED)SELECTED:SELECTED;
VIDPAGE[VIDOVER].ob_state-overscan?CROSSED]SELECTED:SELECTED;
VIDPAGE[VIDSTMOD].ob_state-stmodes?CROSSED|SELECTED:SELECTED;
VIDPAGE[VIDVERT).ob_state-vertical?CROSSED|SELECTED:SELECTED;
tptr=(TEDINFO*)VIDPAGE[VIDCOL).obspec;
strcpy(tptr->te_ptext,video_colours[colours]);
tptr-(TEDINFO*)VIDPAGE(VIDMON).ob_spec;
strcpy(tptr->te_ptext,video_nonitors[monitor]);
tptr-(TEDINFO*)KBDPAGE[KBDSYS].ob_spec;
strcpy(tptr->te_ptext,systen_types[system));
tptr-(TEDINPO*JKBDPAGE[KBDLANG).objjpec;
strcpy[tptr->te_ptext,keyboardlanguages[language]);
tptr=(TBDINFO*)KBDPAGE[KBDFMT].ob_spec;
strcpy(tptr->te_ptext,keyboard_layouts[keyboard]);
tptr-{TEDINFO*)DATPAGE[DATDATE].ob_spec;
strcpy(tptr->te_ptext,date_formats[date_format]It
tptr-(TEDINFO*)DATPAGE[DATTIMEl.ob_spec;
strcpy(tptr->te_ptext,tine_fornats[tine_format]);
tptr-(TEDINFO*)DATPAGE[DATSEP].ob_spec;
text•tptr->te_ptext;
*text++-separator;
next-'\0';

Functiontosettheprogramvariablesfrom
thecurrentcontentsoftheNVRAM.Theblock
isreadintotheprogram'sbufferandthen
analysed.Therearenoargumentsandnoreturns.

Usage:intread_NVM(void);

intreadNVM(void)

intcode,f;
shortdisk,AKP_code,IDT_code,modecode;

code-NVMaccess(NVM_READ,0,NVMSIZE,(char*)NVMbuffer);
disk=NVMbuffer[DISK_OFFSET];
if(disk10x0080)

system-1;
elseif(disk40x0040)

system•2;
elsesystem-0;

AKP_code=NVMbuffer[AKP_OFFSET];
f-AKP_code»8;
if(f>5)f=0;
if(f-=3)f=0;
if(f>2)f—;
language-f;
f=AKP_code4OxOF;
keyboar5-f;

IDT_code=NVMbuffer[IDT_OFFSBT];
separator=IDT_code4OxFF;
IDT_code»=*8;
f=IDT_codeIOxOF?
if(f>3)t-0;
date_format-f;
f-IDT_code»4;
if(f>1)f-0;
time_format-f;

modecode=NVMbuffer[VIDEO_OFFSET];
colours-nodecode40x07;
if(colours>4)colours•0;
monitor-(modecode40x0010)?
columns80=(nodecode40x0008)
palnode=(nodecode40x0020)?
overscan=(nodecode40x0040)

1:0;

?TRUE:FALSE;

TRUE:FALSE;

TRUE:FALSE;

stmodes-(modecode40x0080)?TRUE:
vertical-(modecode40x0100)7TRUE

FALSE;

FALSE;

return(code)

Functiontosettheprogramvariablesaccording
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" to the state of the dialogue box. There are no
" arguments and no return values.

Usage: void read_box(void);

void read box(void)

columnsBO = VIDPAGE[VID80COL].ob_state 1 CROSSED;
palmode - VIDPAGE(VIDPAL).ob_state 1 CROSSED;
overscan - VIDPAGE(VIDOVER),ob_state s CROSSED;
stmodes - VIDPAGE(VIDSTMOD).ob_state ! CROSSED;
vertical - VIDPAGE(VIDVERT).ob_state 1 CROSSED;
separator - '((TEDINFO *|(DATPAGEIDATSEP1.ob_speo) 1->te_ptext;

Function to evaluate the current state of

the program's variables, translating the
results into a modified NVRAM buffer. There

are no arguments and no return values.

Usage: void evaluate vars(void);

void evaluate vars(void)

short disk, AKP_code, IDT_code, modecode;

modecode = colours;
if (columns80) modecode I- 0x0008;
if (monitor == 1) modecode |» 0x0010;
if (palmode) modecode |- 0x0020;
if (overscan) modecode 1= 0x0040;
if (stmodesl modecode (= 0x0080;
if (vertical) modecode |- 0x0100;
NVMbuffer(VIDEO_OFFSETl - modecode;

if (system == 1]
disk - 0x80;

else if (system == 2)
disk - 0x40;

else disk =• 0;

NVMbuffer|DISK_OFFSETl - disk;

AKP_code = language > 2 ? language+1 : language;
AKP_code «- 8;
AKP_code 1= keyboard;
NVMbuffer[AKP_OFFSETl • AXP code;

IDT_code - tlme_format « 12;
IDT_code |- (date_format « 8);
IDT_code 1= separator;
NVMbuffer[IDT_OFFSETl - IDT code;

Listing 3

Listing 3.
Programmers' Forum STA 46 (October 1994)

Icon for NVRAM CPX. This is a modification of
an .ICN file created by DERCS. Do not compile
this file, simply save it for subsequent
processing by DERCS.

Filename: NVRAM.ICN
Nritten on 1 July 1994

[) - I
,0x0000,
,0xFFD0,
,OxFF70,
,OxFD90,
,0xF7EO,
,0xD9AO,
,Ox7E20,
,0x9A0O,
,OxE200,
,0xA0OO,
,0x2000,
,0x0000,

short BBDATA0

0x0000,0x0000
OxPFEO,0x0003
0xFFBO,0x0O0F,
0xFED0,0x0O3F,
0xFB10,Ox0OFF,
0xEDE0,0x03FF,
0xB120,0x0FFP,
0xDE20,0xlElF,
0x1200,0x3FFF,
0xE2O0,0x3FFF,
0x2000,OxlFFC
0x2000,0x0000

static

0x0000,
0x0001,
0x0007,
OxOOlF,
Ox007F,
OxOlFF,
0x07FF,
OxlFOE,
0x3FFF,
0x3FFF,

0x3FFF,
0x1000,

Listing 4

prefix E:NVRAM.HDR
from

E:\SYSTEM\LIBRARY\CCPX. O
E:NVCONFIG.O

library
E:\SYSTEM\LIBRARY\LC. LIB
E:\SYSTEM\LIBRARY\LCG.LIB

to

C:\CPX\NVCONFIG.CPX

X-Debug
Advanced Debugger for Atari ST/TT computers

X-Debug is an advanced debugger for the Atari range of computers. It
is both a low-level debugger, showing memory dumps and register
contents, and also a medium-level debugger, understanding about
certain high-level languages and allowing source display single-step,
and local variable access, for example.

The best support is for Lattice C, as that is the only compiled lan
guage that outputs full debug information, but it also supports line-
number debug (as created by HiSoft Basic and Devpac 3), and
symbol-only debug (usable with virtually all ST compilers).

Crucial to the whole debugger is the X-Debug language. This is a
simple yet powerful script type language that allows complex opera
tions to be built up from a sequence of standard operations. It sup
ports a full expression evaluator, aliases, and procedures with
parameters. It is also an important factor in customising the user in
terface, allowing specific commands to be attached to particular
keypresses.

£24.95

DGiBBBBBBDE fiOiBaSDBQOD e8BB3fl> nove.H *$Z76B,sr
DiiaeaBOOBa fliiBBBeaaaa eBBB34 reset
D2:eflOGBQDB AZ:BBB8BB8B cBBBiB cnpl.l »5fjS22I5f,5fiBBBB
DJlBBBGGGBB A3:BBBBBBBB e8BS4B
DCBBOBBBBB Ai:BBBBBBBB EBBB4Z lei $eBBB4c(pc),a£
D5:8BBBBBBB A5:BBBBBBBB EB664G Jnp SfaBBB4
D6:GCGGGBBB BGiBBBBBBBB e88B4c nove.l »$BBS,dB
D7:0BBBBS8B A7:BBBBBBBB eBBBSZ
SRlBDBB DIB xnzvc eBBBSB
PClBBCBBGIB fl7,0BBG0E!Qn eBB65S

Mwe.M U$27GG,sr eBBBSc
B27BB EBBG64 pnove.l $e!8e34,tta
•wmm^—agl ||m(jry^HHH eBBBGc
BGBBBBBB &82E 8301 \M eBBB74 btst "G,$ffff8eB9.K
GGBBBBB4 8BEB BB38 = 8 eBBB7l
BBBBBBBB BIBB 131E W3' eSBB7c lei $EB0OB4(pt),a6
BBBBB8SC BIBB 11C4 Wll eBBBBB
BBB8881B BIBB 11C4 WH EBBBB4
BBBBBB14 BIBB 11C4 VH eBBBBB ngve.b $424.h,$ffffSBBi.H

HonST-enulatlon script Installed DK

BB:81BB133FI : RB:BBBBBBBB 12B2
D1:B1BFB978 x A1:BB88B33A 1ZBI
DZiBBBBBBFF | A2:91flEAZ18 1ZB4'
D3:FFFFFEI>4 J fl3:0UBF65fl 1285 <
D4:B8QQBBBB (14:61117654 12B6
OSlBBBBBBeS B5:B1113S6E .171(7 struct hs fttptr;

1288!
D7;BQ0DBB81 O t)7;G1113E3G izas:
SR:ZJB4 SI3 xnZvc .1251)
PC:BiflEDB5E A7'B1U7B44 12911 hptr-Hlistlrim);

1232: If (Mptr->type==«TYPE.DEflD)
1233:
1234:
1235:

return D; /* cannot zd
If (Hptr->zooned«F«LSE)

{BBBBBBBB 6GZE BIB1 \<X>
BB8BBBB4 88EB BB3B a 0 1236: nptr->DX=Hptr->xj Hptr->oy=nptr-

1Z37!
BBBBBBBC B1BF BZBG ABU* 1298:
BGBBBB1B 81BF B7.BE CMtiT 1233:
BBB6B814 B1BF B28G AflU 1300: if (nptr->t«pe==HTYPEJ1£H)

Trace at PC=Sl8edb38
Trice at PC=$18edb3e

—•! G8B3B ReBistersi—«
DB:S188133R : flB:BBBBBBBB
Bl!81BF8378 x A1:B88B833A
D2;0B00BBFF | fl2:81BEfiZ19
B31FFFFFED4 J A3JB11BF65B
04:BBBBBBBB A4iB1117G54
D5:BBBBBBBB n5:B11138GE
D6:88BBBBBB A6:B111375B
D7:BBBBBBB1 O B7:B1U563B
5R:23B4 SI3 xnZvc
PClBiBEDBSE H7,Giii7844

Jsr _init_dlss
Slflfl7ee 41FB FFDZ

ijMcfionj"*"""™
GDGQBGBB &G2E 6381 \oo
BBBB8884 BBEB SB3B « 8
BBB88BBS B1BF B3GB 0N«N
BBB8BBBC B1BFBZ8G CiW>
BBBBBB1B B1BF BZBG <MT.

"' 818F B2BG flSfll!

IBedbBB
1733!

IBedbBc
1734:

lBedb32
1735:

18edb3B
1736:

18Edb3s
1737!

18edba4
IBedbaS
IBedbac

1738!
IBedbbZ
IBedbbB
1733:
1888:

IBedbbc

"2 non.t"

bsr -tnit-xlnrioNs
init-procO;

Jsr _lnit-proc
inlt.synbnlsO;

Jsr .Inlt-synbals
Inlt.exceptlonsO;

Jsr _lnlt_exceptlons
tnit.dlssO;

>Jsr -lnlt-dlss
inlt_nachZ(idefault_dlss,!def«ult_dI

pea -Sc(aG)
pta -B(aG)
Jsr _inlt_*echZ

injt-sourcet);
Jsr _lnit_source
lei SlD(a7),a7

X-Debug runs on STs and TTs with
any monitor type. One megabyte of
RAM is recommended, and TOS 1.4
or later avoids problems with larger
programs. Written by Andy Pennell,
the creater of MonST.

FaST Club
7 Musters Road

Nottingham
NG2 7PP
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For Sale

HiSoft C Interpreter £15, War in the Gulf
£15, Reach for the Skies £15, Digita
Home Accounts £6, Bart Simpson
Space Mutants £3. All absolutely mint,
boxed, with manuals. Tel: Dave, Notts
(0602) 397354. (48)

Atari ST games £7 each or nearest offer:
Graham Taylor's Management, Speed-
ball 2, Lemmings, Mercenary 3, Storm
Master. £8 or nearest offer for Football

Crazy (Kick Off 2, Player Manager and
Final Whistle); £5 each or nearest offer:
Blood Money or Puzznil; £3 ono: First
Division Manager, North and South, Flip
It and Magnose, Onslaught and Asterix.
Phone 021 351 4909 eves only. (48)

PC hardware emulator for Atari ST, PC-
Speed, £30. AT-Speed (285 emulation)
£60 ono. Will fit any STFM or STE;
hardly used - selling because of real PC
purchase! Phone Stephen on 0553
829142.(46)

TW2 + "Companion" (brilliant guide)
£35. Superbase Personal 2 £35. Touch
Up v1.84 £25. Equinox Small Business
Accounts £20. CalAssistant£12. Hyper-
paint £8. Falcon F16 £8. Spellbook 4-6
£5. All originals with manuals. Keyboard
case with coiled lead (separates ST
keyboard from computer) £20 - all post
inclusive. Jon 0785 46783. (47)

STE 1 MB + monitor + ext. d/s dd drive +

clock + Timeworks, 108 mainly maga
zine disks, and other accessories. £260.
Tel: 021 744 3602.(46)

Books: Atari Graphics and Sound, Atari
Peeks and Pokes, Atari Basic Training
Guide, Atari Tricks and Tips, as new,
£25 the lot. Phone Evelyn Mills on 0275
854693 after 6pm. (48)

Hardware: 520 STE (upgraded to 1MB);
Seikosha SP-1900 Plus printer; mouse;
2 joysticks. Software: Discovery Extra

Pack, ST Basic, Sensible Soccer, Foot
ball Director II, Campaign, Pacific
Islands, F19 Stealth Fighter, European
Football Champ, RBI 2 Baseball, Face-
off Ice Hockey, 1st Division Manager,
Gazza II, Tenstar Pack containing:
Asterix, Chess Player 2150, Drivin'
Force, Live and Let Die, Onslaught,
Pipe Mania, Rick Dangerous, Rock 'n'
Roll, Skweek, Trivial Pursuit. Write to:
Barrie Little, Sheilagh, The Whins, Mof
fat DG10 9JL (46)

4MB STE with separate keyboard £220;
40MB hard drive, Calamus, PageS
tream, DA's Vector, NeoDesk 3 and
much more: £150. 400dpi scanner +
Touch Up £65; Star SJ48 inkjet printer
£135. All items in excellent condition.

Tel. Alan on 0232 672338. (46)

Hard disk - Seagate 296N SCSI (85MB
formatted) in excellent condition, very
reliable, no bad sectors: offers in region
of £90. Also K-Spread 4 £25, K-Graph

All fflOT'WZlT'G software featured in the ST-*• *-*»*'**Vra. TT »*X V Applications Authorware
column please send us a review copy of the software and a rough
outline of the advertising copy you would like to be printed.

Morse Master
The complete morse trainer and
simulator, with realistic 'on-air'
emulator and integral editor, with
complete control of your listening
equipment. In addition to sending,
your Atari can also receive and
decode Morse from your own key
using the supplied interface cable.
Send Cheque/PO for £29.99 payable
to Boscad Ltd at: 16 Aytoun Grove,
Balbridgeburn, Dunfermline, Fife
KY1Z 9TA. Phone (0383) 72958'!
evenings for technical information.

SynTax
The ST adventure magazine on disk!
Reviews, solutions, hints, special fea
tures and much, much more. Runs in
colour only. Produced bi-monthly.
SynTax costs £3.50 an issue, £20 for
a year's subscription. Cheques made
payable to S. Medley should be sent
to: 9 Warwick Road, Sidcup, DAl't
6I.J.

Clip Art
Clip Art specifically for Christian
and Community Magazines. Seven
disks of IMG images for DTP pro
grams supplied with a printed pic

ture catalogue of every image. Cost:
£3 per disk plus P&P: total of £23
for the set. Cheques payable to
Peter Kempley, KemCom Designs,
21 Chart House Road, Ash Vale,
AldershotGU125LS.

Calamus Manual
This self-tutorial guide incorporat
ing sections on frame drawing,
entering text, changing fonts and
styles, importing text and images,
drawing boxes and lines, loading,
saving, printing, text rulers, hea
ders and footers and page numbers.
Available for £5 (including postage)
from: David Waller, The Sandon
School, Molram's lane, Great Bad-
dow, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 7AQ.
Cheques should be made out to 'San
don School'.

STTrack
Use up to four light beams with your
ST.Measure speed and acceleration.
Write data to disk for spreadsheet.
Invaluable for Science National

Curriculum AT4. High resolution
only. Software and manual with full
details £20. Cheques payable to: F.J.
Wallace, 9 High Elms Road, Hull-

3 £20, Superbase Professional £35,
Tempus 2 £15, and various other bits
and pieces of software, all with manuals
and boxes. Offers considered. David

Brook on 0908 265170. (46)

ST expanded to 2.5Mb Ram, SM124
monitor, Microvitek colour monitor, 2
external floppies, 40MB hard disk,
mouse and joystick, PageStream 2.2,
Harlekin 2, Superbase Pro, UIS III,
HyperDraw, Spiritware Concordance v3
with NIVand Greek NT, Backpack utility
cartridge, EasyDraw 2, Script, dbMan
database, Personal Finance Manager
Plus, K-Spread 2, Fun School 3, some
games, plus huge quantity (200+ disks)
software, and lots of ST magazines from
1986 on! £400 ono, might split. Low
price as HDD sticks! Bob Almond, 081-
304-5760; fax 081-304-7697. (46)

19" monitor and interface card.

Genuine Atari board for Mega STs.
Lovely Moniterm Viking 2/91 monitor

bridge, Essex SS5 6HB.

Genealogy
Newgen, my genealogy program,
runs on any ST(E)or TT and is easy
to use; it will print family trees, etc.
Send large SAE for details or £ 17 for
program. E G Richards, 2 Peckar-
mans Wood, London SE26 6RX.

Educational Adventures
For ages 5-13. 88% in ST Format.
£12 each. 50p per disk for demo's.
CVS, 18 Nelson Close, Teignmouth
TQ13 9NH.Tel:(0626)779695.

Sonix Sound Sampling
We will sample your sounds from
tape to disk. Ideal for demos, games
and your own programs. 3-day tur
naround guaranteed. Write for free
details to: The Lodge, Delly End,
Hailey, Witney, Oxon OX8 5XD.

Learning a Language?
ACADEMIC SOFTWARE supply
several budget foreign language
disks to help you in your studies. Call
0296 8252't any time (stating your
address) for a free brochure sent
same day. Or write to 128 Ingram
Ave, Aylesbury, Bucks. HP21 9DJ.
For demo, just send 4 first class
stamps or SAE *disk.

Scanner Manager
A specialised database system for all
scanner owners, this software has
been designed to be very easy and
quick to use. For further details con
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gives 1280x960 pixels in mono on 19"
screen. Complete with driver software,
bargain at £400. Call Andy on 0908
503128 evenings Swekends. (46)

Canon 105K + sheetfeed £160. Spectre
GCR £150. Gl Opto-mech mouse £8.
Cumana CSA 354 £35. K-Spread 4 £50.
Superbase Pro £40. Lattice C v5.04 £30.
UIS III £10. UVK V5.9 £5. View II £10.

Oxford Chess 36. Starglider 2 £5. Mega
STE SCSI host adaptor £40. CManship
Complete £8, Users' Guide to Time-
works £5. All as new with manuals, etc.
Phone Ray on 051 929 3129 weekends.
(47)

2MB STE, Family Curriculum Pack, 2nd
Manual, SCART lead, Mavis Beacon
Teaches Typing, Bolo and other games
£170. 1MB ST dead power supply &
disc drive, offers:- 0666 837074 Nr

Chippenham. (46)

ATARI TT 030: 8 Meg RAM, 200 Med
Hard Disk, c/w Proscreen TT (A4) high
res mono monitor. £1000 - no offers

please. Phone Bryan Cox on (0298)
78071. (47)

Calamus 1.09N with 9 Font Disks and

Manual: Offers (081) 989 9672. Reflex
Graphics card for STe and Mega ST.
(48)

MiniS 85 MB autobooting, self-parking
and self-powered hard disk complete
with ICD link to connect to DMA (ACSI)
port on ST/TT/Falcon and ICDhard disk
software and manual; still under war
ranty. Reason for sale: I'm buying a
bigger one! Cost new £309, yours for
£220 including delivery charge. John
Bowsher 01304 369405.

ProGate R44 SyQuest 44 MB removable
cartridge hard drive complete with three
cartridges. 132 MB capacity now, no
limit to how much you increase it. Com
plete with cable to connect directly to
DMA (ASCI) port on ST/TT/Falcon, its

tact: Stuart Coates. 9 Links Road,
Kibworth Beauchamp, Leicester
LE80LD.

Graph, Euclid and Stack
GRAPH can draw simple functions,
implicit functions, parametric and
polar functions and display the gra
dient functions of any of these. It will
also display the solutions to first
order differential equations and do a
simple plot of complex functions.
EUCLID enables you to draw any
geometrical configuration including
conies, circles, perpendiculars,
bisectors, etc. STACK is an arithme
tic calculator (HP type) for use with
very large whole numbers. It will
factorise smallish numbers quite
quickly. Cost: £10 for a disk contain
ing the programs, documentation
and some examples. Michael Girling,
Camel Quarry House, Wadebridge,
Cornwall PL27 7HZ.

DEGASART
Demo disk of the above compart
tutorial is now available. Please send
a cheque/P.O. for £1 or a blank DS
disk and an SAE to Keith Markland,
15 Stourton Road, Ilkley, W. York
shire LS299BG.

Morse/RTTY Transceive
Atari STE - Morse and RTTY trans
ceive. Morse automatically locks to
signal including hand sent code and
will send at 10,20 and 40 wpm. Noise
filter option. Adjustable mark-space
ratio. RTTY automatically locks to
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own power supply and all the necess
ary Protar hard disk software and
manual. £360 including delivery. John
Bowsher01304369405. (47).

Mega ST upgraded to 4Mb (TOS 1.04)
£200, SM124 Mono Monitor £50 (or
both for £230), DaataScan Professional
400dpi H/H Scanner £50, AT Speed
(8Mhz 286) fitted in Speed Bridge
Board for fitting in Mega ST (inc DR
Dos) £60, Golden Image Mouse £10. If
you think I'm asking too much, make
me a sensible offer!!! Phone Adam after

7.00pm (0932) 829822 (NW Surrey).
(47)

Timeworks Publisher v2 (inc Users
Guide to...) £30, Fleet Street Publisher
v3 £40, Protext v5.5 £50, SpeedoGDOS
£15, NeoDesk V3.02 £15, Personal
Finance Manager Plus £12, MultiDesk
£10, Turbojet (Neocept) £15, FontKit v3
£12, Textstyle (inc extra font sets) £12,
Universal Item Selector III £10, Hyper-
Draw £8, HyperPaint £8, Chess 2015
£10, Your 2nd Manual to the ST £5. If
you think I'm asking too much, make
me a sensible offer!!! Phone Adam after

7.00pm (0932) 829822. (47)

2.5MB 1040 STFM 1986 vintage (Fron
tier Xtra RAM fitted), SM124 with enlar
ged (10" diagonal) display £150 the
pair. Protar 80MB series 1 SCSI hard
drive, utterly reliable, 50% full of quality
PD £200. Roland CM32L synth module
£100 inc. editor software. Please hag
gle. All well cared for, boxed with
manuals. Delivery negotiable. K.J.
Wood, Crawley (0293) 884039. (47)

Datapulse Plus 52MB hard drive and
ICD software £175. Zydec ext. floppy
drive £35. Zydec Trackball £16. Power
Blitz Turbo Copier £6. Alphadata hand
scanner + TouchUp software, used
twice, offers on £80. NeoDesk 3 £10.

Diamond Back 2 £15. Page Assistant
£15. Imagecopy £5. Deluxe Paint £15.
UVK6 £6. Typewrite clipart sets 1, 2 & 3
with catalogue £18. Lots of PD, mags
and books. Ted: 0983 294247. (47)

Mega ST 2, 2MB RAM, 40MB internal
hard drive, SM125 hi-res monitor, 100+
disks, magazines, £240 ono. Stereo
Replay sampling and Stereo output
cartridge £25. Remote control joystick
£6. Home Accounts £3, Digicalc
Spreadsheet £3, Flairpaint £5, Steve
Davis Snooker £3, Greenpeace Rain-

incoming signal up to 100 bands and
will send at 50 and 25 bands. Both

programmes have split screen type
ahead buffers and are extremely
easy to use: just fire up and you live.
These programmes are £5 each.
Write: Mr. V. McClure, 43 Roman
Way, Seaton, Devon EX 12 2NT.

Music Tutor Part 1
Teaches you to read music. This
interactive course runs on any ST or
Falcon in mono or colour, but a MIDI
keyboard is required. Costs only £10
including printed manual, postage
and packing. From: A. Graves, 81A
Cambridge Road, Girton, Cam
bridge CB30PN.

MultiCAD
Vector-driven CAD/DTP program
for the ST/STE. Design any kind of
engineering drawing/posters/
flyers/handbills/business cards/
pattern design. Create your own
library using the block savefacility.
Printout on Epson compatible prin
ter 9- or 24-pin. Hi-res mono only.
Large and enhanced screens suppor-

bow Warrior £3, Backlash £2, Starwars
£2.0323500910.(47)

Calligrapher Professional with manual -
full version, 5 disks, with Flextext, for
mula editor and indexer. £35 inc. pos
tage. 0737 210794 evenings (Tim). (47)

Mastersound 2 sound sampler. Soft
ware and cartridge £10. Metacomco

1040 STF 4MB RAM, internal/

external d/s drives plus 85MB
Gasteiner HD, mouse, SM1Z5

hi-res and Philips CM8533 colour
monitor, monitor master, mouse

master, data transfer switch,

Mitsubishi hand scanner,

DTP/WP software, books,
manuals: £350 the lot. Also many

Infocom/'other boxed adventures,
games, magazines. Ring Ken

Butler on 0243 585682 (Bognor
Regis). (47)

Cambridge Lisp £10. Protext 5.5 £25.
0738 637165 evenings. (47)

SM124 monitor (excel, cond.) £60,
Straight Fax £25, PC Speed £30, PC
Ditto2 board (needs attention, hence
£10), SpeedoGDOS £20, STFM key
board £5, WordUp £10, 2400 baud
modem £30, Mastersound cartridge
with mods for users A-to-D projects
£10. I also have a large number of ST
Format magazines going back to issue
1 of ST/Amiga Format (!) and some
games and other applications for sale.
Kevin Millican on 0493 782176. (46)

SM124 monitor £50, Cumana external
disk drive (own PSU) £15, Prospero
Fortran £20, Proflight £10, NeoDesk v3,
Harlekin v2, Diamond Back v2, Super-
base Personal v2, Write On v1, Calligra
pher Lite, PFM Plus, Fontkit Plus v3,
Turbo ST, Warp 9, Quartet v1.5, HiSoft
C, STOS, all £5 each. Call Steve on 0928
568686. (46)

Parallel data switch box 3-way and lead
£15.0709372970.(47)

Calamus 'S', new, unregistered, £90
ono. Megapaint 2 £20. Quantum Paint
£15. GFA Artist £20. Mavis Beacon

ted. Excellent user support. Fea
tures include block cut/copy/
paste/rotate/flip/scale, powerful
auto repeat primitives and block
paste, vector and bit-image text,
units in mm/cm/mtr/Km/ins/ft/
yds/pixels and user defined, snap-
to-grid and snap-to-line, sixteen
levels of drawing, landscape and
portrait. Send cheque/P.O. for
£24.95 payable to J.H.Taylor at: 12
West Drive, Cleadon, Sunderland,
Tyne&WearSR6 7SJ.

SciSet
SciSet is now available for Calamus.
SciSet has been completely redrawn
and now consists of 20 typefaces:
serif, sans serif, italic, oblique,
Greek, greek italic and science sym
bols, all in three weights - light,
medium and bold. The letterforms
have been designed to be resistant
to variations in the printing techno
logy. From: Dr. Graham McMas-
ter, Retsum Computing Solutions,
12 High Street, Turriff, Aberdeen
shire AB53 7DS; 0888 62328.

Teaches Typing! £10. Tel David on 021
7771802anytime. (46)

Portfolio computer/notebook, 32K
memory card, serial interface, new bat
teries: £80.081 699 3672. (46)

Calligrapher Gold £45, Tempus 2 £10,
games from £1 each. S.A.E. to Gary
Hawtin, 2 Eden Road, Crawley, West
Sussex RH11 8LZ or tel. after six 0293

534415.(47)

RGB monitor: Amstrad CTM 640 plus
lead for ST (see STA 40) £40 + carriage.
P. Farmer, 0872 865176. (47)

Videomaster (ST) with RGB electronic
splitter, hardly used, 3 months old: £45
plus post. A bargain. Ask for Leon. 0443
409373. (47)

STFM 4MB RAM, hd disk drive £150,
work in mono only. STFM 1meg plus
100 cover disks £200. Lattice C 5.51

£30. HiSoft C £15. HiSoft Basic 2 £20.

Hand scanner + OCR £80. Tel Erie 0302

531725.(47)

Kawai KY or Kawai K1 patches. 832
Kawai KY patches - £19.95; 608 Kawai
K1 patches - £19.95. Incl. S&H. Midi-
Quest Junior Universal MIDI bank

manager, includes the latest drivers
from USA: £19.95. Write to: Carl LSf-

gren, Arkov. 51, 121 55 Johanneshov,
Sweden.

TTo3o 32MHz, 8MB RAM, manual, HD
drive, 52MB hard drive full of DTP and
other quality software. Phone 0329
667476 for details.

Wanted

Hard drive wanted, fully operational, up
to approx. £100. Paul Farmer 0872
865176.(47)

Signum II0709 372970. (47)

Turbojet printer driver for use with
Timeworks HP DeskJet 500c - Peter

benson, 0602 436946. (48)

HP DeskJet cartridges for school use.
Singles/doubles/triple colours. New
only. Tel eves 0522 752458 (Robin).
(48)

For Atari Portfolio a parallel cable, 256K
card and manual. Tom Williams, 0843
842050.

AdSpeed/Turbo 16/20 accelerator for
STE, 1,44MB drive kit, Marpet +8 board,
scanning tray, Merge It, Datalite 2, For-
get-Me-Clock, GFA Basic and Com
piler, Laserjet III Technical Ref. Manual.
Swaps, deals, w.h.y. Let's talk! Jon 0785
46783. (47)

Korg Wavestation SR Editor for Atari ST
computer, preferably Steinberg Synth-
works. Tel Brian on 0909 486971. (46)

Pagestream 2.2, original, complete for
STFM. Hughes 0732 822559. (46).

BBS

DNA BBS. Ireland's first, only and best
Atari BBS. On line specialist technical
and MIDI help. High speed callers
especially welcome. Instant access on
first call. A Ratsoft/ST BBS. Call (24hrs)
+353-1-549029 (V32BIS). (50)

Protocol BBS. Three free to enter com

petitions currently running. With 'free'
commercial software for your ST, PC or
Amiga. 15 ST file areas online with plus
PC and Amiga areas. Got any Game
Save files? We have a Game Save file

and message area. Upload some Game
Save files and win a competition or
download someone else's and help
them out, or just see if you can do bet
ter. Give it a try! Full details online,
friendly Sysop. Call 0642 596597 - 24
hours - 300 to 14400 bps. (R)

The Confederation BBS - Support bbs
for all "HITCHHIKER" software releases

and GFA programmers. All the latest
PD/Shareware from Europe and USA
as well as Netmail message areas. On
line each evening 10.00pm to 7.00a.m.,
at all speeds up to 2400. Give us a call
today and you will not be disappointed
as we are the most friendly BBS in the
country - dedicated ST BBS only. 0533
413443.

Call the Fractal BBS on 0305 266304.

14400+bps. Now running RATSOFT ST
2 fresh from the States. Any time after
9pm. (R)

I'll Try That Once! ST-based BBS.
Loads of file areas, 60-70 message
echos, 10 on-line games. All speeds
V326 V426. Give it a go! on 0453
765378 8pm to 8am. (R)

Crystal Tower BBS 081-447-8244
24hrs 300-2400 Baud (Towernet Sys
tem) Atari ST, PC, Languages, Comms
etc + much more. Allwelcome. (R)

General

CRC Printing Service, 15p per A4 page
- high quality 600dpi HP4 output. All
high and Atari and PC packages catered
for. Scanning, OCR and litho printing
services also available. Ring, write or fax
for further details - BC Deesign & Print,
20 Somerset Close, Buxton, Derbys.
SK17 9XB- 0298 78071. (51)

*r
Falcon FacTT File

The Falcon and TT User Group

The Falcon FacTT File is a free-to-join Membership Club set up to
encourage users to help users. Application forms can be obtained

by sending a stamped self-addressed envelope (or International
Reply Coupons if outside the UK) to:

FFF, 11 Pound Meadow, Whitchurch, Hants. RG28 7LG. UK

When completed return the form with a High Density disk and
return postage. Your details will be added to the FFF at the next

monthly update and your disk returned with a selection of the best
Falcon PD and Shareware to fill the disk.

May the FFForce be with you!
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Back up your HD to CD Rom for £50 +
p/p. Re-use space you didn't realise
you had! Also, CD disk containing the
Atari archive in USA only £30. The CD
has 480MB of compressed PD/SW,
inc. some of the very latest. If inter
ested, phone 071-873-2894 (after
11.00am) or 081-693-9325 (after
7pm). PD library enquiries welcome.
(My daytime phone is restricted to
London access only for dial out.) Ask
for Simon. (49)

Calamus 1.09N/S/SL (please include
fonts used) and That's Write/Write On
files printed on HP Laserjet 4P @
600dpi. Send A5 SAE to: K. Hornby, 33
Ingleton Drive, Lancaster LA1 4RA for
further details. (51)

Calamus S and 1.09 output on HP
Laserjet 4 at 600dpi - 20pence per
sheet. Please include fonts with disk

and SAE. Stephen Russell, 67 The
Avenue, Camberley, Surrey GU15 3NF
(0276)21469.(54)

Cheap Litho printing and scanning
service. Send SAE to Stephen Russell,
67 The Avenue, Camberley, Surrey
GU153NF (0276) 21469. (54)

PDP magazine: a non-profit making
venture for the Atari and Amiga owner.
A serious publication covering
reviews, general computer talk, pro
gramming, graphics and lots more. A
new international look for 1994. Only
70p for a trial issue: 22, The Birches,
South Wootton, King's Lynn, Norfolk
PE30 0JG. Make cheque payable to J.
Briggs. (53)

Membership of the Cheshunt Com

puter Club is the essential accessory
for your Atari. Ifyou live within reach of
Herts then give me, Derryck Croker, a
ring on 0923 673719 with your name
and address and Iwill send you details.

(R)

Guide Dogs for the Blind Appeal -
Please send used postage stamps to
help this worthy cause to: 19 Dunloy
Gardens, Newton Abbey, Co. Antrim,
BT379HZ.(R)

Professional typeset from 1st Word
disks. Over 100 Faces. Output to high
quality PMT. Much better than laser.
Also cheap printing A5/A4 single col
our. Contact: AZTRAL Games, PO Box

8, Lowestoft, Suffolk, NR32 2AS. (R)

'Alternatives' fanzine - Quarterly. £1
per issue. Issue 9 out now (Autumn),
Issue 10 out soon. Send £1 (which in
cludes p+p) and address to Alternaties,
39 Balfour Court, Station Road, Har-
penden, Herts. AL5 4XT. Writers,
visionaries, artists needed. Details to
the above address.

Contacts

Atari contacts wanted in Surrey/South
London. Ring Paul on 081 542 8350
evenings orweekend. (46)

Anyone interested in forming a user
group for the ST and STE in the area of
Prestatyn please ring 0745 825036.
Ask for Paul. (46)

Falcon contacts wanted. Einar Skog,
Svalaskferran 46, 4645 Nodeland,
Norway. (46)

Classified Adverts

The Psychedelic Graphics Generator

Slideshow alternates A & B drives or uses HD. Better bit-plane

merge effects than before. New menu with many new functions.
Stereo sound with STE's with more than 1 Mbyte RAM.

Minimum requirement: 1 floppy drive, 1 Mbyte RAM, colour
monitor.

£10 for two packed disks including help, numerous example screens

phis ZONK from:

Dave Henniker, 139 Bruntsfield Place, Edinburgh EH 10 4DQ.

(State type of ST.)

INVOICE MASTER

Invoice Master 1 is very easy to use. Simple invoice generation with

a customer database and quick, straightforward summaries.

Invoice Master II is still easy to use but with more comprehensive

features, including automatic statements and account balances.
Good sorting, filtering, searching and built in summaries make
finding and extracting information a doddle. Ideal for any small

business.

Mick Austin, 77 Dargate Road, Yorkletts, Whitstable,

Kent CT5 3AG; telephone: 0227 772334 between 10.00 and 20.30.

Please insert the following advert for
Issues under the following classification: / ST
Contacts / For Sale / Wanted / General / User

Groups. Adverts are free to ST Applications
subscribers and boxed classified adverts cost

£3.50 per issue.

Warning: It is illegal to sell unauthorised copies of
commercial software - All software offered for sale
must be in the original packaging with manuals etc.
Anyone found to be selling pirated software through
the classified advert listings will be reported to the ap-
propiate authorities. Software publishers do not nor
mally offer user support or upgrades to users of
software purchased second hand.

Classified Advertisement Copy

STA46

Feedback
Use this space for any feedback you'd like us to read.

STA46
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Price List and Overseas Postage Surcharges
FaST Club - 7 Musters Road - Nottingham - NG2 7PP - UK
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Subscriptions

• 3STA 3-issue STApplications trialsub

Subscriptions - UK
•SSUB STApplications sub (12-issues)
• DSUB DiskMag subscription (6-issues)

Subscriptions - Europe
• SSUB STApplications sub (12-issues)
• DSUB DiskMag subscription (6-issues)

Subscriptions - Rest of World
• SSUB ST Applicationssub (12-issues)
• DSUB DiskMagsubscription (6-issues)

Accessories
• AACK Disk Drive cleaning kits
• AAMB Mouse Bracket
• AAMM Mouse Mat
• AARB A5 Ring Binders

Disks
• ADB1 Box of 10 3.5' DSDD Branded disks
• ADU1 10 unbranded 3.5" DSDD disks
• ADU5 50 Unbranded 3.5' DSDD disks
•AHB1 Box of 10 3.5" DSHD Branded Disks
• AHU1 10 Unbranded 3.5" DSHD Disks
• AHU5 50 Unbranded 3.5" DSHD Disks

Disk Labels
• ALDL Disk Labels(100)
• ALSL 500 sprocket fed labels

Disk Boxes
• AB12 Slimpac Diskbox for 12 disks
• AB40 Disk box for 40 disks
• AB80 Disk box for 80 disks

Cables - General
• AASB Aerial switch box
• ACAF Aerial Lead (Computerto TV)
• ACCM Mouse Cable
• ACD1 1m DiskDrive Cable to open end
• ACD2 2m DiskDrive Cable to open end
• ACFP Four PlayerAdaptor
• ACHF Hi-Fi Stereo System lead
• ACJE Joystick Extenderfor Mega ST
• ACMA Monitor Cable: Commodore 1084S
• ACMB Monitor Cable: Commodore 1084D
• ACMC Monitorcable to open end
• ACML Mains Lead for STFM
• ACMS Monitor cable to Multisync
• ACPC Centronics printer Cable
• ACRS RS232 Cable
• ACSC Monitor cable to SCART
• ACTJ Twin J/Stick & Mouse 6" extension

Cables - Monitors
• AMCC Monitor Cable: Commodore 1084SD
• AMCD Monitor Cable: Commodore 1084SPI
• AMCG Monitor Cable: Hitachi TV
• AMCH Mitsubishi/Thompson 4375M
• AMCI NEC 3D with switchbox
• AMCJ Monitor Cable: NEC 3D
• AMCK Philips8533 RGB Monitor
• AMCL Cable withswitchbox:Philips8873
• AMCMMonitor Cable: PhilipsCM8833 II
• AMCN Sony KX-14 RGB Monitor
• AMSB Monitor switching unit

Cables - Falcon
• FCAB Falcon SCSI Cable
• AMCE Video Adaptor: ST Monitors
• AMCF Video Adaptor: VGAMonitors

Dust Covers - Ready Made
•AVFA Dust Cover: Falcon
•AVFM Dust cover for STFMiSTE
• AVP_ Dust Cover: HP DeskJet
• AVS4 Dust Cover for Atari SC1435
•AVSC Dust cover for Atari SC1224

Price Post

Rate
£5.00 F

£24.00 Z
E12.00Z

£27.00 Z
£13.00 Z

£37.00 Z
E11.00Z

£2.45 A
£1.95 B
£2.49 C
£2.25 F

£8.00 F
£5.00 E
£22.00 L
£10.00 F
£7.00 E
£28.00 L

£1.50 D
£9.50 J

£1.40 B
£5.95 H
£7.45 L

£2.95 A
£2.50 C
£3.55 B
£9.45 C
£18.95 E
£4.95 B
£2.50 B
£4.95
£8.10
£8.65
£5.95
£1.95
£4.95

C
C
C
C
C

£5.95 H

£4.95 B

£9.65 C
£8.75 C
£8.45 C
£18.85 D
£17.05 D
£7.45 C
£9.10 C
£19.00 D
£9.30 C
£9.10 C
£18.95 C

£29.95 I
£9.95 D
£9.95 D

£5.45
£5.45
£7.95
£6.95
£6.95

• AVSM Dust cover for Atari SM124/125 £6.95 B

Dust Covers - Made to Order
• AVP. Dustcover:dot matrix printer £6.95 B
• AVQ_ Dust cover: dm + cut sheet feeder £7.95 C
• AVM_ Dust Cover: 14" Monitors £7.95 C
Manyother shapes and sizes available - write/phone for
details.

Books
• BAL4 IntroducingAtariST Machine Code £19.75 H
• BAL5 STAssemblyLanguage Workshopv1 £14.95 G
• BAP1 Atari STTricks and Tips £18.45 H

• BBG1 A Users'Guide to 1st Word £6.95 H
• BBP3 Your First Basic £14.95 H
• BCP2 Atari ST Basic to C £18.45 H
• BCP5 C-Manship Complete (Atari ST) £14.95G
• BDP1 Desktop Publishing: The Book £6.95 E
• BDP2 Design for Desktop Publishing £12.50 H
• BDP3 Looking Good in Print £21.95 K
• BDP4 Users' Guide to Timeworks DTP £9,95 G
• BGP1 Atari ST Programmer'sGuide £24.95 J
• BGP4 Computers and Chaos (Atari ST) £14.95 G
• BGP5 Program by Example (Atari ST) £14.95 G
• BGR2 Atari ST 3D Graphics Programming £22.95 I
• BSM2 Musical Appl's of the Atari ST £5.95 F
• BTR5 Technical Ref. Guide Atari ST Vol 2 £19.95 H
• BTR6 Technical Ref. Guide Atari ST Vol 3 £22.95 I
• BTR7 The Atari ST Explored £9.95 F

Inkjet Refill Kits
• RC10 Ecojet Refill Kit for Canon BJ10E/20 £12,50 F
• RC30 Ecojet Refill Kit for Canon BJ300/33 £14.50 F
• RHPD EcojetRefill Kit for HP51626A £14,50 F

Commercial Software Products
• X3DC 3D Calc Plus £24.95 H
• XADR Address £12.95G
• XAST Astronomy Lab £24.95 G
• XCAA Calamus Assistant £19.95 D
• XCAS CalAssistant SL £29.95 D
• XCAU CalAssistantUpgrade £5.95 D
• XCC1 Clip Art guide 1 £2.00 C
• XCC2 Clip Artguide 2 £2.00 C
• XCFT C-Font £9,95 B
• XCP1 ClipArt Pack 1 £8,95 G
• XCP2 ClipArtPack 2 £8.95 G
• XCP3 ClipArt Pack 3 £8.95 G
• XCP4 ClipArt Pack 4 £8.95 G
• XEDH EdHack £9.95 G
• XETP EasyTextPlus E19.75G
• XETR Easy Text Pro £34.95 J
• XETV Easy Text Pro Vector £39.95 J
• XFK4 FastCopy PRO v1.2 £14.95G
• XFK4 Fontkit Plus 4 £24.95 K
• XFKM Fontkit+ upgrade M: 3 to 4 £8.95 H
OXFKN Fontkit+ upgrade N: 2 to 4 £10.95 H
• XFKO Fontkit+ 4 Upgrade: v2Aor Trimfont £18.95 K
• XFKP Fontkit Plus 4 Upgrade to 4.1 £3.95 D
• XFPA Fontpac Plus Redacteur Set £6.95 C
• XFPD Fontpac Plus DerwentSet £9.95 D
• XFPN Fontpac Plus Newsletter Set £14.95 D
• XFPR Fontpac Plus GEM Roman £9.95 D
• XFPS Fontpac PlusSignumSet £6.95 C
• XFS4 Fontswitch4 £14.95 H
• XFA FontyUpgrade £3.95 A
• XFTY Fonty £11.95B
• XGDA GDOS-A for 9-pin printers £2.95 X
• XGDB GDOS-B: for 24-pin printers £2.95 X
• XGDC GDOS-C: for Opus &9-pin £2.95 X
• XGDD GDOS-D:forOpus &24-pin £2.95 X

£6.95 C OXGDE GDOS-E: FontGDOS + drivers £2.95 X
£7.95 C DXGDF GDOS- F: Atari300dpi printer fonts £2.95 X

• XGEA Gemulator 3.02 upgrade from 3,x £4.95 B
• XGEB Gemulator 3.02 upgrade from 2.x £16.95 B
• XGEM Gemulator + TOS 2.06 £169 M
• XGEN Gemulator + TOS 1.2 or 1.0 £139 M
• XGEO Gemulator £135 M
• XGIN Gemulator Info Book £0.00 D
• XIC2 Imagecopy 2 £19.95 G
• XIC3 Imagecopy 3 £29.95 I
• XICA Imagecopy upgrade to Imagecopy 2 E10.00G
• XICB Imagecopy Colour u/g to v,2 £5.00 G
• XICC Imagecopy Colour £14,95 D
• XIMC Imagecopy £9.95 B
• XICD Imagecopy 3 u/g fromv1.xx £20.00 I
• XICE Imagecopy 3 u/g from v15x £15.001
• XICF Imagecopy 3 u/g from v2xx £10.00I
• XKYM KeyMaster £6.95 B
• XMAS Mouse Master £9.95 B
• XMAC Mastering Calligrapher £29.95 D
• XMAWMastering AtariWorks £29.95 D
• XMDL Mortimer Deluxe £29.95 G
• XMDA Mortimer Deluxe upgrade £14,95 G
• XMG2Molgraph2 £24.95 G
• XMGUMolgraphvl to v2 upgrade £6.95 C
• XMPA Multiprint upgrade £5.00 A
• XMPE Map Edit £6.95 B
• XMTM Mortimer £14,95 G
•XMTP Multiprint £9.95 B
• XMTA MouseTricksupgrade £5.00 A
• XMTX Mouse Tricks £9.95 G
• XOCHOxford Chess £9.95 G
• XPGA Page Assistant £29.95 D
• XPGU Page Assistant Upgrade £7.95 D
• XPXT PixArt £34.95 G
• XRD3 Redacteur 3 £99.00 M
• XRDJ Redacteur Junior £39.00 M
• XRDL Redacteur Lite £69,00 M
• XRU1 Redacteur Junior to 3.15 £60,00 D
• XRU2 Redacteur Liteto 3.15 £30,00 D
• XRU3 Redacteur Junior to Lite £30.00 D
• XST1 STC Fonts Set #1 £14.95 D
• XST2 STC Fonts Set #2 £14.95 D
• XST3 STC Fonts Set #3 £14.95 D

• XST4 STC Fonts Set #4 £14.95 D
• XST5 STC Fonts Set #5 £14.95 D
• XST6 STC Fonts Set #6 £14.95 D
• XSTB STC Fonts Brochure £0.00 Z
• XSTC STCFontsCatalogue#1 £Z95 C
• XSTC STC Fonts Catalogue #2 £2.95 C
• XTC1 TypewriteClipArtGuide #1 £2.95 C
• XTC2 TypewriteClipArtGuide #2 £1.95 C
• XTFT Trimfont £9,95 B
• XTST Textstyle £19,95 D
• XTW1 TypewriteClipArtSet 1 £8,95 D
• XTW2 TypeWrite ClipArt Set 2 £8.95 D
• XTW3 TypeWrite ClipArtSet 3 £8.95 D
• XTW4 TypeWrite Clip ArtSet 4 £8,95 D
• XTW5 TypeWrite ClipArtSet 5 £8.95 D
• XUS3 Universal Item Selector III £14.95 G
• XUSA UIS upgrade: v2 to v3.32 £7.50 B
• XUSB UIS upgrade:v3 to v3,32 £3.50 A
• XVK6 Ultimate Virus Killerv6 £12.95 B
• XVW2Viewll £14.95 F
• XWP9Warp9 £29.95 G
• XWPB Warp9 UpgradeB(from 3.xto 3.8x) £16,95 G
• XXDBX Debug £24.95 K

£0.75
£0.75

Demo Disks
• XRDC Redacteur 3 Demo - Colour
• XRDM Redacteur 3 Demo - Mono
• XD01 Address 1.6 Demo
• XD02 Fonty Demo
• XD03 Fontkit Plus 4 Demo
• XD04 Imagecopy Colour Demo
• XD09 Textstyle Demo
• XD10 X Debug Demo

PD and Shareware Disks
• DN PD/Sh'wareDisks (non subscribers)
ODS PD/Sh'wareDisks (subscriber rate)
• D2 Standard Range Disks(Subscriber)
• D275 Standard Range Disks (Non Sub'r)

Licenseware Disks
• L275 Licenseware @ £2.75
• LCW1 Licenseware @ £1.95
• LCW2 Licenseware @ £2.95

£0.75 X
£0.75
£0,75
£0.75
£0,75 X
£0.75 X

£1.25 X
£1,00 X
£2.00 X
£2.75 X

£2.75 X
£1.95 X
£2.95 X

Boxed Sets of PD/Shareware Disks
• PCA1 Calamus Font Pack #1 £8.95 G
• PCA2 Calamus Font Pack #2 £8.95 G
• PJP1 JPEG Pictures Pack #1 £8.95 G
• PPG1 PageStream Font Pack £8.95 G
• PTX1 TeXPack#1 £8.95 G
• PTK2 TeXPack#2 £8.95 G

Books on Disk
• XBD1 Books on Disk Set #1
• XBD2 Books on Disk Set #2
• XBD3 Books on Disk Set #3
• XBD4 Books on Disk Set #4

ST Applications Back Issues
• SST1 ST ApplicationsSet 1: Issues 1 to 12
• SST2 STApplications Set 2: Iss. 13 to 24
• STA STApplications sample copy
• STAB 3+ Back Issues O £1.25 each

£2.95 D
£4.95 D
£3,95 D
£3.95 D

£9.95 M
£9.95 M
£2,50 F
£1.25 C

Postage Rates - UK & BFPO
Add £1.25 to orders of under £20.

Postage Rates - Overseas
You must add postage surcharges for all items ordered.
We do not send goods by surface mail. The postage codes
are givento the rightof the price for each product and the
postage surcharges are given in the table below.

Code Europe Rest of World
A £0.25 £1.00
B £0.50 £1.25
C £0,50 £1.25
D £0,75 £1.50
E £0,75 £2.00
F £1.00 £2.50
G £1,25 £3.25
H £1.50 £4.25
1 £1.75 £5,00
J £2,00 £5,50
K £2.25 £6.00
L £3,00 £8.00
M £4.50 £12.00
X 0.20/disk 0.40/disk

Payment Methods
The onlyacceptable forms of payment are:
- Cheque (or BankDraft) drawnin ESterling on a UK Bank
- Eurocheque drawn in ESterling.
- Transfer, or Post Giro, to our Girobank account No. 37-
820-7806,A/c name: Simple Logic, Sort Code: 72-00-00,
- UK or Canadian ESterling Postal orders.



Order Form
To order, simpy mark off the

disks required:

X|EG.123 Disk Description

APPLICATIONS

AP.100 Databases

AP.101 FastBase

AP.102 Supercard

AP.130 So Purpose Databases

AP.140 Address Books

AP.150 Spreadsheets

AP.170 Hypertext #1

AP.171 Hypertext #2

AP.190 Personal Organisers

AP.200 Graph Makers

AP.210 Rotters

AP.250 Label Makers

AP.251 Label CAD

AP.252 Sticker III

AP.300 Mathematics

AP.310 Chemistry and Electricity

AP.320 Business #1

AP.321 Business #2

AP.340 Sport

AP.350 Genealogy and Mag

AP.360 Word Puzzle Makers

AP.380 Astronomy #1

AP.381 Astronomy #2

AP.382 Astronomy #3

AP.383 Astronomy #4

AP.390 Miscellaneous

AP.391 Calendars and Body

AP.400 Demo's

AP.900 Uniterm and Vanterm

AP.901 Comms Terminals

AP.902 Comms + FAX Software

AP.910 Comms: Utilities

AP.930 Comms: BBS Stuff

AP.950 Radio Utilities #1

AP.951 Radio Utilities #2

ART - COLOUR

AC.100 Page3

AC.101 Planets

AC.102 Fantasy

AC.103 MiscTNY#1

AC.104 MiscTNY#2

AC.105 MiscTNY#3

AC.106 Freds

AC.107 Douq Herring Portfolio

AC.108 MiscTNY#4

AC.109 Animal World

AC.110 16+Picture Show

AC.200 Paqe3

AC.201 MiscSPC#1

AC.202 Photofile Demo #1

AC.204 Samantha Fox

AC.205 Samantha Fox

AC.206 Gigabyte Show

AC.250 Animals #1

AC.251 Animals #2

AC.252 Fantasy

AC.253 People #1

AC.254 People #2

AC.256 Things 1

AC.280 SPX#1

AC.281 SPX#2

AC.282 Hotbabes#1

AC.283 Hotbabes #2

AC.284 Hotbabes #3

AC.285 Hotbabes #4

AC.286 Hotbabes #5

AC.287 Hotbabes #6

AC.288 Hotbabes #7

AC.289 Hotbabes #8

AC.290 SPX#3

AC.291 SPX#4

AC.292 SPX#5

AC.300 GIF Pictures #1

AC.301 GIF Pictures #2

AC.302 GIF Pictures #3

AC.303 GIF Pictures #4

AC.400 Art of Tobias Richter

AC.401 Art of Tobias Richter

AC.402 Wildlife Slideshow II

AC.403 Photochrome Slideshow

AC.450 Amiga IF Pictures
ART (CUP ART)

AM.101 Animals

AM.102 Animals

AM.103 Animals

AM.104 Animals

AM. 105 Animals

AM.106 Animals

AM.107 Animals

AM.108 Animals

AM.131 Cartoons

AM.132 Cartoons

AM.133 Cartoons

AM.134 Cartoons

AM.135 Seymour's Sketches

AM.136 Seymour's Sketches
AM.140 Office Art

AM.141 Office Art

AM.151 Teddy Bears #1

AM.152 Teddy Bears #2
AM.160 Kids #1

AM.161 Kids #2

AM.162 Kids #3

AM.180 Christian #1

AM.181 Christian #2

AM.182 Christian #3

AM.201 DTP Items #1

AM.202 DTP Items #2

AM.203 DTP Items #3

AM.204 DTP Items #4

AM.205 DTP Items #5

AM.206 DTP Items #6

AM.250 Engravings #1 and #2

AM.271 Fantasy #1

AM.272 Fantasy #2

AM.273 Fantasy #3

AM.274 Fantasy #4

AM.290 Rants #1

AM.291 Plants #2

AM.301 Food #1

AM.302 Food #2

AM.321 Greetings Cards #1

AM.322 Greetings Cards #2

AM.323 Greetings Cards #3

AM.324 Greetings Cards #4

AM.351 Houses #1 and #2

AM.361 Music #1

AM.362 Music #2

AM.381 People #1

AM.382 People #2 and #3

AM.384 People #4

AM.400 Entertainment #1

AM.401 Pin Ups #1

AM.402 Pin Ups #2
AM.403 Pin Ups #3

AM.404 Pin Ups #4

AM.421 Sports #1 and #2

AM.441 Transport #1

AM.442 Transport #2

AM.443 Transport #3

AM.461 Work#1

AM.462 Work #2

AM.481 World #1

AM.482 World #2

AM.601 Cliplt#1

AM.602 Cliplt #2

AM.603 Cliplt #3
AM.604 Cliplt #4

AM.605 Cliplt #5
AM.606 Cliplt #6

AM.607 Cliplt #7

AM.608 Cooper ClipArt

AM.609 Cooper Clip Art

AM.610 Cooper Clip Art

AM.611 Cooper Wacky Cartoons

AM.651 Misc #1

AM.652 Misc #2

AM.653 Misc #3

AM.654 Misc #4

AM.655 Misc #5

AM.656 Misc #6

AM.657 Misc #7

AM.658 Misc #8

AM.659 Misc #9

AM.660 Misc #10

AM.661 Misc #11

AM.662 Misc #12

AM.663 Misc #13

AM.612 Grin Clip Art

AM.613 Grin ClipArt
AM.614 Use Bis Jensen Portfolio

AM.615 Panthersoft Smart Art

AM.701 TNY#1

AM.702 TNY#2

AM.703 TNY#3

AM.704 TNY#4

AM.705 TNY#5

AM.900 EPS#1

AM.901 EPS #2

AM.950 GEM Art #1

AM.951 GEM Art #2

AM.952 GEM Art #3

AM.953 GEM Art #4

AM.970 CVG Clip Art

DISK MAGS

DM.30 July'92

DM.31 September '92

DM.34 March 1993

DM.35 May 93

DM.36 July 93

DM.37 September 93

DM.38 November 93

DM.39 January 94

DM.40 March 94

DM.41 May 94

DM.42 July 94

DM.43 September 94
EDUCATIONAL

ED.101 Education #1

ED.102 Education #2

ED.103 Education #3

ED.104 Education #4

ED.105 Education #5

ED.106 Education #6

ED.1 07 Education #7

ED.108 Education #8

ED.109 Education #9

ED.110 Education #10

ED.111 Education #11

ED.11 2 Education #12

ED.113 Education #13

ED.114 Education #14

ED.115 Education #15

ED.116 Education #16

ED.117 Education #17

ED.118 Education #18

ED.201 Languages

ED.301 School Stuff

ED.401 Death of a President

ED.402 Death of a Resident

ED.403 Death of a Resident

ED.402 Search

ED.404 History File
ENTERTAINMENT

EN.100 Gamesflying and Sports

EN.110 GamesCasino & Quizes

EN.120 Tetris

EN.121 Tetris Clones

EN.130 Word Games

EN.140 Strategy Games

EN.141 Strategy Games #2
EN.150 Puzzle Games

EN.160 Card Games

EN.170 Board Games

EN.200 Uamasoft Games

EN.210 Game Menu 1 and 2

EN.211 Game Menu 3

EN.212 Games #1

EN.213 Games #2

EN.214 Games #3

EN.215 Games #4

EN.301 Mono Games #1

EN.302 Mono Games #2

EN.801 Adventure Games #1

EN.802 Adventure Games #2

EN.803 Adventure Games #3

EN.804 Adventure Games #4

EN.805 AGT Adventure Games

EN.815 Grandad 2

EN.840 Michaels Big Adventure

EN.861 Dungeon &Dragons #1

EN.862 Dungeon &Dragons #2
EN.871 Adventure Game Help #1

EN.872 Adventure Game Help #2
EN.890 Games Help

EN.900 Demo Disk #1

EN.901 CyberStudio

EN.902 Lost Boys Definitive

EN.903 Demo Collection #1

EN.980 California Beach Girls

EN.981 Golden Girls

FONTS

FN.100 Font Utilities

FN.101 Fontkit v3.31

FN.201 PageStream Fonts #1
FN.202 PageStream Fonts #2

FN.203 PageStream Fonts #3
FN.204 imageArt PageStrm Fonts

FN.301 PostScript Fonts #1

FN.302 PostScript Fonts #2

FN.303 PostScript Fonts #3

FN.304 PostScript Fonts #4

FN.305 PostScript Fonts #5

FN.306 PostScript Fonts #6

FN.401 Calamus Fonts #1

FN.402 Calamus Fonts #2

FN.403 Calamus Fonts #3

FN.404 Calamus Fonts #4

FN.405 Calamus Fonts #5

FN.406 Calamus Fonts #6

FN.407 Calamus Fonts #7

FN.408 Calamus Fonts #8

FN.409 Calamus Fonts #9

FN.410 Calamus Fonts #10

FN.411 Calamus Fonts #11

FN.412 Calamus Fonts #12

FN.413 Calamus Fonts #13

FN.414 Calamus Fonts #14

FN.415 Calamus Fonts #15

FN.416 Calamus Fonts #16

FN.41 7 Calamus Fonts #17

FN.418 Calamus Fonts #18

FN.419 Calamus Fonts #19

FN.420 Calamus Fonts #20

FN.421 Calamus Fonts #21

FN.501 GEM Fonts 300-dpi #1

FN.502 GEM Fonts 300-dpi #2
FN.503 GEMFonts 300-dpi #3

FN.504 GEM Fonts 300-dpi #4

FN.550 GEM Fonts 360-dpi #1

FN.551 GEM Fonts 360-dpi #2

FN.552 GEM Fonts 180 & 360

FN.580 GEM Fonts 9-pin

FN.601 Thafs Write 300-dpi #1

FN.602 That's Write 300-dpi #2

FN.603 Thafs Write 300-dpi #3

FN.604 Thafs Write 300-dpi #4

FN.640 Thafs Write Fonts

FN.650 Thafs Write Fonts 360

FN.680 Thafs Write Fonts 9-pin

FN.701 Signum Fonts 24-pin

FN.702 Signum Fonts 300-dpi

FN.703 Signum Fonts

FN.800 Screen+Degas Fonts

FN.810 HP Softfont 300-dpi

FN.820 Fontpac Fonts

GRAPHICS

GR.100 Paint Packages #1

GR.110 Crack Art 1.0

GR.111 Synthyv2.026
GR.112 Kozmik 4

GR.1 50 Mono Paint Packages #1

GR.1 51 Mono Paint Packages #2
GR.1 52 PAD 2.0

GR.153 PAD 2.4

GR.200 3D Graphics &CAD
GR.205 Kadinsky

GR.210 CADPackages

PTO



GR.220 EffectsPackages
GR.230 Animation Packages

GR.300 Persistence Of Vision

GR.301 Persistence Of Vision

GR.302 Persistence Of Vision

GR.310 DKB Trace

GR.320 AIM 3.0

GR.321 AIM 3.0

GR.330 Image Pc'rs, RayTracers
GR.380 Fractals and Mandlebrots

GR.381 Fractal Chaos

GR.400 GemView 24

GR.401 DMJ GIF

GR.402 Photochrome v3.0

GR.420 Image Tools #1
GR.421 Imaqe Tools #2

GR.422 Image Tools #3
GR.440 TT Graphic Utilities

GR.450 File Format Specifications

GR.501 Graphic Demo's #1
GR.502 Graphic Demo's #2
GR.503 MegaPaint Demo

GR.504 DynaCADD Demo

GR.505 DynaCADD Demo

GR.550 Drawing Support Disk
GR.560 Graphics for Teachers

GR.600 CAD 3D

GR.620 Animations #1

GR.621 Animations #2

GR.622 Animations #3

GR.623 Animations #4

GR.624 Animations #5

GR.625 Animations #6

GR.626 Animations #7

INFORMATION

IN.100 Technical Info.

IN.120 Ancient History

IN.121 Digests 1 and 2
IN.122 Digests 3 and 4

IN.150 Hardware Projects
IN.200 Info Files #1

IN.201 Info Files #2

IN.202 World Digitised

IN.203 Misc Info files

IN.280 Bible #1 New Testament

IN.281 Old Testament

IN.282 Old Testament

IN.283 Old Testament

IN.500 ST News Issue 6.1

IN.501 ST News Issue 6.2

IN.502 ST News Issue 7.2

IN.503 ST News Issue 8.1

IN.504 ST News Issue 8.2

IN.505 ST News Issue 9.1

IN.506 ST News Issue 9,2

IN.520 MAGGIE 12

IN.530 STEN Issues 1,2, &3

IN.531 STEN Issues 4 & 5

IN.532 STEN Issues 6 & 7

IN.533 STEN Issues 8 & 9

IN.534 STEN Issues 10 & 11

IN.535 STEN Issues 12 & 13

IN.536 STEN Issues 14 &14B

IN.537 STEN Issue 15

IN.550 Inside Info 49 & 50

IN.551 Inside Info 50 & 51

IN.552 Inside Info 52 & 53

IN.553 Inside Info 55 & 56

IN.554 Inside Info 57 & 58

IN.555 Inside Info 59,60 &61

IN.556 Inside Info 62 & 63

IN.557 Inside Info 64 & 65

IN.558 Inside Info 66

IN.559 Inside Info 67

IN.560 Inside Info 68

IN.561 Inside Info 69

MUSIC & MIDI

MU.100 DMJ Sound Lab

MU.101 Sample Tools #1
MU.102 Sample Tools #2

MU.150 Music Programs
MU.171 MODFilePlayers #1
MU.172 MODFile Players #2
MU.501 MIDI Utilities #1

MU.502 MIDI Uilities #2

MU.503 MIDI Uilities #3

MU.504 MIDI Utilities #4

MU.505 MIDI Uilities #5

MU.506 MIDI Uilities #6

MU.507 MIDI Uilities #7

MU.530 MIDI

MU.550 Accompanist

MU.600 MID Files

MU.701 MIDI Product Demo's #1

MU.702 MIDI Product Demo's #2

MU.703 MIDI Product Demo's #3

NEW SUBMISSIONS

NW.001 New Submissions #1

NW.002 New Submissions #2

NW.003 New Submissions #3

NW.004 New Submissions #4

NVV.005 New Submissions #5

NW.006 New Submissions #6

NW.007 New Submissions #7

NW.OOS New Submissions #8

NW.OOS New Submissions #9

NW.01C New Submissions #10

NW.011 New Submissions #11

NW.012 New Submissions #12

NW.013 New Submissions #13

NW.014 New Submissions #14

PROGRAMMING

PR.1 OO GNU C++

PR.101 GNU C++

PR.102 GNU C++

PR.103 GNU C++

PR.104 GNU C++

PR.110 GNUC

PR.111 GNUC

PR.1 20 MJC

PR.130 Heat and Serve C

PR.140 ANAModula2v1.01

PR.1 50 ST ICON

PR.151 ST ICON

PR.1 70 Assembly Lanquaqe

PR.201 Proq Lanquaqes #1

PR.202 Prog Languages #2

PR.203 Proq Lanquaqes #3

PR.204 Prog Languaqes #4

PR.205 Proq Lanquaqes #5

PR.301 Proqrammers Tools #1
PR.302 Proqrammers Tools #2

PR.303 Programmers Tools #3
PR.304 Proqrammers Tools #4

PR.305 Proqrammers Tools #5

PR.350 RSC File Utilities

PR.400 Learn to Roqram

PR.401 C Source Codes #1

PR.402 C Source Codes #2

PR.403 C Source Codes #3

PR.450 ST Applications Listinqs

PR.455 HiSoft Basic Sources

PR.460 STOS Sources Tools #1

PR.461 STOS Source & Tools #2

PR.465 ST Basic Source Codes

PR.481 GFA Utils & Sources #1

PR.482 GFA Uils & Sources #2

PR.483 GFA UtJIs & Sources #3

PR.484 GFA Basic Sources #4

PR.485 Your 2nd GFA Manual

PR.490 Pascal Source Codes

PR.491 Modula 2 Source Codes

UTILITIES

UT.100 Format Disks

UT.11 0 Diskand FileCopiers
UT.121 Disk Utilities #1

UT.122 Disk Utilities #2

UT.140 Sagrotan 4.17

UT.141 Virus Tools

UT.160 DiskCataloguers
UT.1 70 DiskRec'y, Sector Editors
UT.180 Hard Disk Utilities

UT.190 Hard Disk Backup

UT.200 Desktops

UT.201 Desktop Icons

UT.210 Program Launchers
UT.220 CLI

UT.221 MiNT

UT.230 System Utilities
UT.240 Unix-like Uilities

UT.300 Boot-Up Utilities

UT.301 SuperBoot 8.1

UT.310 File Viewers

UT.320 Password Utilities

UT.331 file Utilities #1

UT.332 File Utilities #2

UT.350 Mouse Utils & TOS Fixes

UT.360 Screen Utils SillyStuff
UT.370 Mem Utils, RAM Disks

UT.380 CPs, file Sel's and DirV
UT.390 Calc's, Clocks and Kbd

UT.501 File Compression #1

UT.502 File Compression #2
UT.503 File Compression #3

UT.504 Two in One

UT.601 Emulators #1

UT.602 Emulators #2

UT.650 DMJ Utilities

UT.660 Support Disk

UT.670 TLC Utilities 20

UT.901 Printer Drivers #1

UT.902 Printer Drivers #2

UT.903 Printer Drivers #3

UT.910 HP DeskJet

UT.911 HP DeskJet and LaserJet

UT.980 Printer Utilities

WP and DTP

WP.100 1st Word and ST Writer

WP.101 Wordprocessors
WP.150 Text Editors

WP.151 JOVE and MicroSpell
WP.152 GNU Emacs

WP.1 53 Micro Emacs 3.10

WP.1 54 Everest 3.3e

WP.201 Wordprocessing Utils #1

WP.202 Wordprocessing Utils #2
WP.203 Wordprocessinq Utils #3

WP.204 Wordprocessinq Utils #3

WP.250 Text File Printinq Utils

WP.251 IdeaList

WP.300 Translation Programs

WP.400 Words

WP.501 WP Demos #1

WP.502 WP Demos #2

WP.600 DTP Packages

WP.650 PageStream Support
WP.660 Calamus Support
WP.661 Calamus Winners

WP.670 Timeworks/GDOS

WP.690 Easy Text Plus Support
WP.695 Publishing Partner

WP.700 GhostScript
WP.701 Ghostscript Fonts

WP.702 Ghostscript Fonts

Please use this section to order:
• Commercial Software • Books • Accessories •
• Licenseware Disks (£2.75) • Disks and Boxes •

•FaST Club Product Demo Disks (£0.75) •
•FaST Club Catalogue Disks (£0.75) •

Qty Title Price

ST Applications Subscription (£24.00)

Sub total =

X'd disks @ £1.25/£1.00*ea.=

P&P: £1.25 on orders below £20 =

TOTAL ORDER VALUE

Subscribers only pay the lower price

r.Name:

Address:

iSTA46
Post Code:

(This is essential)

^\ All prices include VAT • Please tick here if you require a VAT Invoice

Cheques and Postal Orders should be crossed and
made payable to: SIMPLE LOGIC & Co.



1 For users of Atari ST &. Falcon computers

7 Musters Road - Nottingham - NG2 7PP
Tel; 0602-455250 - Fax; 0602-455305

Software
• Address 1.6 £12.95

• Astronomy Lab £24.95
O C-Font2 £ 9.95

• CalAssistant £19.95

O CalAssistant SL £29.95

n Clip Art Catalogues (2) £ 4.00
• TW Clip Art Catalogue £ 2.95
• TW Clip Art Sets £ 8.50
• Catalogued Clip Art £ 8.95
• Easy Text Plus DTP £19.75
H Easy Text Pro DTP £34.95
• EdHack £ 9.95
• Fontkit Plus 4.1 £24.95

3 Fontpac Plus from£ 6.95
• Fonty: Calamus Font Editor £11.95
• FontGDOS andDrivers £ 2.95

• Imagecopy 1 (Mono) £ 9.95
• Imagecopy Colour £14.95
• Key Master £ 6.95
• Molgraph 2 £24.95
• Mouse Master £ 9.95

• Mouse Tricks 2.15 £ 9.95

• Multiprint £ 9.95
• PageAssistant £29.95
• Redacteur 3.15 £99.00

• Redacteur Lite £69.00

O Redacteur Junior £39.00

• Trimfont £ 9.95

• Ultimate Virus Killer 6 £12.95

• Universal Item Selector III £14.95
• Warp 9 £29.95
n X-Debug £24.95

Imagecopy
Desk File VieH Options v

H]HDEN.TB1

PHRRQT.GIF

B PLRNE.BMP

:V* V NRWJ0.LDM

MRRIRN.MRC

• Imagecopy 2 £19.95
There is no better way to grab, view, convert and
print images on your ST or Falcon. Supports 9-
pinand 24-pin Epsoncompatibles, CannonBJ,
HP DeskJet and Laserjetmono and colour
printers. Many more features - writeor phone for
details.

H Imagecopy 3 Upgrades:
• Upgrade D:from Imagecopy 1.xx: £22.95
• Upgrade E:from Imagecopy 1,5x: £17.95
D upgrade F: fromImagecopy2.xx: £12.95
Return master disks for upgrades please.

• FaST Club Catalogue Free
Probably the most comprehensive catalogue for
the ST. Details on hundreds of PD and

Shareware disks plus specifications of all of the
products listed inthis advert.
Disks cost £1.25ea; or just £1 for subscribers!

24 hour Catalogue Hotline
Phone 0602-455250 to request a copy of our
latest catalogue (52 pages A4)

In<ifjer.o()i^
Inagecopu, 2

fflg tint-inn*; "
uiew inaqe V

onfssna
iaae X 'Convert inage X

Copy inage C
Print screen D

Save inage s

O Imagecopy 3 £29.95
Newfeatures in Imagecopy3 include: many new
image formatssupported including JPEG, new
user interface,improved conversionoptions,
batch processing, slideshow, optionto printa
catalogue of images, improvedcolour reduction,
improveddithering,greyscale option,variable
print-qualityoption, and an increased range of
halftone filters.Write/phone for a fullfeature list.

"Anessential Atariprogram ... no serious Atari
user should be without", AtariST User,Aug '94.
"Aqualityproduct... essential", ST Review,Sept.

Great fonts
• Calamus Font Set #1 £8.95

• Calamus Font Set #2 £8.95
10 OS disks of PD and Shareware fonts in a box

3 PageStream Font Set £8.95
10 OS disks of PD and Shareware fonts -

includes four disks of PostScript fonts.

O STC Fonts Catalogue £2.95
Our professional quality range of Calamus fonts.

Calligrapher
Tamed
H Mastering Calligrapher £29.95
The Hypertext Personal Guide for Calligrapher
that offers quick referencing to all commands with
concise screen summaries and tutorials, including
tips and tricks.

Mastering Calligrapher is ideal for both novice
and advanced users alike. Novice users will find

the simplestep-by-stepapproach an easy wayto
lessen the learningcurve,whileadvanced users
will benefitfromthe referencingfeature.

Each command is explained in detail withall of
the necessary informationgiven on how to use it
correctly.Tips and tricks are offered throughout
the guide to giveyou ideas on howto exploiteach
commandto itsfullest.Just a fewofthe topics
covered are: quickprint,header, footer,define
severalclipboard buffers, page numbering, text
alignment,drop capitals, and more. Requires a
hard drive. Also available from the same author is

Mastering AtariWorks,price:£29.95

H Textstyle £19.95
AnothercrackingprogramfromJeremy Hughes,
authorof Imagecopy.Enter yourtext into
Textstyle. select a Calamus or GEMfont, add text
effects and justification, and the resultingpicture
filecan be importedintoa wholerange of
packages. Great forgenerating headlines for
wordprocessors like First Word Plus, Redacteur
or WriteON:or use itwithan art package such as
PixArt to make posters, banners, greetings cards.
etc. Thousands of applications.

H Textstyle bundle £14.95

ST Applications
Forthe last three years we have been publishing
a monthlymagazine for ST users. Fullof inform
ativeand authorative articlesST Applications is
an essential read for all Atari users who are

serious about getting the best out of their
machine.

Subscriptions
H 12-issues: £24.00

• 3-issue trial:£5.00
D Sample issue: £2.50

Don't take our word for it, here aresome unsolicited comments from happy readers: unfailingly
interesting, superbly written NWF,reallyexcellentvalueGFS, invaluable serviceforSTusersPS,
consistently impressedAS, nohesitation inrenewing mysubscription PPK, youcanreaditagain and
againRF.Originals ofthese letters availableforinspectionat our offices.

Big Blue ST
n Gemulator

Se.o°
Stunning emulator that allowsAtariST software
to be run on your IBM compatible PC. Needs a
386 or 486 PC with HDD, 4MB RAM, and one

free expansionslot.Writeor phone fora copy of
our Gemulator InfoPack and details of the most

recent versions of the Gemulator software. Loan

boards also available.

O Gemulator InfoPack Free

Only the best
D View II £14.95
View text, pictureand animationfiles,playsound
samples, and even view and extract ARCand
LZH files all from the desktop. "The most useful
utility ever written" said ST Formal.

Ordering
IrJ... Tick the items you require and send this
advert, a photocopy, or just a list on a sheet ot
paper withyour name and address, along witha
cheque or Postal Order, to us at: ST Club, 7
Musters Road, Nottingham,NG2 7PP. Please allow
up to 4 days foryourgoods to reach you.Sorry,we
do not take credit card orders or telephone orders.

Overseas Orders Welcome - Please request a
copyof our Overseas PriceList. Membership -
You do not have to join or subscribe before you can
buy fromus, and you are not under any on-going
oc' gation to buy from us when you do subscribe.

3 Photo2Disk Info' FREE
Forthe same priceas an enlargement we
can transfer your photographs to disk so
that you can use them in your art and
DTPsoftware.Write/phone fordetails.

Books
• Users'Guide to1stWord £ 6.95

• ST 3D Graphics Programming £22.95
0 Atari ST Basic To C £18.45

l~l STDisk Drives: Inside And 0ut£18.95

~l ST Machine Language £18.45
H Atari ST Programmer's Guide £22.95
"I Desktop Publishing: The Book £ 6.95
"I Introducing ST Machine Code £19.75
H Midi and Sound Book for ST £17.25

• Musical Applications of the ST £ 5.95
• Tech Ref Guide Atari STVol 2 £19.95

H Tech Ref Guide Atari STVol 3 £22.95

• Guide toTimeworks DTP £ 9.95

1 Your First Basic £14.95

• C-Manship Complete Atari ST £14.94
• ST Assembly Lang'Workshop £14.95

Cheque/PO enclosed.

From:

D ...Delivery: £1.25fororders under£20
0 ...VAT included.in all prices
F1 ...Catalogues &Telephone support FREE



•

SMSFALCON as £399!Greatoffers on a selected range of software,
peripherals andaccessories. Plus, if you arethinkingof

upgradingto a Falcon, these arethe lowest prices ever seen from Silica!

14" HIGH RES MONO MONITOR
FOR THE ATARI ST & FALCON

12" GREYSCALE MONITOR
FOR THE ATARI ST & FALCON

TATUNG

• 12* GREYSCALE MONITOR

• UNLIMITED SHADES OF GREY

• RESOLUTIONS
SF-FM & ST-E
LOW(320x200)
i.UDIUM (6IO<2QQt
HIGH (640 x 400) WITH
FREE SOFTWARE INCLUDED

• STEREO SPEAKERS BUILT-IN

• VOLUME. BRIGHTNESS. CONTRAST CONTROLS

• TILT & SWIVEL BASE AVAILABLE

Previously

:

• 14" HI-RESOLUTION MONO MONITOR
• WORKS IN ST HI-RES MODE (640X400) WITH

ATARI ST AND FALCON RANGES
• STEREO SOUND AVAILABLE THROUGH

OPTIONAL SCREENBEAT SPEAKERS
(REF: SPK 7260 - SILICA PRICE: £14.99)

• VLMF LOW RADIATION • SMALL. FOOTPRINT

• SUPPLIED WITH TILT 4 SWIVEL BASE

• EASY ACCESS TO CONTROLS

• INCLUDES CABLE FOR ATARI ST-E - THE
FALCON REQUIRES AN EXTRA ADAPTOR
REF: CAB 5772-19

FALCON
LOW(320x200)
WWUM 16-10x2001
TRUECOLOUR WO * 400)

SAVE £20! Bg
SAVE £10!
Previously ^^-Tfiit

Requires cabin- £9.95each
Atari ST/FM-rei: CAB 5912

Atari ST-FJFalcon ref: CAB5920

The Falcon requires an extra
adaptor ref:CAB 5772- C9

ST SOFTWARE + PERIPHERAL OFFERS!
LAA0900 DRUM UNIT - ATARI SL804 LASER
Replacement drum unit. Lastsapprox. 8/9000 copies.

SPA1074 DMA IC - ST-FM/MEGA ST
Controller chip for high speed hard drive port.

SPA5432 TOS 2.06 ROM INT. UPGRADE - ST
OperatingSysten Upgrade forany ST-e. improves desktop.

£t$3=€2 £139.00

J3&2-I £19.95

23*92 £34.95

SPA5448 T-B0ARD 68 INC. TOS 2.06 - ST-E
InternalTOS 2.06 upgrade, inc socket foraccelerators &emulators £99=SS £49.95

SSA0652 4T/FX-MULTITRACK RECORDING SAW £2§9=gri £199 00
Falcon realtime mixer. Sequencercontrollable. 4-track toharddrive. ' '

SSC0332 CUBASE LITE
Beginners' MIDI software. Realtime functions through graphic interface. £89=90! £69.00

SSC0412 C-LAB COMPLETE PACKAGE
Music presentationpack with Notator3.1 . Unitor 2 &Mouse Mat.

SSC8962 CUBASE V3.0
Flexible four tracksequencer &MIDI manager. Incsound editor.

SSE4632 EMAGIC NOTATOR SL
MIDIsequencer, score edit &print out management system.

£549=811 £349.00

£399=011 £249.00

£299=811 £199.00

System Architecture:
• CPU: Motorola 68030operating at 1Smhz
• BUS: 32-bit data: 32-bit address

• FPU: Optional Motorola 68881/2 - 16mhj
• RAM: 1,4. 14mu configurations
• ROM: 512K

Digital Signal Processor:
• Motorola 56001 DSP running at 32mhi
• 16MIPS performance at3Zmhi
• 32K 16-bit Static RAM

Interfaces, Ports & Expansion Slots:
• Internal direclprocessorslot
• SCSI-2 Portwith Direct Memory Access
• High-speed LocaiTalk/AppleTalk

compatible LAN port
• ConnectorforVGA. compositevideo,RF

(cablesupplied), or broadcast analogue
RGB (monitor output
requires adaptor)-
see below' .,,:;-•. •

• Bi-direction;il
na';i"&!
printer

P°rt , / , i

• Cartridge port (128K).
MIDI-IN/ MIDI-OUT

• Stereo mic. input/Stereo audio out-35mm
• Two 9-pin joystick connectors
• Two15-pinenhanced digital/analog

connectors

Data Storage:
• 1.44Mb Floppy Disk Drive
• Internal IDE HardDrive Option

(127or209.',-tHD versions available)
• MS-DOS format compatibility
Graphics:
• VGA:640x480 256 colour

• True colour 16-bit mode: display upto
65,536coloursfroma 262,144 palette

• Accepts ext.video syncsignal for
genlockhg-upto65,536 possible
coloursfroma paletteof 262,144

• Hardware-assisted horizontal finescrolling
• BUTTER graphics processor
Sound:

• Eight 16-bitdigital audioDMA recordand
playback channels (upto5Gkhz sampiirg)

• Stereo16-bitDMA inputs output
• SOMA sound/DMA co-processor

System Software:
• Multiple window userinterface withicons

anddropdown menus
• Icon-based graphicsuserinterface with

self-explanatory command functions
• Multi-tasking operating system with

inter-process communication (MultiTOS)
• On-line help
• NewDesk desktop andextensible-control

panelallowscustomisation

INCREDIBLE POWER
At the centre of the Falcon 030 lie
two powerful hearts: the super fast
68030 processor which runs 4
million instructions per second and
the Motorola DSP 5601 processor.
Working together, they give
processing speeds up to 10 times
quicker than any other multimedia
system at a comparable price. The
Falcon 030 also boasts an
impressive array of interfaces for
linking peripherals,

THE IMPACT OF COLOUR
The Falcon 030 produces images
indistinguishable from a real picture
displayed on your TV. Every pixel
on screen can be shown in a
different colour and 65,536 colours
can be displayed at once, from a
palette of 262,144, producing a true
colour display of the highest quality,

SUPERB VIDEO
The Falcon can be used to
create special effects, overlay
pictures, lighten any that are too
dark, even get rid of the unfocussed
bits. Video editing and special
effect, techniques are both easy
and affordable.

CD QUALITY AUDIO
The Falcon 030 comes complete
with a stereo input into which can

be plugged a microphone, a
Walkman, or a hi-ti system. To
reproduce the sound, a convenor
mixes the eight 16-bit channels,
then outputs crystal clear stereo
sound at a sampling frequency of
up to 50khz, better than CD quality.
The Digital Signal Processor with
direct-to-disk capability, means that
the Falcon can store sound
samples, including the human
voice, on hard disk and play them
back in real time,

•

2 PROCESSORS
Motorola 68030,18mhz, 32-bitProcessor
+ Unique32MH2 DSP(Digital Signal Processor)

•

CD QUALITY STEREO SOUND
8 x 16-bit DigitalAudioDMA Channels
Stereo 16-bit DMAAudio Input/Output

•

BRILLIANT GRAPHICS LIKE
REAL PICTURES ON TV

VGA Graphics&16-bitColour,
640 x 480 in 256 Colours

•

FULL RANGE OF INTERFACES
SCSI-2, LAN& MIDI InterfacesSSF2672 FASTC0M 2 -when purchased with any other product

Communications package. IntegratedASCII/Viewdata functions
£435 £2.50

1r.ibRAM OmbHD 4MbRAM 0MbHD 4r.i» RAM 127™, HD 4MbRAM 209nb HD 14md RAM 209«b HD

SSH9752 HYPERCHART X34rffll
Presentation graphics system. Takesintodirect from existing data. £9.95

PREVIOUS PRICE PREVIOUS PRICE PREVIOUS PRICE PREVIOUS PRICE

£999321
PREVIOUS PRICE

SSL2642 LDW POWER SPREADSHEET V1
Lotus 1-2-3 v2 compatible. GEM/Lotus interchangable interlace.

£34=3S £9.95 £399 £599 £799 £899 £1399
SST1222 TECHN0B0X DRAFTER 2 £49=§S
High precision drawing package. Colour at 640x 400pixelresolution. ' £29.95

INCLUDING VAT INCLUDING VAT src INCLUDING VAT INCLUDING VAT 8TCT2M 1 INCLUDING VAT stc

[MONITOR CABLE ADAPTORS: • VGA' • ATARI " • COMPOSITE'". • £9" EACH)
STM7400 ST BASIC SOURCE BOOK
For current ST BASIC programming language. Inc. all commands.

£MC £2.50

RAM8100 4mb/14Mb RAM BOARD US1™) - FALCON
Expansion boardforFalcon030. Max. addressable 14Mb.

£49=95: £39.95
OFFICIAL

ATARI MOUSE
• Quality2 button

mouse

Official Atari model

FullyST+ Falcon
Compatible

^OU5000

LOGITECH

PILOT MOUSE
HAR7000 HARD DISK BRACKET - FALCON
Allows a 21" hard disk to be fitted to the Atari Falcon.

£*9f9£ £14.95

CALCULATORS
• Large8 characterLCDdisplay

• Up to 32 steps can be
retraced and recontrolled

• Durablefoldingcase

O POCKET

SIZE

£495
INC VAT-XXX 1920

0 CREDIT

CARD SIZE

.95£3
INC VAT-XXX II

THE SILICA SERVICE
Before you decide when lo 3uy
your new computer equipment.

>•>» .**» ri¥ we suggest youthinkverycarefully
fc cA?...-jy:" .'ib >..: WHERE you buy it. Consider

/Ce TO what itwill belike a lew monlhs alter
you ha^e made yourpurchase, whenyou

may require additional peripherals and accessoriesor help
and advice. And. willIhe company you buy Iromcontact you
with details ol new product At Silica, we ensure that you
will have nothing to worry about. With our unrivalled
experience and expertise, we can meet our customers'
requirements wilhan understanding which is second to none.
Completeand return the coupon now for our latest FREE
literatureand begin lo experience the "SilicaService".

• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY:
Onall hardwaii: o-dsrs :;liip;;e:iin tiie UKmainland
(there is a small char;;*; In' Salt;clay delivery).

• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE:
Ateam ol technicalexpertswillbe at yourservice.

' ESTABLISHED 16 YEARS:
Wehavea proven trackrecordin professional computersales.

' THE FULL STOCK RANGE:
Allol yourcomputerrequirements fromonesupplier.

i FREE CATALOGUES:
Withspecial offersand productnews.

i PAYMENT:
Weaccept mostmajor creditcards,cash,chequeor
monthly terms (APR 29.3';, • whitenituotesop request).

DEBE/NJHAMS

£34£T

MAIL ORDER 081-309 1111
PLUS TECHNICAL AND HEAD OFFICE

Silica, Hatherlev Road. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
PLUS BRANCHES AT:

BRISTOL Debcnnam ;t Ja-res Barton 0272 291021

CARDIFF ' Desert": --i-i: 5: : s .'..:.• 0222 399739
CHELMSFORD Detjenhams •it.d :b:n. 27_High Stree:" 0245 355511
CROYDON Debirirams-(;«-: 11-3j_No-tli Eni 081-688 44S5
GLASGOW >:,-::;;:. 97Argy:E Street 041-221 0088
GDILDFORD DebMll.tnis — i;::. Mi.lbrcok 0483301300

HAR/R0W 3*!'td2S -Otrjjrt -•• Stat" c:tcJ81-427_4300
HULL Debenbairs- :if.v, P'tiSltst.tStreet 0482 25151

IPSWICH Debenliams - o 11 SestcaSStree! 0473 221313

LONDON 52TottenhamCourtRoatl 071-580 4000

LONDON

LUTON _ Debeebsms-''.:;
MANCHESTER" Debeahams" .in'rum, Markeljtree!
PLYMOUTH Deberibams • <1>A tw) Royal Parade
ROMFORD Dehenfiarns - •-. -::-. MaiketPlace

SHEFFIELD Debenbamsit -j tliei.tooi

SHEFFIELD teter'Tis - Oter Sett '94 b'eadDvibal'

SIDCUP

Deberibams- (Sij f.oji. 334 OxfordSt 071-493 3735

0582 21201

061-832 8666

D752 266666

0708 766066
0742 768611

lit 0742 568555

081-382 8811Sittca House. Hatherley Road
SOUTHAMPTON Debenttajns-list tteml Qtieensway _ 0703 223888
SOUTHEND Kettdies-it-Umi High Street" 0702" 468039
THURROCK Debeririams - (isiftxn. Lakeside Centre 0708 860066

Quality2 button mouse
• FullyST+ Falconcompatible
• Free Pipemaniagame

(levels 1,5+ 9)

• Free Accessories Disk

Previously

£9.99

INC VAT -MOU 5015

| To Silica STAPP-1194-226, Silita House. Hatbeiley Rd. Sidcup. Kent. DA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND THE LATEST SILICA BROCHURE

1 Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: Initials:
I

I Surname;

• Company w loo^uet:

' Address:'

I Tel (Home):

1 Tel (Work):
I

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?

E&QE- Adverl'seflpr irl s:ec:f::a!iij's rr-ayC"ar.ge• P'aard»re'

226BJ
ie ccrjponforlitelatesi-itiformation.


